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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MORGANROTH HYPOTHESIS TO ESTABLISH IF HEART ADAPTATION 

IS EXERCISE SPECIFIC 

 

J. C. RICHARDS 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The investigation of exercise specific left ventricular (LV) adaptations to training have been 

predominantly cross sectional in design.  The purpose of the current thesis was to investigate 

LV adaptations to short term (6-9 weeks) training to establish if any changes are exercise 

specific.  A correlation study was used to investigate correlations between cardiac variables and 

MAXOV 2
 (study 1).   Cardiac variables were found to be the strongest predictors for absolute 

MAXOV 2
 , MAXOV 2

 BM and MAXOV 2
 FFM in cyclists compared to the total sample or sedentary 

group, predicting 79% (p<0.01), 70% (p<0.01) and 77% (p<0.01) of the variance, respectively.  

Secondly, it was found that when MAXOV 2
  was scaled to body mass (BM) or fat free mass (FFM) 

cardiac variables predicted less of the variance than for absolute MAXOV 2
 , for all groups. Study 

2 investigated the hypothesis that there would be no evidence of LV hypertrophy when there 

was no increase in FFM.  This was achieved by taking sedentary participants through a 

resistance training programme of 6 weeks duration to control for increases in skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy.  Both resting systolic blood pressure (sBP; p = 0.01, d = 1.19) and diastolic blood 

pressure (dBP; p = 0.029, d = 0.88) were significantly reduced following the 6 weeks resistance 

training.  One repetition maximum (1RM) bench press significantly increased (p = 0.00, d = -

1.44) as did 1 RM parallel squat strength (p = 0.00, d = -1.86), with no associated increases in 

relative FFM (p = 0.45) or absolute LM (p = 0.87).  There was no adaptation to LV morphology 

(p>0.05), however early diastolic function changed with a significant decrease in peak E wave (p 

= 0.00, d = 1.94).  Study 3 compared differences in the time course of the initial adaptations to 

LV structure and function during 9 weeks of aerobic, resistance and combination exercise 
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training, to establish whether LV adaptations are exercise specific.  The resistance and 

combination groups demonstrated increases in relative wall thickness (p = 0.021, ηp
2 = 0.408; p 

= 0.004, d = -1.06, respectively).  PWd also significantly increased in the combination group (p = 

0.032, ηp
2 = 0.301); however there were no structural adaptations evident in the aerobic group 

(p > 0.05).  In contrast, the aerobic group demonstrated functional adaptations with a decrease 

in A wave (p = 0.44, d = 0.87) as did the combination group (p = 0.002, ηp
2 = 0.407).  The results 

of the training studies showed limited support for the Morganroth Hypothesis as structural 

adaptations demonstrated LV remodelling of the myocardial tissue, with no increase in LV 

mass.  Further to this, combination training appears to have an additive effect of LV adaptations 

of both aerobic and resistance training. 
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1.0 Introduction 

In 1975 a cross-sectional echocardiographic study reported that athletes demonstrated a 

greater left ventricular mass (LVM) compared to healthy untrained individuals (Morganroth, 

1975).  It was reported that the structural adaptations underpinning changes in LVM differed 

depending on the type of exercise performed, aerobic or resistance; this has since been termed 

the Morganroth Hypothesis.   

 

There is substantial literature (Baggish et al., 2008; Weiner et al., 2010; Spence et al., 2011) to 

reinforce one aspect of the Morganroth Hypothesis, the effect of aerobic exercise training on 

left ventricular (LV) structure.  Studies have reported that as individuals follow an aerobic 

exercise training plan LVM increases due to LV cavity dilation (Baggish et al., 2008).  This 

morphological adaptation has been attributed to the prolonged increase in preload (Grossman 

et al., 1975) and thus, cardiac output (Q) that occurs during the performance of aerobic 

exercise, to manage the increased oxygen (O2

 

) demand of the working muscles.  Preload refers 

to the volume loading that occurs in the LV as a result of venous return; during aerobic exercise 

venous return increases causing elevation of preload for the duration of the exercise. 

A lesser volume of literature has been published on the effects of resistance training on LV 

structure.  Morganroth et al. (1975) found that resistance trained athletes demonstrated 

greater LVM compared to healthy individuals, however, in contrast to the aerobic athletes, this 

was due increased LV wall thickness and no change in cavity dimension.  These findings were  

suggested to be a result of elevated afterload and arterial blood pressure during the 

performance of resistance type exercises (Grossman et al., 1975; Morganroth et al., 1975).  

Afterload is the pressure loading that occurs in the LV, if vasoconstriction is to occur arterial 

blood pressure is elevated (MacDougall et al., 1985), this results in LV pressure increase and 

therefore increased afterload. Findings of the few resistance training studies conducted since 

Morganroth’s cross sectional study (Morganroth et al., 1975) have been equivocal (Longhurst et 

al., 1980, Kinoshita et al., 2003). A recent review suggests that it may not be elevated blood 
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pressure that results in greater wall thickness but that body composition of the resistance 

trained athletes may be more relevant (Naylor et al., 2008).  Of the few resistance training 

studies that have been performed few control for body composition, therefore, not allowing for 

differentiation between increased FFM or elevated afterload (Baggish et al., 2008).  

 

To date the literature investigating LV adaptations in response to exercise training has been 

inconsistent in regard to training mode, intensity, duration and frequency.  It is therefore, not 

possible to establish the specific effects of different types of exercise training on the LV, and 

whether the LV morphology found in the different athlete groups by Morganroth et al. (1975) 

were a result of the mechanisms inferred by the authors.  Further to this, much of the literature 

has investigated the effects of combination type exercise, although defined it as aerobic or 

endurance (DeMaria et al., 1978; Baggish et al., 2008).  If, as Morganroth et al. (1975) suggest, 

aerobic and resistance exercise induce different LV adaptations then, the results of studies 

investigating the effects of sports such as rowing (Baggish et al., 2008) or football (Andersen et 

al., 2010), which may expose the athlete to both cardiac preload and afterload during its 

performance, must be interpreted with care.   

 

The following chapter is a comprehensive review of current literature.  Database search terms 

included [athletic heart] [athletic heart syndrome] [Morganroth] [concentric hypertrophy] 

[eccentric hypertrophy] [cardiac adaptation] [cardiovascular training responses].  Results were 

filtered to ensure all ultrasound training studies were reviewed and selected MRI /CMR where 

appropriate where also included.   Search terms did not discriminate between human and 

animal studies or between in vivo or in vitro studies.  

 

 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to answer the following research questions: 
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If aerobic exercise training induces LV adaptations in parallel with improvements in MAXOV 2
 , 

which cardiac variables best predict MAXOV 2
 ? 

 

Does LV concentric hypertrophy occur following resistance exercise training when skeletal 

muscle hypertrophy is controlled? 

 

How do LV adaptations differ in the initial weeks of an exercise training programme between 

entirely aerobic and entirely resistance exercise training?  How does the time course of these 

LV adaptations compare to a combination of exactly half of each training volume, resistance 

and aerobic? 
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Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 
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2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 Techniques in Echocardiography 

For more than 30 years cardiac ultrasound has been used to assess cardiac structure and 

function in both clinical and research settings.  Its popularity increased as image quality 

improved and technological advances enabled more quantitative and qualitative assessments 

to be performed.   

 

Early assessment using transthoracic echocardiography was one dimensional, providing a 

motion mode (M-mode) images.  This was a single ultrasonic beam that provided an image of a 

single cross section over time, an M-mode image.  M-mode imaging is still used to assess 

cardiac dimensions, most commonly the interventricular septum (IVS), left ventricular 

dimension (LVD) and posterior wall (PW) of the LV; however this is now acquired from two 

dimensional (2D) targeted M-mode (Lang, 2005). 

 

Two dimensional echocardiography is the most established form of cardiac ultrasound.  Two 

dimensional echocardiography was in its infancy at the start of the 1980s as the American 

Society of Echocardiography published a document formalising the naming of terms and 

standards in 2D echocardiography (Henry, 1980).  It has since become an established diagnostic 

and research tool (Popescu et al., 2009) and highlighted as an operator dependent technique 

(Popescu et al., 2009).  A recent study proposed that a minimum of 350 echocardiographic 

examinations should be performed by a trainee before basic expertise is acquired for 

independent cardiac assessment (Popescu et al., 2009). However, there are guidelines and 

recommendations for optimisation (Henry, 1980), acquisition (Lang, 2005) and analysis (Schiller 

et al., 1989) of images that maximise reliability of measurement.   

 

Two dimensional echocardiography produces grey scale images in real time (Gottdiener et al., 

2004).  LV structural assessment can be performed by imaging either the parasternal long axis 
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view, the parasternal short axis view, or apical view (Lang, 2005).  IVS, LVD and PW dimensions 

can be measured by 2D targeted M-mode or directly from the 2D image, as can aortic (Ao) 

diameter and left atrial  (LA) cavity dimension (Lang, 2005).  Standardisation of the image is 

essential to ensure repeatability but most importantly validity of the measurements; with all 

dimensions being taken perpendicular to the cavity or wall boundary (Schiller et al., 1989).  

Measurement methodology must also be standardised, with the Penn convention currently 

accepted as the most appropriate method, excluding the endocardium of both the IVS and PW 

(Devereux and Reichek, 1977).   

 

LV dimensions can then be used to derive both structural and functional indices.  LVM is a 

global measure of the LV, which can be estimated from calculations with certain assumptions.  

An example of this is the cubed formula, that simply estimates the volume of the total LV by 

cubing the sum of the IVS, LVD and PW, and subtracting the volume of the LV cavity, LVD 

cubed, and then multiplying by gravitational force of muscle tissue (Teichholz et al., 1974).  This 

formula highlights the difficulties of estimating a three dimensional (3D) measure from linear 

dimensions (Lang, 2005).  In spite of this, the calculation of LVM by both cubed and regression 

formulas have been validated against autopsied hearts and found to have correlation 

coefficients r = 0.96, p < 0.001, when LV dimensions are measured using the Penn convention 

(Devereux and Reichek, 1977). 

 

M-mode imaging for LV dimensional measurements also provided the first echocardiographic 

estimation of contractility by the calculation of fractional shortening (FS), this is the percentage 

difference between the diastolic and systolic LVD measurement (Schiller et al., 1989).  This only 

provides a unidimensional difference in cavity diameter in the minor axis of the parasternal 

long or short view, that is being viewed in M-mode.  So, as image quality improved it was 

possible to improve derived calculations by reducing the assumptions as dimensions could be 

measured in two or more planes.  This improved volume calculations and systolic function 

could now be assessed by ejection fraction (EF), a 3D percentage change in cavity size.    
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Different volume calculations have been employed to provide end diastolic volume (EDV) 

(Litvinovich et al., 1995) and end systolic volume (ESV) to use in the calculation of EF.  These 

formulas include the previously described cubed formula; the area length (A-L) method. The A-L 

method uses the area from parasternal short axis view and the ventricle length from the apical 

four chamber (A4C) view. The A-L method assumes a bullet shaped ventricle (Gottdiener et al., 

2004). There is also the multiple diameter method, which measures many LV diameters  from 

the parasternal long axis view and apical views (Gottdiener et al., 2004).  However, it has been 

advised that these formulas are only to be used when sub optimal images of both the A4C and 

apical 2 chamber view (A2C) are attained (Gottdiener et al., 2004).  The favoured formula is the 

method of discs, modified Simpson’s Rule, as it reduces the assumptions of the LV shape as 

tracings of the actual endocardium are used.  The A4C and A2C views provide two orthogonal 

planes of the LV, 20 diameter measurements are taken from tracings of the endocardium in 

each view, then the volume of 20 discs of equal height are calculated and summed to produce a 

volume measurement (Schiller et al., 1989). 

 

Unlike systolic function, measures of LV diastolic function are not derived from structural 

dimensions, but from transmitral Doppler imaging amongst others.  The Doppler effect is the 

increase in the frequency of sound waves as the sound source moves closer, and a decrease in 

the frequency as the source moves away, first described by Christian Doppler (Zdravkovic et al., 

2006).  Doppler echocardiography was then used to measure blood flow velocities and 

direction in the heart (Anavekar and Oh, 2009).  Transmitral blood flow is generated by the 

atrioventricular pressure gradient (Lisauskas et al., 2001).  The three phases of LV diastole - 

phase 1, the high atrio-ventricular pressure gradient opening the leaflets of the mitral valve 

leading to rapid filling of the LV being assessed by Doppler E wave; phase 2, when a balance is 

formed between LA pressure and LV pressure; and phase 3, atrial contraction, shown as a 

Doppler A wave, causing a second increase in LA pressure, and in turn the atrioventricular 

pressure gradient (Lisauskas et al., 2001), can be assessed from the spectral trace of the pulsed 

wave Doppler sample taken at the tips of the mitral valve. 
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Interpretation of the wave forms from transmitral Doppler can be complex.  An E/A ratio of 

>2.5 could be interpreted as high LA pressure or low LV pressure, and low E/A ratio as low LA 

pressure, however, young healthy individuals may demonstrate a high E/A but this would be 

associated with rapid relaxation and suction of the LV rather than LA pressure (Nishimura and 

Tajik, 1997).  Deceleration time is more sensitive to LA pressure, with shorter deceleration 

times indicating greater LA pressure (Nishimura and Tajik, 1997) and also LV stiffness 

(Gottdiener et al., 2004).  

 

Isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) can also be measured from a Doppler trace, however, careful 

placing of the sample in the LV must be ensured as inflow through the mitral valve and outflow 

through the aortic valve must both be clear on the spectral trace (Nagueh et al., 2009).  

Transmitral Doppler measures of peak velocities, E and A waves, and times, decelerations and 

IVRT are directly affected by any changes to EDV, ESV, LV relaxation and LV diastolic pressures 

(Nagueh et al., 2009) 

 

The reliability of Doppler echocardiography is, again, operator dependent as it is essential that 

the ultrasound beam is in-line with the blood flow (Harrison et al., 1990).  There are limitations 

to transmitral Doppler measurements, such as fusion of the E and the A wave if sinus 

tachycardia is present during assessment (Nagueh et al., 2009). 

 

The Doppler effect was next utilised to assess the direction and velocity of myocardial motion 

during the cardiac cycle.  Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI), was validated and considered an 

accurate and reproducible method of assessing diastolic function (Garcia et al., 1996).  As with 

blood flow Doppler measurements, the ultrasound beam should be within 20° angle of the 

direction of myocardial motion (Nagueh et al., 2009), if angle of incidence is greater velocity 

measurements will be underestimated.  The sample placed at the annulus of the mitral valve 

leaflets on both the lateral and septal walls (Nagueh et al., 2009) provides a spectral trace of 

peak tissue velocities in a longitudinal plane; this can be assessed in both the A4C and A2C 

views.   
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Each spectral trace shows peak tissue velocities during systole, S’, early diastole, E’ and atrial 

systole, A’; and the direction of motion (Mor-Avi et al., 2011).  Guidance for measurement of 

TDI suggest that assessment should be made at both the septal and lateral mitral annuluses to 

provide an indication of global LV function (Nagueh et al., 2009), and each TDI wave should be 

averaged from the two sites as septal velocities are generally lower than lateral due to different 

fibre orientation within the myocardium (Ho and Solomon, 2006).   

 

TDI measures are complimentary to previous measures.  One example is the ratio between 

transmitral early diastolic blood flow,  E, and early diastolic TDI, E’ (E/E’)  This measure has been 

found to correlate with LV filling pressure (Nagueh et al., 1997, Kasner et al., 2007).  This 

relationship is based on the correlation between E/E’ and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure 

(PCPW) (Nagueh et al., 1999).  However, this has been refuted as E’ is found to be effected by 

preload in individuals with normal LV relaxation, but this effect of preload on E’ is minimal in 

individuals with impaired relaxation (Firstenberg et al., 2000), suggesting that E/E’ is not a valid 

measure in healthy individuals.  Current literature (Bhella et al., 2011) provides further rebuttal 

for the use of E/E’ as an indicator of LA pressure and LV filling pressure in either healthy 

individuals or heart failure patients with preserved EF. Therefore, when investigating the 

athletic heart or the effects of exercise on LV diastolic function in a healthy population, the 

effect of preload must be considered when interpreting E/E’ and any changes interpreted with 

caution. 

 

TDI was assessed in sheep following a 500 ml blood infusion to induce LV volume loading 

(Hashimoto et al., 2003), the purpose of the study was to assess myocardial function using TDI, 

strain and strain rate.  The study used TDI to measure strain, the regional deformation of the 

myocardium and strain rate, deformation over time.  The authors concluded that strain and 

strain rate were superior indicators of LV function as systolic TDI measurements were not found 

to be significantly different under the different haemodynamic conditions; furthermore strain 

and strain rate were found to significantly correlated to rate of LV pressure change.   
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In spite of the validation of the strain and strain rate measurements by Hashimoto et al. (2003), 

both assessments were derived from TDI, which, as previously stated, requires the ultrasound 

beam to be in line with the myocardial motion.  This is not easily acheived when wishing to 

assess the LV wall at the apex of the ventricle (Stefani et al., 2007).  However strain and strain 

rate can be assessed with an angle independent technique, 2D speckle tracking.  

 

Two dimensional strain is based on the assessment of speckled pattern on the myocardium that 

is produced from back scattered ultrasound waves.  The speckled pattern remains constant for 

the duration of the cardiac cycle allowing it to be tracked, hence ‘speckle tracking’ (Artis et al., 

2008).  Each unique speckle pattern can be tracked in direction, therefore, unlike TDI strain, 2D 

strain imaging is not angle-dependent allowing assessment of strain in all three planes, 

longitudinal, radial and circumferential (Oxborough et al., 2009).  

 

No significant difference has been found between the two different techniques for measuring 

myocardial strain, 2D speckle tracking or TDI derived strain (p>0.05), in a sample of footballers 

(n=30; 25±4 yrs; 178±12 cm; 71±13 kg; Stefani et al., 2007).  The two different techniques were 

found to be equivalent when the athletes were at rest and when performing an isometric hand 

grip exercise.  Participants demonstrated elevated HR (60±7 vs. 73±5 bpm, p<0.05) and sBP 

(130±5 vs. 145±6 mmHg, p<0.05) during the handgrip exercise, suggesting that both measures 

of strain were not influenced by afterload.  However, this study only assessed strain at the basal 

level of the ventricle walls, which the authors explained to be due to the angle dependency of 

the TDI derived strain measurement technique.  If a comparison of the techniques had been 

performed for the mid and apical levels too, it could have been established to what degree the 

TDI derived strain technique was angle dependent.  In spite of this study confirming the 

reliability of both techniques of strain measurement in an athletic population, it further 

reinforces the superiority of 2D derived strain in the assessment of LV functional adaptations to 

exercise as it can be used for regional analysis of the ventricle wall. 

 

Two dimensional strain imaging has been established as superior to TDI as a sensitive 

measurement of LV function (Hashimoto et al., 2003).   Two dimensional strain imaging has 
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been validated against cardiac magnetic resonance imaging MRI in 64 patients (42.3±8.1), from 

parasternal short axis images at the basal, mid and apical levels (Becker et al., 2006).  Only 10 of 

the 64 patients recruited had no history of myocardial infarction or coronary artery disease.  No 

significant differences were found between cardiac MRI and 2D strain imaging for radial strain 

(p=0.504), radial strain rate (p=0.291) circumferential strain (p=0.859) and circumferential 

strain rate (p=0.315) in the 10 patients with normal LV function.   

 

Circumferential motion of the myocardium assessed by speckle tracking in the parasternal short 

axis has shown clockwise rotation at the base of the LV and anti-clockwise rotation at the apex 

(Notomi et al., 2005).  The tracking of the two levels of the same plane, has resulted in the 

measurement of torsion, twist mechanics of the LV (Notomi et al., 2005).  This  advanced 

assessment of LV function, demonstrates how twisting during systole aids LV ejection and the 

untwisting during diastole enhances suction and LV filling (Notomi et al., 2005). 

 

In summary, echocardiography is an established, validated measurement tool in both clinical 

and research environments.  The current techniques have provided more sensitive reproducible 

measurements that make less geometric assumptions and are less dependent on load, heart 

rate (HR) or morphology.  This now allows for more valid and reliable assessment of the effects 

of exercise training on the LV.   

 

An assessment of LV diastolic function that is not influenced by HR is essential when 

investigating LV adaptations to exercise training.  The reduction in HR that occurs following 

exercise training must be considered as a possible cause for any change in A wave, and in turn 

E/A ratio; therefore the removal of this confounding variable when measuring LV function with 

TDI, strain or strain rate allows for a possible cause and effect to be established.  Similarly, the 

influence of LV morphology, such as EDV and ESV, on transmitral Doppler blood flow 

measurements mean that interpretation of changes in LV diastolic function may not be due to 

the exercise training stimulus.   
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These current measures are substantiated by the established structural measurements that 

provide the backbone of echocardiographic assessment.  Although other technologies provide 

direct assessment of measures, e.g. catheterisation, or improved image quality due to greater 

spatial resolution such as MRI, echocardiography remains superior as a global assessment due 

to being non invasive and having excellent temporal resolution allowing for global and regional 

functional assessment of the LV.  This provides the opportunity for the physiological effects of 

exercise training to be assessed, with distinction between structural and functional 

adaptations; no longer interpreting functional parameters such as contractility from FS 

measurements, derived by one dimensional structural measurements; but now from actual 

myocardial deformation by tracking the displacement of features in the ultrasound image. 

 

2.2 The Athletic Heart 

The study of cardiac structure and function, and the effects of exercise upon it, has been the 

subject of academic inquiry for more than 100 years since Henschen investigated the 

association between skiing performance and heart percussion (Henschen, 1899).  Previous to 

technologies currently available such as ECG and echocardiography, physical examination of 

athletes found evidence of third and fourth heart sounds (S3 and S4; (Roeske et al., 1976, 

Gibbons et al., 1977).  It has been suggested that S3 may correspond to the enhanced early 

diastolic filling in athletes (George et al., 1991), or that S3 and S4 are evident due to increased 

stroke volume (SV) (Lusiani et al., 1986) in athletes (Bryan et al., 1992). 

 

An increase in SV post training occurs concomitantly to a decrease in resting HR, lengthening 

the time for diastolic filling, to maintain pre-training cardiac output (Bryan et al., 1992).  Trained 

individuals have been found to demonstrate resting bradycardia, HR < 60 bpm (Genovesi et al., 

2007), that has been attributed to either increased vagal tone (Genovesi et al., 2007, Oakley, 

1987).  This  causing a slowing of the sino-atrial node output (Corrado et al., 2010), following 

exercise training; or slower intrinsic HR, (Smith et al., 1989, Stein et al., 2002) the mechanism of 

cardiac cell contraction triggered by the depolarisation of the specialised cell membrane. 
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Further to bradycardia, a variety of abnormal electrical voltage and conduction patterns have 

been observed in up to 80% of athletes (Corrado, Pelliccia et al. 2010).  Recent empirical 

research found that ECG traits, classified as ‘common and training related ECG changes’ by 

Corrado et al. (2010), are evident in 90% of Black African, West-Asian and Caucasian athletes, 

from a range of disciplines (Wilson et al., 2011).  These abnormalities include increased 

precordial voltages of more than 35 mm (Huston et al., 1985); inverted T waves (Nishimura et 

al., 1981), indicative of cardiac chamber enlargement; cardiac rate and rhythm variants to a 

normal ECG trace such as arrhythmias including both tachycardia  (Pantano and Oriel, 1982) 

and bradycardia (Bryan et al., 1992); and ST and T wave abnormalities suggesting early 

repolarisation (Bryan et al., 1992).  

 

Increased vagal tone and reduced resting sympathetic tone have been associated with resting 

bradycardia (Oakley 1987; Genovesi, Zaccaria et al. 2007; Corrado, Pelliccia et al. 2010).  

Athletes have also been found to demonstrate other rhythm deviations from a normal ECG 

trace, such as first degree AV block and incomplete right bundle branch block (RBBB) (George, 

Wolfe et al. 1991; Bryan, Ward et al. 1992; Swiatowiec, Krol et al. 2009).  However, it is thought 

that incomplete RBBB is a result of an enlarged right ventricular (RV) cavity dimension or 

increased cardiac muscle mass (Corrado, Pelliccia et al. 2010). 

 

Increased ventricular mass due to wall thickening and cardiac dimension increase has been 

suggested to increase QRS voltage in athletes (Huston et al., 1985, Oakley, 1987, Fagard, 2003).  

However, it has previously been suggested that the position of the heart in relation to the torso 

will influence ECG readings (Park and Crawford, 1985).  Therefore, lean endurance athletes, 

with thin chest walls may demonstrate greater voltages, due to improved conduction of ECG to 

the chest surface; this is reinforced by research suggesting that increased voltages are more 

prevalent in endurance athletes in contrast to resistance athletes  (Ikaheimo et al., 1979, 

Longhurst et al., 1980, Mathur et al., 1988). 

 

ECG is still the primary method of cardiovascular examination in young athletes (Corrado et al., 

2006) due to it being cost effective, transportable and non-invasive.  Yet, this method is only 
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able to indicate electrophysiological variants in an athletic heart compared to a ‘normal’ heart, 

and infer what these variants may indicate.  With the development of technologies, cardiac 

ultrasound was introduced to image the heart, and has also been shown to be effective in the 

assessment of LV structure and function in athletes. 

 

Echocardiography assessment and calculation of LVM was found to be a valid measure when 

correlated to LVM by autopsy (Reichek and Devereux, 1981).  Echocardiograms were performed 

shortly before death in 34 patients compared to post mortem LV anatomic mass.  LV mass 

calculated from echocardiography correctly categorised 13 of 14 patients with LV hypertrophy 

and 19 of 20 with normal LV mass (sensitivity 93%, specificity 95% and accuracy 94%); finding a 

significant correlation between post mortem LV anatomic mass and LV mass calculated from 

echocardiography (r=0.96, p<0.001).   

 

Echocardiography has also been found to be a more sensitive measure of LVM than 

electrocardiography.  In the same study by Reichek and Devereux (1981) ECG estimation of LV 

mass was not found to be significantly correlated to the LV anatomical mass, measured post 

mortem (r=0.30, p>0.05; sensitivity 95%, specificity 21% and accuracy 65%).   Likewise, in a 

study of 546 hypertensive patients  (Xie and Wang, 2010)  it was concluded that ECG estimation 

of LVM was inaccuarate in individuals without LV hypertrophy.  This would suggest that ECG is 

not a valid measurement tool in exercise training studies that are investigating the possible 

development of physiological LV hypertrophy.  

 

2.2.1 Echocardiographic Analyses of The Athletic Heart 

Echocardiography, a non invasive method of cardiac imaging, produces cardiac images from 

reflected ultrasound waves allowing dimensional anatomical measurements.  Dimensional 

measurements, such as wall thickness and cavity dimensions have then been used to estimate 

measures such as LVM. Further techniques included Doppler ultrasound imaging, which detects 

the change in frequency of the ultrasound waves reflected from the blood flow or moving 

myocardium, recording a spectral trace from which velocity measurements for both blood flow 
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and myocardial tissue.  Improved functional assessment has come from 2D echocardiographic 

speckle tracking derived strain imaging.  This ultrasound technique tracks natural speckles that 

are ”a result of constructive and destructive interference of ultrasound backscattered from 

structures smaller than the ultrasound wavelength.  With this technology, random noise is 

filtered out, while keeping small temporally stable and unique myocardial features” (Mor-Avi et 

al., 2011b, p. 282) known as speckles.  The deformation of the tissue between two kernels of 

speckles is then measured to provide percentage strain. 

 

Initially studies used M-mode imaging to assess left ventricular cavity dimension (LVD), 

interventricular septal wall thickness (IVS) and posterior wall thickness (PW) (Morganroth, 

1975).  Increased LVD and thickened LV walls, were evident in athletes compared to inactive 

controls (Morganroth, 1975). This in turn meant that LVM, a measure derived from IVS, PW and 

LVD, was also found to be greater in athletes (Morganroth, 1975). 

 

2.2.1.1 Left Ventricular Structure 

A recent review by Naylor and colleagues (2008) summarised the cardiac structural 

measurements of 67 exercise groups from 55 cross sectional studies, of which LVM indexed to 

body surface area (BSA) had been reported in 50 of these groups.  Of those 50 groups it was 

found that 90% demonstrated elevated LVM when indexed to BSA.  This evidence strongly 

supports increased LVM being a common adaptation in the athletic heart.  However, since cross 

sectional studies, by design, only ascertain prevalence (Mann, 2003) of greater LVM, 

longitudinal research designs must be employed to help establish a cause and effect between 

exercise training and LV structural adaptation. 

  

One of the first longitudinal studies assessing the effect of exercise on cardiac structure was by 

DeMaria and colleagues (1978).  It was concluded that 11 weeks of endurance training elicited 

increases in LVDd, diastolic wall thickness and therefore derived LVM, as measured using 

echocardiographic techniques.  This was soon followed by a study using 7 months of rowing 

training, which also found that endurance exercise increases LVDd, IVSd and PWd (Wieling et 
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al., 1981); and again in 1983 when Shapiro and Smith (1983) found that 12 weeks of running 

induced increases in IVSd and PWd, contributing to an increased LVM, with no alteration in 

LVDd (Shapiro and Smith, 1983).   

 

These structural adaptations were significant but the degree of change from baseline to post 

training across the three studies discussed were relatively small: change in IVSd ranged from 

1.0 to 1.1 mm; changes in PWd ranged from 0.9 to 1.0 mm; and LVD increases were between 

1.8 to 2.0 mm (DeMaria, Neumann et al. 1978; Wieling, Borghols et al. 1981; Shapiro and Smith 

1983).  Wolfe et al. (1986) stated that these changes do not exceed the resolving power of M-

mode imaging and thus, these results may be due to technical error.   

 

The absence of LV structural adaptations following 16 weeks of resistance training 3 d.wk-1 at 

an intensity of 60 – 80% of 1 repetition maximum (RM) (Haykowsky, Humen et al. 2000) or 12 

weeks of resistance training starting at an intensity of 50% 1RM increasing by 2.5% weekly 

(Haykowsky, McGavock et al. 2005) may be due to these studies sampling older populations 

(Haykowsky, Humen et al. 2000; Haykowsky, McGavock et al. 2005).  Which may suggest that 

age impacts on the capacity for adaptation of the heart, due to reduced plasticity of the LV 

(Haykowsky et al., 2000a).  The training intervention also differed in one study as it investigated 

the effects of resistance training (Haykowsky et al., 2000a) rather than the previously assessed 

aerobic exercise training.  The duration or pressure stimulus of resistance training 3 d.wk-1 

(Haykowsky et al., 2000a) may not provide a comparable stimulus to running 4 (DeMaria et al., 

1978) or 5 d.wk-1 (Shapiro and Smith, 1983) or rowing 6 to 12 hr.wk-1

 

 (Wieling et al., 1981). 

LVM has been found to increase significantly following lower limb strength training (Kanakis 

and Hickson, 1980).  The frequency and intensity of training was greater than Haykowsky 

(Haykowsky et al., 2000a); suggesting training led differences.  To understand the effect of 

resistance exercise on LVM, a controlled longitudinal training study is required.  Implementing a 

training programme that consists of a known volume of training which provides either, an 

afterload stimulus or induces skeletal muscle hypertrophy when controlling for the other.   
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2.2.1.2 Left Ventricular Function  

Systolic function was the first aspect of cardiac function to be assessed in the studies of the 

athletic heart.  The primary measures of systolic function are FS and EF.  FS is simply the 

difference between LVDd and LVDs corrected for LVDd, expressed as a percentage (Wieling, 

Borghols et al. 1981; Shapiro and Smith 1983; Haykowsky, Quinney et al. 2000).  As a measure 

derived from structural measurements, FS was often included in studies of structural 

adaptation to exercise training (Kanakis and Hickson 1980; Wieling, Borghols et al. 1981; 

Haykowsky, Quinney et al. 2000).   

 

As FS is the difference between LVDd and LVDs, therefore, derived from structural dimensions 

this assessment reinforces Colan’s (Colan, 1997) hypothesis that structural adaptations to 

exercise training precede functional adaptations, in regard to systolic function as no change in 

FS will be evident in the absence of change in LVDd or LVDs.  This is evident in a study which 

found that 7 months of rowing training increased LVDd with no associated increase in FS 

(Wieling et al., 1981); suggesting structural prior to functional responses to exercise training.  It 

also highlights the limitations of FS in healthy individuals, where increases in LVDd with no 

associated change in FS at rest may indicate greater systolic reserve. Therefore, maintaining 

resting Q would require a maintained or reduced FS.   

 

Other studies have found increased wall thicknesses following exercise training, with no change 

in FS (Shapiro and Smith, 1983).  It has been found that 12 weeks of running 5 d.wk-1 with 

increasing duration from 15 min.d-1 in week 1 to 30  min.d-1 for weeks 6-12, has no effect on FS 

(Shapiro and Smith, 1983), however no intensity was reported.  Likewise, 12 weeks of upper 

body aerobic exercise for 2-5 d.wk-1 does not effect FS or EF, a second derived measure of 

contractility (Gates et al., 2003); yet both of these studies found significant increases in LV wall 

thickness.  If greater LV wall thickness is due to replication of sarcomeres in parallel, as 

suggested by Grossman et al. (1975), it could be hypothesised that greater potential force 

production would result in greater contractility.  Therefore, exercise training studies must 

analyse the myocardium and its function directly instead of using structural measures to do 
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functional assessments.  The use of current echocardiographic analysis, such as speckle tracking 

derived strain may have found improvements in contractility where FS and EF did not. 

 

In contrast, some studies found no structural changes following an exercise intervention along 

with no alterations in FS (Sadaniantz, Yurgalevitch et al. 1996; Haykowsky, Humen et al. 2000).  

One of these studies investigated the effect of resistance training on LV morphology in an older 

population, >60 years (Haykowsky et al., 2000a); age effects have since been found  to reduce 

for LVDd, LVDs and increase FS (Baldi et al., 2003); therefore suggesting that the absence of 

adaptation may be attributed to the age of the sample.  Yet, it must also be considered that as 

no structural changes, cavity dimension or volume, no functional changes were found, as 

measured by FS and EF.  Although, FS and EF may indicate contractility in a cross sectional study 

design, they are not satisfactory for tracking possible changes in LV systolic function in a 

longitudinal study; as it is not possible to establish whether functional adaptations to exercise 

training occur prior to structural adaptations, when assessing systolic function by FS, as FS is 

derived from structural measures.   

 

It must also be considered that FS may not be the most valid method of systolic function 

assessment in supine rest, the participant position during echocardiographic assessment, in 

young healthy individuals.  There is a significantly greater central blood volume when in the 

supine position (Wieling et al., 2002).  This is due the absence of gravitational displacement that 

draws blood to the peripheries during upright posture; which causes a reduction in preload 

(Truijen et al., 2010).  This would therefore suggest that when in the recumbent position EDV 

would be increased causing invalid measurement of FS. 

 

2.2.1.3 LV Function – Doppler Imaging 

The most common use of Doppler imaging is for the assessment of diastolic function by 

measurement of transmitral blood flow velocity, the speed of the blood flow through the mitral 

valve from the left atria LA to the LV.   
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Transmitral blood flow is biphasic, with two velocity waves during the cardiac cycle, during 

early diastole (E) and late diastole, or atrial systole (A).  E indicates LV relaxation or passive LV 

filling, where blood flows via the pressure gradient between the LA and the LV during the 

opening of the mitral valve.  The E wave will increase as more effective relaxation provides 

suction of the blood into the LV.  The velocity of transmitral blood flow represented by the A 

wave indicates active filling of the LV, this measure is reduced with improved compliance, as  

this means greater filling occurs during early diastole.  A ratio of E/A wave provides a global 

indication of LV diastolic filling, with normative values, in a healthy population, for this ratio 

being >1, <2 (Feigenbaum, 2005).  It is, however, possible for young adults to demonstrate an 

E/A ratio of >2 due to a disproportionate contribution of active ventricular relaxation 

(Feigenbaum, 2005). 

 

A cross sectional study investigating the effect of exercise on LV structure and its resulting 

impact on LV function in the female population (George et al., 1999) found no difference 

between endurance athletes and age matched, recreationally active, controls for diastolic 

functional measures.  The endurance athletes consisted of 12 rowers and canoeists (24±3 yrs; 

1.67±0.05 m; 62.9±4.8 kg) and 12 cyclists (25±4 yrs; 1.64±0.05 m; 58.6±5.2 kg).  Although it has 

previously been reported that female athletes do not demonstrate physiological adaptation 

comparable to that of male athletes (Landry et al., 1985), both athletic groups were found to 

have significantly different LV structural measurements compared to the control group. 

Therefore, it could be suggested that transmitral Doppler measuremens may be a parameter 

that is not affected by endurance exercise training, as evidence of LV structural adaptation was 

present in the female athletes; the absence of a significant difference in the E/A ratio between 

the athletes and the controls may not be gender dependant.  However it may be considered 

that diastolic function, as measured by transmitral Doppler, is augmented following only 1-2 

hours of recreational activity, as the E/A ratio reported for the control group was 2.08 ±0.46.  

Although it has previously been highlighted that young adults may demonstrate an E/A ratio >2 

(Feigenbaum, 2005), it may also be considered that the non competitive, reacreational activity 

of the control group may have improved diastolic function; as other studies have reported 

young, healthy, untrained males (24 ±2.8 yrs, 1.79  ±0.08 m, 83.4 ±11.5 kg) to demonstrate an 
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E/A ratio of 1.59 ±0.29 and young, healthy, trained males (26 ±3.7 yrs, 1.83  ±0.05 m, 81.1 ±8.6 

kg) to have an E/A ratio of 1.81 ±0.35. 

 

The absence of change in transmitral Doppler measurements is not limited to female athletes; a 

cross sectional study comparing LV function in trained versus untrained men, also found no 

significant differences between groups for transmitral flow velocities (Baldi et al., 2003).  

Similarly to the study by George et al. (1999) in females, this study sampled trained individuals 

of national and international level, and untrained, but not sedentary controls.  This study also 

investigated age effects using four male groups; young trained (n=13; 26.2±3.7 yrs; 1.83±0.05 

m; 81.1±8.6 kg), young untrained (n=13; 24.8±2.8 yrs; 1.79±0.08 m; 83.4±11.5 kg), older trained 

(n=19; 65.2±4.2 yrs; 1.75±0.06 m; 70.1±6.8 kg) and older untrained (n=20; 65.7±3.7 yrs; 

1.76±0.04 m; 77.5±10.3 kg).  As with the study in females (George et al., 1999) a training effect 

was found for LV structural measurements, but no training effect was evident for any tranmitral 

blood flow measurements.  However, age effects were found for E wave, A wave and E/A ratio, 

but the authors failed to report if the differences between young trained (E/A ratio 1.81±0.35) 

and young untrained (E/A ratio 1.59±0.29) was significant, or if the difference between the 

older trained (E/A ratio 0.98±0.26) and older untrained (E/A ratio 0.93±0.26) was significant.   

 

A sample of older females (66±3 yrs; 71.1±7.4 kg) demonstrated no structural or functional LV 

adaptations following 12 weeks of cycling training at 60-80% HR reserve (Haykowsky et al., 

2005).  The absence of change to transmitral Doppler velocities may be attributed to age as 

highlighted in the earlier discussion of the Baldi et al. (2003) study.  However, that study (Baldi 

et al., 2003) did find structural differences between the trained and untrained groups, similarly, 

Gates et al (2003) found increased wall thickness, but no change to E and A velocities, following 

12 weeks of upper body arm crank exercise training in sedentary, male participants (n=22; 

33.4±5.8 yrs; 79.7±10.6 kg).  This suggests that absence of structural adaptation in the older 

females (Haykowsky et al. 2005) may be gender dependent, however it may also due to the 

mode and volume of the exercise training.   The frequency of cycling training was 3 d.wk-1 for 

the 12 week programme, with initial cycling duration being 15 minutes, increasing by 2.5 

min.wk-1; therefore the first six weeks of the training programme did not meet with ACSM 
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recommendations for cardiovascular health (Pollock et al., 1998).  In contrast, the upper body 

training programme by Gates et al. (2003) included training sessions of 30 minutes by week 3, 

and 45 minutes by week 5.  It may have been this greater training volume that led to the 

structural adaptations not evident in the Haykowsky et al. (2005) study, or it may have been the 

mode of exercise.  Upper body exercise has previously been reported to induce higher BP than 

lower body exercise (Astrand et al., 1965), and it may have been this different haemodynamic 

loading that led to the structural adaptations. 

 

It is not possible to conclude from the 12 week longitudinal studies of Gates et al. (2003) and 

Haykowsky et al. (2005), whether there is a cause and effect relationship between short term 

aerobic exercise training and transmitral Doppler velocities.  Taken together, these studies 

suggest that aerobic training has minimal effects on resting diastolic function; however this 

conclusion is limited due to the older participants and the differing exercise programmes.  

Therefore the confounding effects of age and resistance training must be highlighted. 

 

HR has been found to positively correlate to late diastolic mitral flow velocity (A) (Sadaniantz et 

al., 1996), with significant differences found between A wave in resting HR and chemically 

induced pacing HR trials in a repeat measures study (n=19; 24-42 yrs; Harrison et al., 1991).  

The pacing aimed to increase HR to 10 bpm higher than resting HR, and it was concluded that 

for an increase of 10 bpm, A wave velocity can increase by 8 cm.s-1

 

.  So, although A wave 

velocities have been found to decrease following one year of exercise training (Sadaniantz et 

al., 1996); which would suggest enhanced early diastolic filling and LV compliance, the 

accompaniment of reduced HR questions this conclusion.   

Although it has been suggested that A wave decreases following aerobic exercise training 

(Sadaniantz et al., 1996), it is postulated that early diastolic transmitral flow (E) would increase 

as LV compliance is improved and as plasma volume increases.  Contrary to this there is 

evidence of a reduced E wave following one year of aerobic exercise training at 60-80% HRmax 

for 1 hr.d-1, 4 d.wk-1 (n=16; 39 ±7 yrs, 93,2 ±12.0 kg), however this was also seen in the control 
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group (n=6; 38 ±10 yrs, 84.5 ±11.2 kg; Sadaniantz et al., 1996); suggesting that this reduction in 

LV compliance may be due to maturation of a over a one year period.   

 

In contrast, early diastolic filling, E wave, has been found to be unchanged in runners during 

isometric hand grip however, it has been found to be significantly reduced in weightlifters 

during isometric hand grip (Abinader et al., 1996).  One explanation for the reduced LV 

relaxation seen in the weightlifters, is due to the LV hypertrophy evident in this population 

(Naylor et al., 2008).  However, this hypothesis is yet to be tested as there is still no time course 

of cardiac adaptations following a resistance training programme.  A time course study 

assessing both LV structure and function using current echocardiographic techniques will be to 

establish whether adaptations to LV structure influences LV function as suggested by Naylor et 

al. (2008). 

 

2.2.1.4 Left Ventricular Function - Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI)  

Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) has also been used to assess LV function in athletes at rest, as it 

provides direct assessment of myocardial velocities independent of loading or HR, although this 

is debatable (Prasad et al., 2007).  As with transmitral blood flow, TDI, detects direction and 

velocity of the myocardium, instead of blood.  TDI can assess radial contraction and relaxation 

from the parasternal short axis view, or longitudinal motion from apical views.  Longitudinal 

motion is assessed at the annulus of the mitral valve; to provide a global indication it is possible 

to average the velocity of the myocardium from six sites, two from the A4C view, two from the 

A2C view and two from the apical 3 chamber (A3C) view.   

 

There are three phases detected by TDI within one cardiac cycle, the first being S’, this indicates 

the velocity of myocardial movement during systole.  E’ indicates the velocity of myocardial 

motion during early diastole, and A’ represents late diastole, or when the atria is in systole.  S’ 

provides assessment of contractility, improved contractility being defined as augmented 

myocardial function from greater speed, force and acceleration of contraction (Rowland, 2008).  
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E’ and A’ assessment of diastolic function, including LV relaxation and compliance; E’/A’ ratio 

giving a global measure of diastolic function, measured by TDI, independent of HR. 

 

Cross sectional analysis of older and younger trained males in comparison to age matched, 

untrained counterparts showed that, although no training effect was found in response to a 

minimum of 2 years endurance training, for diastolic filling measured by transmitral flow 

velocities (Baldi et al., 2003), there was also no difference in E’ between the trained or 

untrained groups, irrespective of age.  However, training induced a reduced A’ in the young 

endurance trained individuals (n=19; 26.2 ±3.7 yrs; 81.1 ±8.6 kg)  compared to the young 

healthy controls (n=20; 24.8 ±2.8 yrs; 83.4 ±11.5 kg); but older trained individuals (n=19; 65.2 

±4.2 yrs; 70.1 ±6.8 kg) had a significantly greater A’ velocity than the older healthy controls 

(n=20; 65.7 ±3.7 yrs; 77.5 ±10.3 kg) (Baldi et al., 2003).  These findings suggest that aerobic 

exercise training improves LV active filling, yet the increase in A’ with age may indicate an 

inadequacy in early diastolic function.  This possibility is supported by the lower E and increased 

A demonstrated in the sample of older individuals compared to the sample of younger men 

(Baldi et al., 2003).  It can therefore be concluded that endurance training improves diastolic 

function in men aged 20-35 years, but may not have the same effect in older men aged 60-80 

years. 

 

Another cross sectional comparison of professional footballers and inactive controls found 

footballers to demonstrate a smaller A wave compared to the controls, which with no 

significant difference in resting HR suggests enhanced LV compliance.  This was then reinforced 

by increased early diastolic velocity of the mitral annulus tissue (E’)  and E’/A’ ratio both being 

significantly greater in the athletes (Tumuklu et al., 2008).   

 

A recent cross sectional investigation comparing athletes that participate in team sports 

including basketball, volleyball and handball, to healthy sedentary age matched controls found 

no difference between the groups for S’ or A’ (Simsek et al., 2011).  However, athletes were 

found to demonstrate a significantly greater E’ compared to controls.  The enhanced early 

diastolic function demonstrated by the athletes was reinforced with an associated higher E 
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wave assessed by transmitral Doppler (Simsek et al., 2011).  The increase in both E’ and E 

suggests improvement in passive diastolic filling, this increase in myocardial velocity during 

early diastole suggests improved relaxation in turn enhancing LV suction. 

 

The most intriguing finding in TDI assessment of the left ventricle was from a  cross sectional 

analysis that found endurance trained athletes to demonstrate significantly greater E’, 

significantly reduced A’ and therefore a significantly higher E’/A’ ratio than strength trained 

athletes (Vinereanu et al., 2002).   This reduction in A’ reinforces the proposition that 

endurance training improves early diastolic relaxation and suction, therefore there is less 

dependence on atrial contribution to LV filling (Vinereanu et al., 2002).  The study also showed 

that, although not significant, strength trained athletes demonstrated a trend for reduced 

diastolic function as measured by TDI compared to healthy controls. Likewise, three months of 

training in strength and endurance athletes, from a detrained state, found aerobic athletes to 

show an increase in LV cavity dimension and increases in S’, E’ and A’; in contrast the strength 

athletes demonstrated increased wall thicknesses and decreased TDI measures (Baggish et al., 

2008).   

 

The findings of augmented diastolic function was reinforced by a 16 week running and football 

training intervention study which sampled sedentary females (36.5 ±8.2 yrs, 69.0 ±10.5 kg) and 

found significant improvements in diastolic filling measured by transmitral Doppler following 1 

hr of football training, 2-3 d.wk-1 (n=19) and continuous running at 82% HRmax, 3-4 d.wk-1 

(n=18).  TDI measurements also showed improvements in diastolic filling with an increase in E’, 

however there was no change evident for A’ or E’/A’ (Andersen et al., 2010).  The running group 

were unable to perform the training volume initially implemented by the investigators and 

therefore training volume was reduced for the running group.   

 

The research discussed shows there is preliminary evidence to suggest that not only is LV 

structural adaptation exercise specific, but that LV function is also altered differently depending 

on the exercise stimulus.  In addition it is not currently understood if these functional 

adaptations are a result of the exercise specific structural adaptations, or vice versa.  A time 
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course study assessing both LV structural and functional adaptations in a sedentary population 

following either an aerobic or resistance training programme will allow comparison of training 

mode on cardiac adaptations. 

 

2.2.1.5 Left Ventricular Function – Speckle Tracking Derived Strain 

Although echocardiographic measures of LV structure have been obtained using the same 

methodology as early studies (Morganroth 1975; Shapiro and Smith 1983), the latest functional 

measures are assessed using strain and strain rate imaging.    Strain is a measurement of 

contractility as assessed by deformation of the myocardium that was originally converted from 

TDI velocity measures; but has since progressed to be derived from 2D speckle tracking 

(Gorcsan and Tanaka, 2011).  Two dimensional speckle tracking derived strain is the superior 

form off assessment as it is independent of interrogation angle (Gorcsan and Tanaka, 2011).  It 

can measure radial, circumferential and longitudinal deformation, in all segments of the LV, in 

contrast to TDI derived strain for which there are few optimal sites for assessment.  Linear 

strain (ε) can be defined as  

ε=ΔL/L0

where ΔL  is the change in length  and L

, 

0 

 

is the original length between two points (Gorcsan and 

Tanaka, 2011).   

A tissue mimicking phantom study found mitral annular velocities measured by TDI and speckle 

tracking to be valid, however, with increasing angle of interrogation TDI assessment became 

less reliable (van Dalen et al., 2009).  No difference was found between the two methodologies 

for assessment of myocardial velocity, however, TDI was found to have a greater test retest 

reliability coefficient than speckle tracking (R2 = 0.51, p < 0.001 vs. R2 = 0.35, p < 0.01) (van 

Dalen et al., 2009).  Assessment of strain of the LV by either TDI or speckle tracking techniques 

at rest and following hand grip exercise in 30 athletes has shown no difference in longitudinal 

peak strain measures obtained by the two echocardiographic techniques (Stefani et al., 2007).   

Yet, the advancement from TDI and TDI derived strain improves reliability as speckle tracking is 

not angle dependent, unlike TDI, and allows interrogation of any segment of myocardial wall.  
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This means TDI cannot be used to measure wall motion at the apex, where the tissue is not 

aligned to the ultrasound beam (Stefani et al., 2007).   

 

Nottin et al. (2008) found elite cyclists (22.6 ±5.4 yrs, 179.0 ±6.3 cm, 73.1 ±9.7 kg) to have lower 

LV apical radial strain and shear strains, compared to controls (24.6 ±4.6 yrs, 179.1 ±6.5 cm, 

71.5 ±5.8 kg), even though no difference was found between the groups for LV systolic or 

diastolic function; the authors concluded that elite cyclists demonstrating increased LVM 

compared to sedentary controls showed normal LV function.  Likewise resting segmental strain 

measurements have found to be similar in elite soccer players (26 ±3.5 yrs, 182 ±3.2 cm, 75 

±4.5 kg) and age matched controls (25 ±2.6 yrs, 175 ±3.5 cm, 67 ±3.5 kg; Stefani et al., 2008), 

but when performing an isometric hand grip exercise longitudinal peak systolic strain was found 

to significantly increase in magnitude, yet this was only in the medium-apical segments of the 

LV.  These findings suggest that resting LV myocardial strain remains normal in the athletic 

heart, yet its functional reserve evident during exercise induced stress is augmented (Stefani et 

al., 2008).  This is further supported by a longitudinal study that found 90 days of rowing 

training for 13.6 ±0.9 hr.wk-1 in young males (18.6 ±0.5 yrs, 188.1 ±6.7 cm, 85.7 ±8.9 kg) 

significantly increased the magnitude of peak longitudinal strain (-16.8 ±2.1 vs. -18.3 ±2.8%) in 

the sample (Weiner et al., 2010).  However, analyses of this study indicates that the training 

programme also include strength training for 1 hr.wk-1

 

, and the authors also defined rowing 

training to be endurance training.  Rowing may be considered to combine both aerobic and 

resistance elements (Spence et al., 2011; duManoir et al., 2007).  Similarly, soccer and cycling 

may not be considered to be purely aerobic in nature.  There is, therefore, no published 

research of longitudinal study design that has investigated pure aerobic or pure resistance 

exercise stimuli on LV strain.  A time course study tracking LV strain following a running training 

programme and a resistance training programme will allow a cause and effect to be established 

between exercise specific stimuli and myocardial deformation.  
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2.2.2 Summary of Literature for The Athletic Heart 

It has been accepted that the ‘athletic heart’ is a phenomenon for more than a century.  

Increased heart size in athletes first being reported following simple physical assessment, which 

was later reinforced by ECG and echocardiographic investigations.   

 

Although there have been substantial technical advances in echocardiography; allowing 

assessment of both systolic and diastolic function independent of extraneous variables such as 

HR, loading and angle dependency of the ultrasound beam; the results of longitudinal training 

studies remain are equivocal.  This lack of agreement is due to the differing training 

programmes and age ranges used in previous longitudinal echocardiographic studies.  The 

inconsistent findings of the research to date means that the athletic heart still cannot be 

physiologically defined. 

 

2.3 The Morganroth Hypothesis 

Morganroth and co-workers suggested a sport specific pattern of LV hypertrophy (Morganroth, 

1975).  They suggested that athletes who only engage in endurance based pursuits and whose 

hearts have to deliver cardiac output with increased preload, over long periods of time develop 

changes in cardiac structure that cause an increase in LV chamber volume, (with increases in 

wall thickness occurring secondary to this).  This type of increase was termed eccentric 

hypertrophy, as a result of prolonged repetitive volume overload.  Conversely athletes who 

engage in predominately strength based exercise, and whose hearts have to counter the 

pressure overload produced during strenuous resistive exercise (Naylor et al., 2008), develop 

hearts that have little increase in the size of the left ventricular chamber, but have significant 

increases in left ventricular wall thickness.  This form of hypertrophy was termed concentric 

hypertrophy.   

 

The hypothesis, often referred to as the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, has found popular 

acceptance and is cited by the American College of Cardiology in their recommendations for 

eligibility for competition in athletes with cardiac abnormalities (Mitchell and Haskell, 1994).  
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However, more recent evidence has questioned the validity of the hypothesis (Pluim et al., 

2000, Fagard, 2003, Naylor et al., 2008a).  In particular, questions regarding the quality of 

evidence suggesting that resistance exercise causes concentric hypertrophy, or indeed any 

hypertrophy at all have been raised (Naylor et al., 2008). 

 

These concerns relate to either a lack of evidence for differential patterns of hypertrophy or 

limitations in the available research.  By far the greatest volume of published research in the 

area of the athletic heart has used cross sectional techniques to compare endurance athletes 

and controls, or less so, strength trained athletes.  While the effect of aerobic exercise on 

cardiac dimensions appears to have been clearly documented from the literature (George et al., 

1999, Whyte et al., 1999), the evidence for resistance exercise causing concentric hypertrophy 

remains equivocal (Pluim, Zwinderman et al. 2000; Fagard 2003; Naylor, George et al. 2008).  

Although there is support for arguing that resistance exercise training may increase cardiac 

dimensions (George et al., 1998), the evidence that this is a specific or differential form of 

adaptation (as suggested by the Morganroth  hypothesis (1975)) is not well supported (Pelliccia 

et al., 1991). 

 

2.3.1 A Current Assessment of The Morganroth Hypothesis 

When Morganroth and colleagues (1975) investigated LV hypertrophy in athletes and sedentary 

controls the technology at the time meant that echocardiography capabilities only allowed for 

structural assessment and global FS.  It is evident that echocardiographic techniques have 

advanced significantly in the 37 years since the publication of Morganroth’s cross sectional 

study (1975); with particular progression evident in measures of LV function; from transmitral 

Doppler to TDI, and currently 2D derived strain and torsion. 

 

In the years since the Morganroth hypothesis was established the effect of exercise training on 

LV structure and its function have been investigated.  Shapiro and Smith (1983) included FS 

measurement in the LV structure and function assessment following 12 weeks of running 

training.  Although the study was superior to Morganroth’s in design, and provided 
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reinforcement for the suggestion of exercise training induces increases in LVM, the addition of 

FS provided little insight into the possible mechanism.  Twenty years later Baldi and colleagues 

(2003) used the more advanced TDI and transmitral Doppler techniques in a cross sectional 

study assessing LV function in older trained and untrained men.  In 2007 Baggish et al. (2007) 

used the same structural and functional measures as Baldi et al. (2003) in a longitudinal training 

study investigating training specific cardiac changes among competitive athletes.  However, this 

longitudinal study still did not include the emerging assessment of myocardial deformation, 

strain.   

 

The assessment of strain, both global and segmental has been included in the assessment of 

cardiac function in athletes in the last 5 years.  Yet, these studies have been cross sectional in 

design (Stefani et al. 2007) or investigating the acute effects of exercise such as post marathon 

(Chan-Dewar et al. 2010) or during the performance of handgrip exercise (Stefani et al. 2008).   

 

Current echocardiographic techniques have still not been utilised in parallel with the longer 

standing structural measurements in the investigation of exercise specific cardiac adaptations, 

within a longitudinal training study.   With LV structure and function assessed over time, with 

the latest techniques in cardiac ultrasound assessment, an understanding of the mechanisms 

that led to the accepted Morganroth Hypothesis can be achieved.  Although it is important to 

note that it is possible for functional adaptations to occur, but if LV structure does not adapt as 

Morganroth suggested, the hypothesis may not hold true. 

 

It is, therefore, necessary to track LV structural and functional adaptations to short term (6-9 

weeks) exercise specific training in sedentary individuals, using the latest echocardiographic 

techniques, including strain.  This will enhance understanding of the mechanisms by which 

physiological LV hypertrophy develops in response to the specific stimuli such as pure 

resistance training, pure aerobic training and then a combination of 50% of each. 
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2.3.2 Aerobic Exercise, Preload and LV Eccentric Hypertrophy 

A substantial volume of research (Naylor et al., 2008a) has been conducted to assess the effects 

of aerobic exercise on LV remodelling, the majority of which supports the  Morganroth 

hypothesis (1975). This suggests that aerobically trained athletes demonstrate a significantly 

greater LVM compared to healthy controls, and this increase in LVM is derived from an increase 

in LVDd, with proportional increase in wall thickness as a secondary adaptation to normalise 

wall stress.  The increase found in LVDd in endurance trained athletes is due to the sustained 

increase in cardiac output required during aerobic exercise (Rowland, 2008).   

 

Central blood volume has been found to increase during moderate intensity aerobic leg 

exercise in the supine position (Braunwald and Kelly, 1959), in 8 of 10 males (18-24 yrs).  The 

authors proposed that increased central blood volume accompanying an elevated cardiac 

output was the optimal cardiovascular response to exercise, proportional to the increased 

peripheral oxygen requirements.   

 

Similarly, Holmes (2004) found that 7 days of chronic volume overload in rats, significantly 

increased LVM and EDV. This was preceded, however, by significant increases in SV and Q by 

the fourth day of volume overload, suggesting reduced ESV and improved contractility.  

However, following the final 3 days of exposure to constant volume overload, there an increase 

in EDV and increase in LVM indicative of LV eccentric hypertrophy.  These findings suggest that 

functional changes precede structural adaptations, with the increase in SV and Q in the initial 4 

days resulting from improved contractility based on the Frank Starling principle; this was then 

followed by the structural adaptation of increased EDV in the final 3 days. 

 

At the initiation of progressive aerobic exercise, SV has been found to show a marked increase.  

As exercise intensity continues to rise, SV plateaus and is maintained at the elevated state for 

the duration of the exercise (Rowland, 2008).  This increase in SV is assumed to be due to 

increased filling of the LV as vascular resistance declines at the commencement of exercise, this 

rate of decline slows as intensity increases (Rowland, 2008).  According to the Frank-Starling 

Law, increased LV filling causes volume overload which lengthens muscle fibres, leading to 
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greater force generation during systole (Warburton et al., 2002) maximising EF and reducing 

ESV.  At higher intensities, the plateau is due to the concomitant increase in HR, reducing the 

duration of diastole and shortening the time of diastolic filling (Warburton et al., 2002).  A 

recent review by Rowland (2008) highlighted that there is currently no evidence of increased 

EDV during exercise, and suggested, any increase in SV may be a result of increased contractility 

during systole.  However, this does not take into account the work of Warburton et al. (2002) 

who investigated elite male cyclists (26 ±5 yrs; 72 ±6 kg), and found that EDV increased in linear 

fashion in relation to HR, during both supine and upright exercise, until maximal HR was 

achieved (Warburton et al., 2002).  SV also increased during upright exercise throughout the HR 

range while there was no significant alteration to ESV for the duration of the test, therefore 

suggesting that the linear increase in SV, was due to increase in preload (Warburton et al., 

2002).   

 

These acute LV responses to exercise differ between trained and untrained individuals 

(Rowland, 2008; Warburton et al., 2002).  Specifically the increased SV occurs due to different 

mechanisms dependent on individual training status.  Initially an increase in SV and Q with no 

change in EDV (Holmes, 2004) suggesting increased contractility based on reduced ESV 

(Rowland, 2008); then as individuals become more highly trained the increase in SV is enhanced 

via a greater EDV following aerobic training (Ehsani, Hagberg et al. 1978; Baggish, Wang et al. 

2008), it could be inferred that increased LVDd is suggestive of increased fibre length.  

However, this is simply a hypothesis based on the immediate effect of exercise on LV response, 

to understand how this leads to the LV remodelling and hypertrophy evident in the athletic 

heart, the effect of repetitive bouts of exercise needs to be investigated. 

 

2.3.2.1 Left Ventricular Adaptations to Aerobic Exercise Training – Comparison of Previous 
Literature 

The effect of the long term exercise has been investigated in many cross sectional studies, 

comparing athletes to inactive controls.  There is consistant evidence from much of the 

literature, particularly in respect increased LVM with increased LVDd being more prevalent in 

aerobically trained athletes (Table 2.1).  Further to this many studies have found that not only 
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did the athletes demonstrate an increase in LVM due to increased LVDd, but both PWd and 

IVSd were significantly greater in the trained individuals compared to the controls, suggesting a 

secondary adaptation of wall thickening (Morganroth et al., 1975; Table 2.2).    This is further 

strengthened as the training volumes and competitive standards were similar between the 

athletes that have been found to demonstrate greater LVD and LVM  (Table 2.1) and those 

found to demonstrate greater LVD, LVM and wall thickness (Table 2.2).  However, there was 

great variation in the mode of exercise. 
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Table 2.1 Cross sectional, athlete-control comparison studies with athletes demonstrating eccentric hypertrophy   
Reference Participants Aerobic 

Fitness 
Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

MacFarlane et 
al. (1991) 

Endurance Runners (n=10); national 
and international standard for >4yrs; 
running 45 miles.wk
25.4 ±1.45 yrs 

-1 

65.2 ±1.76 kg 
 
Healthy non training controls (n=10); 
not participating in activity 
24.2 ±1.23 yrs 
76.6 ±2.74 kg 

↑ relative 

MAXOV 2
   

 ↔ sBP 
 
 

↑ ↔ ↔ ↔ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 

na ↑ na na 

Colan et al. 
(1985) 

Swimmers (n=11); training 25-30 
h.wk-1

21 ±4 yrs 
; >5 yrs competitive experience 

 
Healthy, non sedentary controls 
(n=22); participate in amateur 
athletic endeavours 
22 ±6 yrs 

na ↔ BSA na ↑ ↔ ↔ ↑ LVMi na na na na 

Morganroth et 
al. (1975) 
 
 
 

Collegiate Swimmers (n=15): Male, 
>3 yrs experience, train >200 d.yr-1

19.9 ±0.4 yrs 
. 

 
Collegiate Long Distance Runners 
(n=15): Male, >3 yrs experience, train 
>200 d.yr-1

19.2 ±0.3 yrs 
. 

 
Control: Male, age and sex matched, 
inactive. 
19.4 ±0.4 yrs 
 
 

na na  na ↑ LVDd 
 
↑ LVDdi 
 
↑ LVM/BM 

↔ IVSd 
 
↔ IVSdi 
 
↔ IVSd/BM 

↔ PWd 
 
↔ PWdi 
 
↔ PWd/BM 

↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 
↑ LVM/BM 

↑ EDV 
 
↑ EDVi 
 
↑ 
EDV/BM 

na na  na 
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Reference Participants Aerobic 

Fitness 
Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Longhurst et 
al. (1980) 
 
 

Competitive Long Distance Runners 
(n=12), competing in marathons, 
training average of 79 miles.wk-1

28.5 ±1.6 yrs; 67.7 ±2.1 kg 
. 

 
Light Controls (n=10), no 
participation in physical activity for 
previous 6 months 
24.9 ±0.9 yrs; 68.4 ±1.4 kg 

↑ Abs 
VO2max 
 
↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 
↑ VO2max 
relative to 
LBM 

↔ Body 
Mass 
 
↔ BSA 
 
↔ LBM 

↔ sBP 
 
↑ dBP 

↑ ↔ ↔ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 
↑ LVM/BM 
 
↑ LVM/LBM 

↑ EDV 
 
↑ EDVi 
 
↑ 
EDV/BM 
 
↑ 
EDV/LBM 

na na na 

Baldi et al. 
(2003)* 
 

Older Trained Males (n=19): >2  yrs 
experience of endurance sport 
65.2 ±4.2 yrs; 70.1 ±6.8 kg 
 
Older Untrained Males (n=20): no 
regular endurance training for >2 yrs 
65.7 ±3.7 yrs; 77.5 ±10.3 kg 
 
Young Trained Males (n=19): >2  yrs 
experience of endurance sport 
26.2 ±3.7 yrs; 81.1 ±8.6 kg 
 
Young Untrained Males (n=20): no 
regular endurance training for >2 yrs 
24.8 ±2.8 yrs; 83.4 ±11.5 kg 

↑ Abs 
VO2max 
 
↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 

↔ Body 
Mass 
 
↔ BSA 
 
↓ % Fat 
Mass  
 
↓ BMI 
 
↑ FFM 

↓ sBP 
 
↔ dBP 

↑ ↔ ↔ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 

na ↔ na na 

Triposkiadis et 
al. (2002) 

Highly trained swimmers (n=25); 
male (n=15) and female (n=10); 12-14 
h.wk-1

11.9 ±1.6 yrs 
 for 4 yrs 

 
Non training children  (n=20) 
11.3 ±0.6 yrs 

na na na ↑ LVDdi 
 

↔ IVSdi 
 

↔ PWdi 
 

↑ LVMi na ↑ na na 

Arrows indicate trained/athlete groups compared to controls.  * Arrows indicate training effect (irrespective of age).  BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood 
Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling 
velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Table 2.2 Cross sectional, athlete-control comparison studies with athletes demonstrating eccentric hypertrophy with secondary 
wall thickening 
Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Nottin et al. 
(2008) 

Male elite cyclists (n=16).  
National cross country 
cycling for >11 yrs, 
training ≈12 hr.wk-1

22.6 ±5.4 yrs 
. 

73.1 ±9.7 kg 
 
Sedentary age matched 
controls (n=23) 
24.6 ±4.6 yrs 
71.5 ±5.8 kg 

na ↓ % Fat Mass  
 

↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ na ↑ ↔ 
longitudinal 
peak ε 
 
↓ radial peak 
ε 
 
↔ 
circumferential 
peak ε 

↔ 
longitudinal 
peak SR 
 
↓ radial peak 
SR in systole 
 
↔  radial 
peak SR in 
diastole 
 
↔ 
circumferential 
peak SR 

George et al. 
(1999)* 
 
 

Female canoeists and 
lightweight rowers 
(n=12).  Competitive at 
national or international 
level for ≥2 yrs. 
24 ±3 yrs 
62.9 ±4.8 kg 
 
Female road cyclists 
(n=12) Competitive at 
national or international 
level for ≥2 yrs. 
25 ±4 yrs 
58.6 ±5.2 kg 
 
Female controls (n=21) 
23 ±3 yrs 
60.4 ±8.7 kg 
 
 
 

na ↔ BSA 
 
↓ % Fat Mass  
 
↑ FFM 

↔ ↑ LVDd 
 
R: ↔ 
LVDd/FFM 
 
Cyc: ↑ 
LVDd/FFM 

↑ IVSd 
 
 
↑ 
IVSd/FFM 
 

↑ PWd 
 
 
↑ 
PWd/FFM 

↑ LVM 
 
 
↑ 
LVM/FFM 

↑ EDV 
 
 
↑ 
EDV/FFM 

↔ na na 
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Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Karjalainen et 
al. (1997) 

Runners (n=32) 
High ranking, long 
distance (n=15), 
orienteering (n=17) 
runners 
26 ±3 yrs 
68 ±5 kg 
 
Controls (n=15) 
Exercised < 2hr.wk
26 ±3 yrs 

-1 

78 ±10 kg 

na ↓  BSA 
 
↓ Body Mass 
 
↓ BMI 

↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 

na na na na 

Vinereanu et 
al. (2002) 

Male long distance 
runners (n=18).  
Minimum of 5 yrs 
training experience 
 
Age matched sedentary 
controls (n=14) 

↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 

↔ BSA ↔ ↑ LVDi ↑ ↑ ↑ LVMi na Na na na 

George et al. 
(1999) 

Alpine Skiers (n=16) 
Nationally and 
internationally 
competitive for > 6 yrs  
Male (n=10) 
22 ±4 yrs 
78.4 ±3.6 kg 
Female (n=6) 
21 ±4 yrs 
62.3 ±2.5 kg 
 
Sedentary Controls 
(n=19) 
Male (n=12)  
23 ±2 yrs 
74.8 ±3.6 kg 
Female (n=7)  
21 ±3 yrs 
64.0 ±7.1 kg 

M: ↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 
F: ↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 

M: ↔ Body 
Mass 
 
M: ↔ BSA 
 
M: ↓ % Fat 
Mass 
 
F: ↔ Body 
Mass 
 
F: ↔ BSA 
 
F: ↓ % Fat Mass 

M: ↔ 
 
F: ↔ 

M: ↑LVDd 
 
M: ↑LVDdi 
 
M: 
↑LVDd/BM 
 
M: ↔ 
LVDd/FFM 
 
F: ↑LVDd 
 
F: ↑LVDdi 
 
F: 
↑LVDd/BM 
 
F: ↔ 
LVDd/FFM 

M: ↑IVSd 
 
M: ↑IVSdi 
 
M: 
↑IVSd/BM 
 
M: ↑ 
IVSd/FFM 
 
F: ↑IVSd 
 
F: ↑IVSdi 
 
F: 
↑IVSd/BM 
 
F: ↑ 
IVSd/FFM 

M: ↑PWd 
 
M: ↑PWdi 
 
M: 
↑PWd/BM 
 
M: ↑ 
PWd/FFM 
 
F: ↑PWd 
 
F: ↑PWdi 
 
F: 
↑PWd/BM 
 
F: ↑ 
PWd/FFM 

M: ↑LVM 
 
M: ↑LVMi 
 
M: 
↑LVM/BM 
 
M: ↑ 
LVM/FFM 
 
F: ↑LVM 
 
F: ↑LVMi 
 
F: 
↑LVM/BM 
 
F: ↑ 
LVM/FFM 

na M: ↔ 
 
F: ↔ 

na na 
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Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Bekaert et al. 
(1981) 

Road Race Cyclists 
(n=14) 
Competing for >3 
months in current 
season 
25 ±2.2 yrs 
72.9 ±6.5 kg 
 
Controls (n=11) 
25.5 ±1.9 yrs 
64.4 ±8.1 kg 

↑ absolute 

MAXOV 2
   

 
↑ relative 

MAXOV 2
   

↑ Body Mass 
 
↓ % Fat Mass 

na ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 
↑ 
LVM/BM 

↑ na na na 

*Arrows indicate both athletic groups compared to controls unless otherwise stated. BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular 
Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – 
indexed to BSA. 
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Table 2.3 Cross sectional, athlete-control comparison studies with athletes demonstrating concentric hypertrophy. 
Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Urhausen et al. 
(1997)** 

Male Rowers (n=32) 
 
Male Controls (n=32) 
 
Female Rowers (n=30) 
 
Female Controls (n=30) 

na ↔ BSA ↔ ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ LVMi na na na na 

Douglas et al. 
(1986)** 

Ultra Endurance Athletes 
(n=36) 
 
Controls (n=17) 

na na na ↔ na ↑ ↑ na ↑ na na 

Gates et al., 
(2004)* 
 

National Kayak Canoeists 
(n=10): Male, 4 yrs 
competitive, 1-3 hr 
sessions 5-7 d.wk-1

28 ±6 yrs 
. 

77.0 ±9.7 kg 
 
Sedentary (n=10): Male, 
no activity in previous 
year. 
27 ±5 yrs 
75.2 ±10.2 kg 
 
Recreationally active 
(n=10): Male, various 
activities, 1-3 times.wk-1

27 ±6 yrs 
. 

79.3 ±10.2 kg 

na Measured and 
used for scaling 
but not 
reported. 

↔ ↔ LVDd 
 
↔ 
LVDd/BM 
 
↔ 
LVDd/FFM 

↑ 
IVSd/BM 
 
↑ 
IVSd/FFM 
 
↑Mean 
Wall 
thickness 

↑ 
PWd/BM 
 
↑ 
PWd/FFM 
 

↑ LVM 
 
↑ 
LVM/BM 
 
↑ 
LVM/FFM 

na ↔ na na 

* Arrows indicate Kayak compared to both Sedentary and Recreationally active. .No diff between sedentary and recreationally active.  **Secondary reference from Naylor et al. (2008). BSA – Body Surface 
Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End 
Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Only runners and swimmers have shown prevalence of greater LVDd and LVM without greater 

wall thickness than the control groups (Table 2.1).  In contrast, table 2.2 shows that cycling, 

rowing, running, skiing, water polo were all defined as aerobic or endurance sports by the 

authors and competitive athletes demonstrate greater LVDd, IVSd, PWd and therefore LVM 

compared to inactive controls.  This suggests that LV adaptation to long term (>2 yrs), large 

volume (>12 h.wk-1

 

) exercise is sport specific.  However, not only did the athletic groups differ 

between studies, but also the control groups.  Although control groups were often age and sex 

matched, the requirement for inactivity was variable.  It must also be considered that the 

athletes sampled were predisposed to the athletic accomplishments due to augmented LV 

structure and function; emphasising the superiority of longitudinal study design. 

Longitudinal studies have further produced conflicted results.  In contrast to the cross sectional 

studies (Table 2.1), swimmers and runners were found to demonstrate eccentric hypertrophy 

with associated wall thickening (Table 2.5) and rowing studies were found to induce increased 

LVDd and LVM indicative of eccentric hypertrophy of the LV.   

 

The summary tables (2.4; 2.5; 2.6) show much variation in the results of the training studies, 

with one surprising observation being, that the studies that found either no LV adaptations or 

increased wall thickness rather than eccentric hypertrophy (Table 2.6) were of a greater 

duration to those that did find evidence of eccentric hypertrophy (Tables 2.4 and 2.5).  

However, it is considered that populations sampled may have contributed to the differing 

outcomes of the training studies.  There were studies that trained females, another used older 

males and one trained overweight males; it is possible that these different populations respond 

differently to the training stimulus, to each other.  The 9 week swimming training study by 

Ehsani et al. (1978) included one female individual in the sample, this may have reduced the 

group mean as it has previously been stated that females have not demonstrated cardiac 

adaptations in response to aerobic exercise when males have (Landry et al., 1985). 

 

There is also a great variation in the exercise mode within the longitudinal studies, for example, 

the study by Gates et al. (2003; Table 2.6) investigated cardiac adaptataions following 12 weeks 
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of arm crank exercise.  This upper body exercise has previously been reported to induce greater 

sBP, dBP, HR and lower SV and Q than lower body exercise (Miles et al., 1989).  These 

cardiovascular responses are more indicative of resistance type exercise, which may explain the 

cardiac morphology reported in the study  by Gates et al. (2003).  Similarly, the football training 

study by Andersen et al. (2010; Table 2.5) may be considered a combination sport, rather than 

purely aerobic with repeated sprinting with aerobic recovery, which again may explain the 

increased wall thickness, following the 16 week training programme.  However, with no 

measure of LVM reported it is unknown if hypertrophy occurred, or just LV remodelling. 
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Table 2.4 Longitudinal studies that found eccentric hypertrophy of the left ventricle 
Reference Training Protocol Subjects Aerobic 

Fitness 
Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV Wall 
Stress 

E/A Strain  SR 

Weiner et 
al. 2010 

90 days of rowing 
training.  13.6 hrs of 
organised training 
including 12.6 hrs of 
endurance training 
and 1 hr of strength 
training. 

Male university rowers 
(n=15) 
18.6  ±0.5 yrs 
85.7  ±8.9 kg 

na ↔ BM 
 
↔ BSA 
 

↔ sBP 
 
↓ dBP 

na ↔ 
IVSd/B
SA 

↔ 
PWd/B
SA 

↑ 
LVMi 

↑ 
EDV/BSA 

na ↔ na na 

Baggish et 
al., 2008 

90 days 
uncontrolled, 
unsupervised rowing 
training.  Open water 
and indoor rowing 
ergometer.  1-3 hr 
sessions.  >5 d.wk-1

Healthy Male (n=20) 
and Female (n=20) 
rowers.  Previously 
selected for competitive 
sport.  Assumed 
detrained as pre 
season. . 
 
F: 19.6 ±1 yrs; 68 ±3 kg 
 
M: 19.2 ±1.2 yrs; 82 ±10 
kg 

na na na ↑ 
LVDd/B
SA 

↔ 
IVSd/B
SA 

↔ 
PWd/B
SA 

↑ 
LVMi 

↑ 
EDV/BSA 

na ↔ na na 

BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular 
Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Table 2.5 Longitudinal studies that found eccentric hypertrophy of the left ventricle with secondary wall thickening 
Reference Training Protocol Subjects Aerobic Fitness Body 

Compositi
on 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV Wall 
Stress 

E/A Strain  SR 

Ehsani et al., 
1978 

9 wks swimming, 2 
hrs.d-1, 6 d.wk-1

Mixed gender (n=8; 7 
male and 1 female).  
Members of 
university swim 
team, but no training 
for previous 2-7 
months. 

. 

 
17-19 yrs 
 
71 ±3.3 kg 

↑ at wks 1, 3, 5 
& 9 – relative 

MAXOV 2
   

 
↑ at wks 1, 3, 5 
& 9 – absolute 

MAXOV 2
   

 

na na ↑ at 
wks 1, 
3, 5 & 9  
 

na ↑ at 
wks 5 
& 9  
 

↑ at 
wks 1, 
3, 5 & 9 
LVMi 

↑ at 
wks 1, 
3, 5 & 9  
EDV/BS
A 

na na na na 

De Maria et al. 
(1978) 

11 weeks of 
supervised 
endurance training.  
Walk-jog-run at 70% 
HRmax.  1 hr.d-1 on 4 
d.wk-1. Plus 1 hr.wk-1

‘Normal’ (not 
sedentary or trained) 
subjects (n=26; male, 
n=15; female, n=11).  

 
calesthenics. 

 
26 ± yrs 

↑ relative 

MAXOV 2
  

 
↑ duration of 
test 

↔ BSA ↔ ↑ ↑ * ↑ * ↑ ↑ na na na Na 

Andersen et 
al. 2010 

16 wks of football 
training, 1 hr 
sessions 2-3 d.wk-1

 
.   

16 wks of continuous 
running training, 3-4 
d.wk-1

Sedentary females 
(n=47; Football n=19; 
Running n=18; 
Control  n=10) 

 at 82% of 
HRmax. 

 
36.5 ±8.2 yrs 
 
69.0 ±10.5 kg 

F:  ↑relative 
VO
 

2peak 

R: ↑relative 
VO
 

2peak 

C:  ↔ relative 
VO

na 

2peak 

F:  ↓ 
MAP 
 
R: ↓ 
MAP 
 
C: ↔ 
MAP 

F: ↔ 
 
 
R: ↔ 
 
 
C: ↔ 

F: ↔ 
 
 
R: ↔ 
 
 
C: ↔ 

F: ↑ 
 
 
R: ↔ 
 
 
C: ↔ 

na F: ↑ 
 
 
R: ↑ 
 
 
C: ↔ 

na F: ↑ 
 
 
R: ↑ 
 
 
C: 
↔ 

na Na 

Spence et al., 
2011 

24 wks supervised 
running programme, 
3 x 1 hr sessions per 
week. 

Healthy males (n = 
10). 
 
28.4 ±1.9 yrs 
 
1.79 ±0.02 kg 

↑relative 
VO
 

2peak 

↑ absolute 
VO

↑ Abs 
Lean Mass 

2peak 

↔ % Fat 
Mass 
↔ Abs 
Fat Mass 

↔  ↔ ↑ ↔ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ 
LVMi 

↑ na na ↔ 
longitudinal 
peak ε 

↔ 
longitudinal 
SR 

*Wall thickness as a mean of PW and IVS. BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW 
– Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Table 2.6 Longitudinal aerobic studies that found no LV adaptations or concentric hypertrophy of the left ventricle 
Referenc
e 

Training Protocol Subjects Aerobic 
Fitness 

Body 
Compositi
on 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV Wall 
Stress 

E/A Strain  SR 

Sadiantz 
et al. 
1996 

1 year of endurance exercise 
including walking, jogging 
and cycling at 60-80% HRmax 
for 1 h.d-1, 4 d.wk-1

Moderately overweight males 
(n=16) 

. 
39 ±7 yrs 
93.2 ±12 kg 
Male controls (n=6) 
38 ±10 yrs 
84.5 ±11.2 kg 

↑ relative 
VO
 

2max 

↑ 
absolute 
VO

↔ BM * 

2max 

↔ ↔ ↔ ↑ ↔ na na ↔ na na 

Gates et 
al., 2003 

12 wks aerobic arm crank 
exercise.  Continuous arm 
crank exercise at 60% VO2peak  
for 20 mins 2d.wk-1 in Wks 1 
& 2; 30 mins, 3 d.wk-1 in Wks 
3 & 4; 40 mins, 3 d.wk-1 in 
Wks 5 & 6 and 45 mins, 4 
d.wk-1

Healthy Sedentary  or 
recreationally active males 
(n=22) 

 in Wks 6-12. 

33.4 ±5.8 yrs 
79.7 ±10.6 kg 
Sex and age matched controls 
(n=22) 
33.3 ±5.6 yrs 
76.8 ±8.4 kg 

↑ 
absolute 
VO

↔ BM 

2peak 
 
↓ % Fat 
Mass 
 
↑ FFM 
 
↔ BSA 

↔ ↔ 
 

↑ ↑ ↑ na na ↔ 
 

na na 

Haykows
ky et al., 
2005 

12 wks cycling at 60-80% HR 
reserve, 3 d.wk-1

Females, healthy, inactive (total 
n = 35 randomised to 1 of 4 
groups – no group  n given). 

.  Duration of 
15 mins in wk 1, increasing by 
2.5 mins each wk. 66 ±3 yrs 

71.1 ±7.4 kg 

↑relative 
VO
 

2peak 

↑ 
absolute 
VO

↔ Body 
Mass 

2peak 

 

na ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ 
LVMi 

na ↔ ↔ na na 

Wieling 
et al. 
(1981) 

7 months rowing training.  
Initially non specific 
endurance training then 
interval training  finally all 
training was rowing.   
 
Seniors: Training increased 
from 10 hrs.wk-1 to 14 hrs.wk

Freshman: Training increased 
from 6 hrs.wk

-

1 

-1 to 12 hrs.wk

Senior Oarsmen (n=14): >1 
rowing season 

-1 

22.6 ±2.4 yrs; 81.0  ±6.5 kg 
 
Freshman Oarsman (n=9): 
previously active but no daily 
rowing experience 
20.2 ±1.6 yrs; 72.9 ±7.2 kg 
 
Untrained Control  Males (n=17) 
22.0 ±3.7 yrs; 70.9 ±10.2 kg 

S: ↑ at 7 
months – 
relative 

MAXOV 2
  
 
F: ↑ at 1 
month & 
7 months 
– relative 

MAXOV 2
  

 

S: ↓ Body 
Mass 
 
F: ↓ Body 
Mass 
 
 

S:↓sBP 
↓dBP 
at 7 
months 
 
F:↓sBP 
↔dBP 
at 7 
months 

S:↑ at 
2wks, 
1, 4 & 7 
months 
 
F: ↑ at 
4 & 7 
months 

S: ↔ 
 
F: ↑ at 
4 & 7 
months 

S: ↔ 
 
F: ↑ at 
7 
months 

na na na na na na 

*BM was controlled and intentionally maintained.  BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal 
Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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The LV eccentric hypertrophy response to aerobic exercise training is understood to be a 

compensatory mechanism in response to increased preload during exercise; this volume 

overload increases EDV causing sarcomere replication in series (Grossman et al., 1975).  The 

four-fold increase in cardiac output that occurs during exercise is caused by an increase in 

blood volume in the LV, the excess volume is delivered to the aorta resulting in elevated systolic 

stress which causes a secondary compensatory adaptation of increased wall thickness to 

normalise wall stress (Matsuo et al., 1998). 

 

This proposed sequence of events is reinforced by a time course study by Ehsani et al. (1978) 

who found LVDd to significantly increase following only 1 week of swimming training, with 

LVDd then remaining constant at time points week 3, 5 and 9.  Although Ehsani et al. (1978) did 

not measure plasma volume in this study, it has since been reported to increase by 20.3% with 

total blood volume found to increase by 12.3% following only 4 days of cycle ergometer training 

at 71% maximal aerobic power in untrained males (21 yrs, 73.2 kg, 176 cm) (Green et al., 1987). 

 

Swimming is not only an aerobic form of exercise, but it is also performed with the individual 

submerged in water, in a supine position.  These three elements taken individually have been 

suggested to increase blood volume Braunwald and Kelly, 1959  therefore, together they may 

have an additive effect.  This would highlight the rapid LV structural adaptations following 

swimming training evident in the Ehsani et al. (1978) study.   

 

Ehsani et al. (1978)  also found MAXOV 2
  increased significantly from baseline to week 3; 

suggesting a link between increased aerobic fitness and eccentric LV hypertrophy.  MAXOV 2
  has 

been found to increase to ≥60 ml/kg/min in sedentary individuals (n=8; 22 yrs) following only 

10 weeks of running and cycling intervals 6 d.wk-1 (Hickson et al., 1977).  The study by Ehsani 

and colleagues (1978) used swimming as the exercise mode, the programme duration was 9 

weeks and frequency was 6 d.wk-1

MAXOV 2


; suggesting that the exercise stimulus was sufficient for the 

improvement of .  It has been suggested that the rapid improvement of aerobic 

exercise performance is due to the central adaptations, increased Q, improving exercise 
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performance as soon as 3 days of the initiation of training; with improvements in MAXOV 2
  

taking longer, 12 – 38 days (Laursen and Jenkins, 2002).  The initial increase in exercise 

performance is likely to have been a response to plasma volume expansion, which has been 

found to increase by 8% following only 1 day of endurance exercise (Pugh, 1969), however the 

1 day included 8-10 hrs of outdoor activity.  Although the duration of activity in the study by 

Pugh (1969) may not be comparable to the exposure to exercise in the Ehsani et al. (1978) 

study, it highlights the acute response of blood volume to exercise.  Swimming training may 

have influenced the rapid improvement of aerobic exercise and subsequent changes in cardiac 

dimensions as increased central blood volume has been found to occur following immersion in 

water (Bondurant et al., 1957).  However, it is unknown if the effects of exercise and 

submersion on hypervolemia are additive, as with heat and exercise (Fellman, 1992). 

 

As the literature suggests that aerobic exercise training leads to eccentric hypertrophy of the LV 

due to elevated preload, any confounding variables that may lead to increased blood volume 

must be controlled for.  An exercise training study must be purely aerobic in nature, and must 

not include submersion in water, such as swimming, to allow a cause and effect to be 

established. 

 

2.3.2.2 Summary of Preload and LV Eccentric Hypertrophy 

The literature to date is in agreement that LVM increases following increased preload 

associated with aerobic exercise, also that this increase in LVM is a result of a greater LVDd 

(Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5).  Support for this theory comes from reports of a reduction in mass 

to volume ratio in MR models of volume overload (Carabello et al., 1992); however, this may 

not be transferable to exercise induced volume overload as it is suggested that regurgitation 

into the LV reduces the LV workload (Carabello et al., 1992). 

 

In summary there is substantial support for the Morganroth Hypothesis (1975) in regard to the 

effects of short term aerobic exercise on LV structure.  It is proposed that the Frank Starling 

mechanism is not responsible for increased SV until exposure to increased preload has been 
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evident for some time, as is the case in elite athletes (Warburton et al., 2002).  It is possible that 

increased sarcomere length and a concomitant increase in calcium sensitivity is responsible for 

improved contractility prior to increase in LVM (Konhilas et al., 2002).   

 

It is, therefore, necessary to track the effect of short term (6-9 weeks) of purely aerobic 

exercise training, such as running, on LV structure to establish a cause and effect.  Further to 

this, the use of the latest echocardiographic techniques to track LV function would allow for 

greater understanding of LV adaptations that initiate the development of the athletic heart.  

Moreover, a correlation analysis in a sample of athletes with very high MAXOV 2
  and another in 

individuals with low MAXOV 2
  will establish if MAXOV 2

  is predicted by different cardiac variables 

dependent on training status; which would explain the equivocal results of current literature. 

 

2.3.3 Resistance Exercise, Afterload and LV Concentric Hypertrophy 

The Morganroth Hypothesis (Morganroth, 1975) proposed that resistance type athletes 

demonstrate concentric hypertrophy of the LV.  However, despite the abundance of cross 

sectional research investigating LV morphology in resistance trained athletes and healthy 

controls there is no consensus view on whether concentric hypertrophy is evident.   

 

The suggested process by which LV concentric hypertrophy occurs is based on vasoconstriction 

during resistance exercise elevating arterial pressure, which in turn causes LV pressure during 

systolic ejection to be greater (afterload).  Since wall stress is inversely related to wall thickness, 

the LV response to resistance exercise is remodelling and wall thickening, based on the law of 

LePlace (Bryan et al., 1992).   

 

Central and brachial BP has been found to be positively associated with LV hypertrophy, as 

measured by ECG in individuals over 45 years (Wohlfahrt et al., 2011).  Animal models have 

been used to investigate the effect of greater pressure loading, afterload, on the LV and LV 

hypertrophy.  Experimental aortic stenosis (AS), utilising banding of the aorta, is the most 

common method of increasing afterload in animal models (Nagatomo et al., 1999).  LV pressure 
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elevation induced by aortic banding in mice found heart mass to increase within one week, and 

continue to increase until week 5 when the study terminated (Hill et al., 2000). 

 

Other animal models have demonstrated much more rapid responses.  Experimental AS in 

canine models have detected increases in cardiac mass following only 24 hrs of increased 

afterload, this increase continuing in a linear way until plateau at day 10 (Koide et al., 1997).  

Likewise another canine study found LVM increased 5 days after AS introduction, and this was 

preceded by a 29% increase in synthesis of myosin heavy chained proteins after only 6 hours of 

AS induced afterload; this synthesis had reduced by day 5 and had returned to baseline levels 

by day 10 (Nagatomo, Carabello et al. 1999).  These findings suggest that increased LV pressure 

increases protein synthesis, and when the wall thickness has increased sufficiently to normalise 

wall stress protein synthesis returns to previous levels.   

 

This hypothesis was reinforced by a swine study investigating growth factor formation during 

cardiac adaptation to AS induced pressure overload (Modesti, Vanni et al. 2000).  It was found 

that following only 3 hrs of significant increased systolic and diastolic LV pressures the growth 

factor angiotensin (ANG) II was produced and endothelin (ET) 1 production was evident 6 hrs 

post AS banding.  During this time LV wall thicknesses were not found to have significantly 

increased from baseline.  ANG-II and ET-1 peaked at 12 hrs and then declined to near baseline 

levels at 48hrs, the first time point at which diastolic wall thickness was found to be significantly 

greater than baseline or controls (Modesti, Vanni et al. 2000).  A third growth factor, insulin like 

growth factor I (IGF-I),  was upregulated  12 hrs post AS banding and continued to increase until 

assessment at 48 hrs.  Although, production levels were significantly greater than at baseline or 

versus controls, IGF-I levels began to plateau in the final 5 days, as did diastolic wall thickness 

and LV stress, suggesting an increased LV mass resulting from increased protein synthesis, 

rather than a decrease in protein degradation. 

 

Increased wall thicknesses and heart mass was also reported in a recent time course study, 

tracking LV concentric hypertrophy in rats with AS induced afterload (Stoyanova et al., 2009).  

Significant increases in PW and heart mass were seen in the AS group versus control group at 
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every time point from day 10 to day 45.  Further to this the within group differences showed 

the continuous increase in PW thickening for the duration of the study, with the final two time 

points, days 35 and 45, being significantly greater compared to day 25.  This study validated all 

echocardiographic findings with measurements of autopsied hearts at each time point 

(Stoyanova et al., 2009).  

 

The evidence in animal models showing experimental AS induced cardiac afterload induces LV 

wall thickening and increased LVM (Nagatomo, Carabello et al. 1999; Hill, Karimi et al. 2000; 

Stoyanova, Zhelev et al. 2009) is robust.  Similar findings have been evident in humans as 

Grossman et al. (1975) reported that patients with chronic pressure overload (n=6) 

demonstrated a significantly increased relative wall thickness, a ratio of wall thickness to LVDd 

(h/r = (2*PWd)/LVDd (Bella et al., 2001))  compared to healthy controls (n=6) and volume 

overloaded patients (n=18).  The authors of this study also attributed increased wall thickness 

to increased systolic wall stress causing parallel replication of sarcomeres following elevated 

afterload (Grossman et al., 1975).  This is reinforced by the extensive literature finding an 

association between pathological hypertension and wall thickness >1.3cm (Maron et al., 1995).  

However, the patients investigated by Grossman and colleagues (1975), as with the animal 

models, were exposed to the increased LV pressures continuously, even during rest.  During 

exercise BP is only elevated for the duration of the exercise, and is only at its highest during the 

final reps (Figure 2.1), then rapidly decreases at termination of resisting the load (MacDougall 

et al., 1985).  Therefore, caution must be taken when comparing these models to  the effect of 

resistance exercise on LV structural adaptations in humans.  It has been suggested previously 

that the duration of BP elevation induced by resistance exercise may not be sufficient to cause 

significant alterations to LV structure (Haykowsky et al., 1998). 

 

MacDougall and colleagues (1985) confirmed that resistance exercise induces transient 

increases in systolic blood pressure, using invasive methods to directly measure blood pressure 

in the brachial artery of bodybuilders during heavy weight training.   
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Figure 2.1 Actual traces of blood pressure response of a participant performing a double-leg press to failure 

at 90% of 1Repitition Maximum (MacDougall et al., 1985). 

 

The investigators reported fourfold increases in both systolic and diastolic blood pressures, to a 

value of 480/350 mmHg (Figure 2.1) in one subject for leg press, during the performance of 9 to 

11 repetitions to failure with a load of 90 to 95% of 1 repetition maximum (RM).  This was 

expanded upon in a study that investigated BP and echocardiographic responses to leg press 

exercise at 95% of 1 RM (Lentini et al., 1993).  The concentric lift phase and eccentric lowering 

phase of the leg press exercise caused significant increases in blood pressure, 270/180 Torr 

during lift, compared to baseline 160/90 Torr (Figure 2.2), and a significant decrease in both 

end diastolic and end systolic LV volumes.  The ratio of these two variables sBP/ESV, (used to 

indicate contractility), was significantly greater during the lift and lowering phases of the 

exercise compared to baseline (Lentini et al., 1993).  These results demonstrate greater 

contractility during loading phases of resistance exercise.   
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Figure 2.2 Systolic and diastolic blood pressure responses to double-leg press exercise at different phases 

(pre-exercise, lifting, lockout and lowering) of exercise.  Systolic blood pressure – closed squares, diastolic blood – 

open squares, * p < 0.05 compared with pre-exercise, + p < 0.05 compared with lockout, # 

 

p < 0.05 compared with 

lowering (Lentini et al., 1993). 

Although, Lentini and colleagues (1993) had shown significant increases in blood pressure, 

systolic wall stress had not been calculated.  Another leg press study specifically looked at the 

measure of wall stress during loading (Haykowsky et al., 2001), however, this time it was 

ensured that a Valsalva Manoeuvre was performed.  It had previously been noted that a 

Valsalva Manoeuvre is unavoidable during the end of a maximal set (MacDougall, Tuxen et al. 

1985; Lentini, McKelvie et al. 1993) but the impact of this extraneous variable had not been 

assessed.  Haykowsky et al. (2001) found that wall stress was not significantly different during 

leg press of ≥80% of 1RM compared to baseline.  However, intrathoracic pressure, inferred 

from oesophageal pressure, was found to be significantly greater, at a minimum of 111 mmHg 

during leg press >80% 1RM, compared to the baseline measure of 1.7 mmHg.  The authors 

suggested that the wall of the LV was not exposed to increased stress during the leg press 

performance as the valsalva manoeuvre provides an increase in intrathoracic pressures, 

therefore transmural pressure was not elevated.   
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The conflict between the findings of Haykowsky et al. (2001) that wall stress was not found to 

significantly increase during leg press performance, and the hypothesis that concentric LV 

remodelling is based on the law of LePlace was highlighted in a review paper of resistance 

training and cardiac hypertrophy (Haykowsky et al., 2002).    As the currently accepted 

hypothesis that increased afterload induces LV concentric hyperthrophy is being disputed, it 

may explain the lack of agreement between studies; as different mechanisms may be 

responsible for LV remodelling following resistance training.  It is necessary, therefore, to 

investigate the LV adaptations in a resistance training study that induces meaningful afterload.  

This will then establish if the LV response to resistance exercise is in line with conclusions of 

Morganroth et al. (1975), and that the mechanism by which concentric hypertrophy occurs, if 

found to, is by the mechanism outlined by Grossman et al. (1975). 

 

An alternative view was proposed in a recent review by Naylor (2008), suggesting that a higher 

absolute LVM in resistance trained athletes is simply proportional to body size or composition.  

Increases in skeletal muscle following resistance training is paralleled by cardiac muscle 

hypertrophy.   

 

Brown and Thompson (1987) were the first to investigate the standardisation of LV measures of 

exercise induced LV hypertrophy specifically in a sample of weightlifters.  The cross sectional 

study found weightlifters to demonstrate LV hypertrophy based on absolute cardiac 

dimensions, but increased PW thickness remained in relation to BSA and  body mass (Brown 

and Thompson, 1987).  The authors concluded that BSA, body mass and lean body weight 

should always be considered when investigating cardiac structure in resistance trained athletes.  

It is evident from the summary tables that LVM is now often normalised for BSA, with only 

some studies also normalising to BM, FFM or LM (George et al., 1999; Gates et al., 2004). 

 

George et al. (1998) drew similar conclusions to Brown and Thompson (1987), following the 

assessment of different scaling measures to cardiac dimensions.  The strongest association 

between LVM and a biometric variable was with FFM, closely followed by BSA.  It was 

suggested that height was not a suitable scaling variable in a weightlifting population as it does 
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not take body composition into consideration (George et al., 1998). The primary finding of this 

study was that when cardiac dimensions were scaled to FFM, weightlifters did not demonstrate 

LV concentric hypertrophy (George et al., 1998).  This is in agreement with the proposal by 

Naylor et al. (2008) that LVM increases proportionally to FFM following resistance training and 

that there is no afterload induced hypertrophy of the LV.   
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Table 2.7 Cross sectional athlete-control comparisons that found resistance trained individuals to demonstrate concentric LV 
hypertrophy 
Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Morganroth et 
al. (1975) 
 
 

Collegiate Wrestlers 
(n=12): Male, >3 yrs 
experience, train >200 d.yr-

1

19.8 ±0.5 yrs 
. 

 
Control: Male, age and sex 
matched, inactive. 
19.4 ±0.4 yrs 
 

na na  na ↔ LVDd 
 
↔ LVDdi 
 
↔ 
LVM/BM 

↑ IVSd 
 
↑ IVSdi 
 
↑ IVSd/BM 

↑ PWd 
 
↑ PWdi 
 
↑ 
PWd/BM 

↑LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 
↑ LVM/BM 

↔ EDV 
 
↔ EDVi 
 
↔ 
EDV/BM 

na na  na 

Longhurst et al. 
(1980)** 
 
 

Competitive Weightlifters 
(n=17), 8 Olympic lifters, 9 
power lifters. 
26.9 ±1.2 yrs; 89.8 ±3.4 kg 
 
Amateur Weightlifters 
(n=7), non competitive. 
28.1 ±2.7 yrs; 82.6 ±4.7 kg 
 
Heavy Controls (n=14), no 
participation in physical 
activity for previous 6 
months 
26.9 ±1.0 yrs; 89.1 ±2.6 kg 
 

↑ Abs VO2max 
 
↑ Relative 
VO2max  
 
AW ↑ VO2max 
relative to LBM 
 
CW ↔ VO2max 
relative to LBM 
 
AW ↑ VO2max 
relative to LBM 
to CW 

↔ BW 
 
↔ BSA 
 
↑ LBM 

↔ sBP 
 
↔ dBP 

↔ ↔ CW ↑ ↑ LVM 
 
↑ LVMi 
 
CW ↑ 
LVM/BM 
 
↔ 
LVM/LBM 

↔  EDV 
 
↔  EDVi 
 
↔  
EDV/BM 
 
↔ 
EDV/LBM 

na na na 

Deligiannis et 
al. (1988)* 

Weightlifters (n=15) 
 
Controls (n=15) 
 
Body Builders (n=15) 
 
Controls (n=15) 

- - - W: ↔ 
 
 
 
 
BB: ↑ 
 

W: ↑ 
 
 
 
 
BB: ↑ 
 

W: ↑ 
 
 
 
 
BB: ↑ 
 

W: ↑ LVMi 
 
W: ↑ 
LVM/LBM 
 
BB: ↑ LVMi 
 
BB: ↑ 
LVM/LBM 
 

- - - - 
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Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Pelliccia et al. 
(1993) 

Highly conditioned athletes 
(n=100) from weightlifting, 
power lifting, wrestling, 
bobsledding and weight 
throwing events. With 3-24 
yrs experience. 
26.3 ±4.7 yrs 
 
 
Controls (n=26) 
26.8 ±6.0 yrs 

na ↔ BSA 
 

↔ ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ LVMi na na na na 

George et al. 
(1998) 

Female National 
Weightlifters (n=15)  
25 ±6 yrs 
 
Controls (n=46) 
23 ±3 yrs 
 

na ↔ Body Mass 
 
↔ BSA 
 
↔ FMM 
 

↔ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ LVMi na na na na 

George et al. 
(1998) 

Male National 
Weightlifters (n=11) with 3 
yrs experience in 
international competition 
23 ±3 yrs 
 
Controls (n=45) Not 
currently or formerly 
involved in competitive 
sport 
22 ±2 yrs 

na ↑ Body Mass 
 
↑ BSA 
 
↑ FFM 
 

na ↔ 
 
↔ 
LVDd/FFM 

↑ 
 
↔ 
IVSd/FFM 

↔ 
 
↔ 
PWd/FFM 

↑ LVMi 
 
↔ 
LVM/FFM 

na na na na 

Vinereanu et al. 
(2002) 

Male weightlifters (n=11).  
Minimum of 5 yrs training 
experience 
 
Age matched sedentary 
controls (n=14) 
 
 
 

↔ Relative 
VO2max  
 

↑ BSA ↔ ↔ LVDi ↑ ↑ ↑ LVMi na na na Na 
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Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 

Composition 
BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Colan et al. 
(1985) 

Power lifters (n=11) 
Competing at national 
level in previous 6 months. 
> 4 yrs experience. 
24 ±3 yrs 
 
Controls (n=22) Healthy, 
non-sedentary, amateur 
athletes. 
22 ±3 yrs 

 ↑ BSA na ↑ ↔ ↔ ↑ LVMi na na na  

*Secondary reference from Naylor et al. (2008).  ** Arrows indicated AW and CW compared to control unless otherwise stated. BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – 
Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling 
velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 

 

Table 2.8 Cross Sectional resistance studies that found eccentric hypertrophy , or no difference between athletes and controls 

Reference Participants Aerobic Fitness Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV E/A Strain  SR 

Child et al. 
(1984)* 

Track sprinters (n=13) 
47 yrs 
 
Controls (n=12) 

↑ - - ↑ LVDdi 
 

↔ IVSdi 
 

↔ PWdi 
 

↑ LVMi - - - - 

Haykowsky et 
al. (2000) 
 

Elite Power Athletes (n=12) 
National competitors 
46.0 ±5.5 yrs 
Controls (n=11) 
46.8 ±4.4 yrs 
 
Junior Elite Power Athletes 
(n=8) National 
comptetitors 
21.1 ±1.2 yrs 
Junior Controls (n=8) 
21.8 ±2.8 yrs 

na ↔ BSA na ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ LVMi na na na na 

* Secondary reference from Naylor et al. (2008)..BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal 
Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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An increased wall thickness in weightlifters (Deligiannis et al., 1988, Lattanzi et al., 1992, 

Abinader et al., 1996) and power lifters (Colan, 1987) has been found in cross sectional, athlete-

control studies (Table 2.7).  Interestingly, some of these studies found no difference in BP 

between the two groups, but did see different body composition, with athletes either 

demonstrating greater LBM (Longhurst et al., 1980) or BSA (Vinereanu et al., 2002).  This 

provides support for the hypothesis proposed by Naylor et al. (2008), that LVM is proportional 

to body size, and more specifically lean mass.  However, the study by Vinereanu et al. (2002) 

reported the sample to contain some steroid users, which may contribute to the greater muscle 

mass, and therefore BSA; and artificially elevate LVM, than to weightlifters in other studies that 

abstained from steroid use. 

 

 Short term (10-22 weeks) training studies showing similar findings (Kanakis and Hickson, 1980, 

Savig et al., 1986, Lusiani et al., 1986) shown in Table 2.9.  Luisani et al. (Lusiani et al., 1986) 

found weightlifters (n=6; 21.8 ±3.6 yrs, 71.0 ±7.7 kg) to demonstrate significant increases in 

PWd, IVSd, indexed LVM and relative wall thickness.  However, the training programme was not 

designed or implemented by the authors, and the only description of the training was that 

isometric type exercises were performed 3 d.wk-1 for 10-12 weeks.  This evidence provides 

some support for the Morganroth Hypothesis that resistance training may induce LV concentric 

hypertrophy. 
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Table 2.9  Longitudinal resistance training studies that found concentric hypertrophy to occur 

Reference Training Protocol Subjects Strength Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV Wall 
Stress 

E/A Strain  SR 

Lusiani et al. 
1986 

10-12 Weeks of 
weightlifting 
including isometric 
exercises on 3 d.wk-1

Freshman 
Males (n=6) 
Self selected a 
weightlifting 
club. 

.  
Training was not 
designed or 
implemented by the 
authors. 

21.8 ±3.9 yrs 
71 ±7.7 kg 
 

na ↑ Body Mass 
 
↔ BSA 

↔ ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
LVMi 

na na na na na 

Kanakis and 
Hickson, 1980 

10 weeks of weight 
training 5 d.wk-1.  
Including 3-5 sets of 
5 reps of parallel 
squats, leg flexion, 
leg extension, leg 
press and 3 sets of 
20 reps of calf raises. 

Healthy Males 
(n=9) Abstained 
from regular 
exercise 
training for 6 
months. 
 
23 yrs 

↑ ↑ Body Mass na ↔ ↔ ↑ ↑ na na na na na 
 
 

Baggish et al., 
2008 

90 days 
uncontrolled, 
unsupervised 
training – plymetrics, 
sprint and tackling 
drills.  Open water 
and indoor rowing 
ergometer.  1-3 hr 
sessions.  >5 d.wk-1

Male (n=24).  
Previously 
selected for 
competitive 
sport.  
Assumed 
detrained as 
pre season. 

.  
19.1 ±0.5 yrs 
98 ±16 kg 

na na na ↔ 
LVDd/B
SA 

↑ 
IVSd/B
SA 

↑ 
PWd/B
SA 

↑ 
LVMi 

↔ 
EDV/BS
A 

na ↔ na na 

BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular 
Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Table 2.10  Longitudinal resistance training studies that did not result in LV concentric hypertrophy  

Reference Training Protocol Subjects Strength Body 
Composition 

BP LVDd IVSd PWd LVM EDV Wall 
Stress 

E/A Strain  SR 

Spence et al., 
2011 

24 wks  supervised strength 
training inc. Olympic lifting.  3 
x 1hr sessions.wk-1

Healthy, males 
(n = 13) 

.  Wks 1-12 
low volume, low load (2-3 
sets, 12-15 reps, 65-85%1RM, 
60-120s rest); Wks 13-20 skill 
development of clean + jerk, 
snatch and 3 variants of 
squat; Wks 21-24 low 
volume, heavy load.  1RM 
was reassessed throughout 
to ensure suitable load. 

 
26.6 ±1.3 yrs 
81.7 ±4.2 kg 

↑ Bench 
Press 
 
↑ Squat 
 
↑ Total 
Strength 
(Bench + 
Squat) 

↑ Abs Lean 
Mass 
 
↓ % Fat 
Mass 
 
↔ Abs Fat 
Mass 

↓ d 
 
↔ s 

↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ 
LVM 
 
↔ 
LVMi 

↔ na na ↔ 
longitudinal 
peak ε 

↔ 
longitudinal 
SR 

Haykowsky et 
al., 2005 

12 wks, 3 d.wk-1.  2 sets, 10 
reps, intensity of 50% 1RM in 
wk 1, increasing by 2.5% 
weekly.  Exercises: leg press, 
leg extension, leg curl, chest 
press, shoulder press, lat 
pulldown and arm curl. 

Females, 
healthy, 
inactive (total n 
= 35 
randomised to 
1 of 4 groups – 
no group  n 
given). 
 
70 ±4 yrs 
 
72.6 ±18.4 kg 

↑Leg press 
↔Leg 
extension 
↑ Leg curl 
↑Shoulder 
press 
↑Lat 
Pulldown 
↑Chest 
press 
↑Tricep 
press 
↔Arm curls 

↔ Body 
Mass 
 

na ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ 
LVMi 

na ↔ ↔ na na 

Haykowsky et 
al. (2000) 

16 weeks of Resistance 
Training at 60-80% 1RM, 
3d.wk

Healthy Older 
Males (n=10) 

-1 68 ±3 yrs 
 
Controls (n=10) 
68 ±4 yrs 

↑ Bench 
Press 
 
↑ Leg Press 
 

na na ↓ ↓ ↓ ↔ na na na na na 

BSA – Body Surface Area; BMI – Body Mass Index; FFM – Fat Free Mass; BP – Blood Pressure; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; IVS – Interventriculas Septal Wall; PW – Posterior Walll; LVM – Left Ventricular 
Mass; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; E/A -  Ratio of early to late diastolic filling velocities; d – diastole; s – systole; I – indexed to BSA. 
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Kanakis and Hickson (1980) implemented a heavy strength training programme 5d.wk-1

 

, 

combining both compound and isolated muscle exercises, that were performed as 3 sets of 5 

reps, with maximal weight.  This programme is strength based, and has been suggested to 

increase risk of injury, but as far back 1945 (Phillips, 2009) it has been suggested that to induce 

rapid hypertrophy a muscle must be subjected to strenuous exercise to the point of maximum 

exertion.  Also, a review paper by Willardson (2007) concluded that training to failure produced 

superior increases in strength and hypertrophy during 6 week training cycles in both trained 

and untrained individuals.  Although it has been suggested that training to failure may induce 

injury if repeated over a long duration, it is considered that it must be included in a training 

programme, but alternated with lower resistance repetitions not to failure (Willardson, 2007).  

Strength improvement was evident in the study by Kanakis and Hickson (Kanakis and Hickson, 

1980) who found increases in 1RM performance of 40 kg for squat, 46 kg for leg extension and 

21 kg for leg flexion, there were no inferential statistics reported for these results.   Body mass 

was found to significantly increase following the 10 weeks of strength training, suggesting 

possible skeletal muscle hypertrophy, however, without body composition assessment this 

cannot be confirmed.  It could, be considered, however that the possible increase in muscle 

mass observed in this training study could contribute to the increase found in PWd and LVM; as 

proposed by Naylor (2008).   It is evident from Table 2.9 that the absence of body composition 

assessment is common in many of the longitudinal resistance training studies (Baggish et al., 

2008; Haykowsky et al., 2005).  Without monitoring skeletal muscle hypertrophy this possible 

confounding factor has not be controlled for. 

2.3.4 Summary of the Literature on The Morganroth Hypothesis 

The greater part of the literature published since Morganroth’s cross sectional study 

(Morganroth, 1975) supports the predominance of greater LVM evident in endurance trained 

individuals (Naylor et al., 2008).  Further to this there is consensus in the literature that aerobic 

exercise training induces LV eccentric hypertrophy (Longhurst et al., 1980, Adams et al., 1981, 

Baggish et al., 2008; Table 2.5), however, the contrasting findings in table 2.6 must be 
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highlighted.  Again, although there is some reinforcement for resistance athletes demonstrating 

LV concentric hypertrophy, the volume of literature is less substantial (Kanakis and Hickson, 

1980, Lusiani et al., 1986, Savig et al., 1986). 

 

The Morganroth Hypothesis (1975) has been widely accepted with little critique to the 

proposition that LV concentric hypertrophy is induced by pressure loading of the LV and LV 

eccentric hypertrophy is caused by volume loading of the LV.  Animal models of experimental 

AS (Hill et al., 2000) and MR (Matsuo et al., 1998), as well as human studies of hypertension, 

have reinforced this view.  However, these models use constant, continuous overload, as do 

sufferers of DCM and HCM.  However, they do not represent the intermittent episodes of 

increased afterload nor account for intrathoracic pressure changes that are present during 

resistance exercise.  Given the short exposure to high pressure experienced in resistance 

exercise, along with the possibility that valsalva manoeuvres may mitigate any increase in 

systolic wall stress, it is reasonable to question the assumption of LV hypertrophy suggested by 

Morganroth  et al. (1975).  

 

It has also been found that the postulated mechanisms responsible for LV concentric 

hypertrophy in  resistance exercise, and aerobic exercise are likely to be different.  It has been 

suggested that wall LV thickening occurs due to an increased rate of protein synthesis (Modesti 

et al., 2000), but increased LVD is caused by a reduction in protein degradation (Matsuo et al., 

1998). 

  

Having reviewed the literature it is evident that there are still missing links in the pathway 

between the exercise stimulus and LV structural response.  Although, there is support for the 

Frank Starling mechanism occurring within the pathway from aerobic exercise to LV eccentric 

hypertrophy, it is only evident during the initial stimulus (Holmes, 2004), with some literature 

debating whether there is even evidence of an increase in preload during aerobic exercise 

(Rowland, 2008).   
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It has also recently been questioned whether the Morganroth Hypothesis (Morganroth, 1975) is 

correct in regard to increased afterload being the stimulus responsible for LV concentric 

hypertrophy.  It has been proposed that LVM is simply proportional to fat free mass (FFM), and 

that cardiac muscle hypertrophies likewise to skeletal muscle (Naylor et al., 2008). 

 

2.4 Thesis Rationale 

It is evident from the current literature that there is still much ambiguity as to the effect of 

exercise specific adaptations to LV structure and function.  There has been little equivalence 

between studies due to variety of training programmes and population groups utilised, 

examples being those studies listed in Table 2.6.  One of the aims of this thesis is to establish 

how different exercise types (resistance, aerobic and combination) affect the structure and 

function of the LV as well as the time course of these effects. 

 

There are currently few exercise training studies that have reported both the current functional 

measurements now available to echocardiography, such as strain, along with the structural 

measurements.  The structural measurements providing comparability with landmark studies, 

such as Morganroth (1975) and strain data allowing more informative, segmental assessment 

of myocardial deformation with the current superior assessment of LV function.  Within this 

thesis all structural and functional measurements will be reported for all training groups to 

allow discussion as to any possible association.   

 

The utilisation of current echocardiographic techniques will allow the effects of short term (6-9 

weeks) of training on the LV to assessed.  It will then be possible to establish if structural 

hypothesis of Morganroth and colleagues (1975) develops in the early stages of exercise 

training and by what mechanism.  
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2.5 Thesis Hypotheses 

2.5.1 Study 1 – Left Ventricular Determinants of MAXOV 2
   

This cross sectional study included participants across a large range of aerobic fitness levels, 

from sedentary individuals to elite cyclists.  This sample was used to help establish the degree 

of association between echocardiographic and anthropometric variables and MAXOV 2
 .   

 

Hypothesis 1 

There will be a significant relationship between MAXOV 2
  and echocardiographic variables. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by measures of contractility in the sedentary individuals. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by structural measures associated with greater LV cavity size. 

 

2.5.2 Study 2 – The Effect of 6 Weeks Resistance Training on Left Ventricular Structure and 

Function 

The purpose of this study was to establish whether LVM increases following a resistance 

training programme aimed at improving strength performance, in the absence of skeletal 

muscle hypertrophy, assessed using Air Displacement Plethysmography.  This was based on the 

model that skeletal muscle hypertrophy is not evident in the initial 6 weeks of a resistance 

training  programme in untrained individuals (Moritani and deVries, 1979). 

 

Hypothesis 1  

Strength will significantly increase following 6 weeks of resistance training. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

There will be no significant change in FFM following 6 weeks of resistance training. 
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Hypothesis 3 

There will be no significant change in LVM following 6 weeks of resistance training. 

 

2.5.3 Study 3 – Time Course of Exercise Specific LV Structural and Functional Adaptations 

The purpose of this study was to track the adaptations in LV structure and function during 9 

weeks of different types of exercise training.  The aim of this study was to establish if LV 

adaptations are exercise specific.  In addition to an aerobic group and a resistance group, a 

combination group was included to investigate if the one form of exercise induces more rapid 

adaptations. 

 

Hypothesis 1 

LVM will significantly increase in all exercise groups following 9 weeks of training. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

Resistance exercise will induce concentric hypertrophy of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

Aerobic exercise will induce eccentric hypertrophy of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 4 

A combination of both resistance and aerobic exercise will cause a manifestation of both 

eccentric and concentric hypertrophy of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 5 

The resistance exercise group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural 

adaptations of concentric hypertrophy. 

 

Hypothesis 6 
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The aerobic exercise group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural 

adaptations of eccentric hypertrophy. 

 

Hypothesis 7 

The combination group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural adaptations. 
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Chapter 3 

 

General Methodology and Reliability Data 
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3.0 General Methodology and Reliability Data 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will include explanations of participant recruitment, testing procedures and 

reliability data for all body composition, MAXOV 2
  and echocardiographic assessments.  Any 

variations on the general methodologies described in this chapter will be addressed in the 

relevant chapter.  Statistical analysis will not be included in this chapter, but will be described 

within the relevant results chapter. 

 

3.2 Ethical Approval 

At the commencement of the project University of Bedfordshire ethical approval was confirmed 

(Approval Number 2008P009; Appendix 1), and although the project changed following the 

original submission, all subsequent ethical issues were approved in the same manner (Approval 

Number 2010PAH005, Appendix 2). 

 

3.3 Participant Recruitment 

There were several different approaches used to recruit participants; a recruitment 

presentation was performed to all first year students at the Polhill Campus at the University of 

Bedfordshire during induction week in September 2009 and September 2010.  Posters were 

also displayed around the Polhill Campus advertising the personal training and health testing 

(please see example in Appendix 3).  Finally, an email was distributed via Team Beds & Luton, a 

council organisation, to all participants of the ‘Get Back Into’ scheme. 

 

All participants were volunteers and did not receive any reimbursement.  On initial contact 

participants were provided with an information sheet (Appendix 4) a minimum of 24 hours 

before consenting and beginning the study.  All participants gave formal written consent 

(Appendix 5), and completed a PAR-Q (Appendix 6) and  medical questionnaire (Appendix 7). 
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3.4 Participant Inclusion Criteria 

Study 2 required participants to be sedentary to ensure that skeletal muscle hypertrophy would 

not occur during the 6 week resistance training programme (Moritani and deVries, 1979).  

Study 3 also required all participants to be sedentary at the initiation of the 9 week training 

programmes to allow for repeated measures comparisons between the untrained and the 

trained state. Sedentary was defined as not participating in any form of regular physical activity 

for the past year (Gates et al., 2004).  Inclusion in studies 2 and 3 were determined on a 

MAXOV 2
  of <50 ml/min/kg, and study 3 based on no participation in resistance type exercise in 

the previous 6 months. 

 

All participants were aged between 18 and 35 years.  The minimum age of the study is 18 years 

as patients with pathological increases in LVM often experience increased LV wall thickness 

during adolescence (Maron et al., 1986),.   

 

Participants were required to be aged <35 years to allow comparison with previous research 

that defines young athletes to be <35 years in age (Burke et al., 1991 and Corrado et al., 1990). 

 

All participants recruited were male, as previous research has indicated that females have not 

shown cardiac adaptations to aerobic exercise when males have (Landry et al., 1985).  George 

(1991) highlights that in five out of six longitudinal aerobic studies cardiac adaptations following 

exercise were not significant in females.   

 

Blood pressure was measured at baseline to ensure all participants had a systolic pressure of 

<139 mmHg and a diastolic pressure of <89 mmHg and were therefore below the threshold for 

Stage 1 Hypertension (Whaley, Brubaker and Otto, 2006).  Any participant found to be 

hypertensive following this measurement was excluded from the study.  

 

As some anabolic steroid use and some medications may cause cardiac muscle hypertrophy 

(Maron et al., 1986) participants were screened for any medication use that may affect resting 
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echocardiographic measures in the medical questionnaire (Appendix 7), and if found to be, 

must be excluded (Batterham et al., 1997). 

 

3.5 Anthropometry 

Height was measured using a wall mounted stadiometer (Harpenden, HAR-98.602, Holtain 

Limited, Crymych, Dyfed).  Participants stood barefoot, feet together and were instructed to 

look straight forward, and inspire fully.  Measurement was taken at the point of full inspiration. 

 

Body mass values reported within this thesis were all measured using the BODPOD (Life 

Measurements Instruments, Concorde, California, USA) calibrated scales, with participants in 

minimal clothing and having fasted for a minimum of 4 hours. 

 

Body Surface Area (BSA) was calculated by inserting height and body mass into the following 

formula: 

 

BSA = 0.20247 * Height (m)0.725 * Body Mass (kg)

(DuBois and DuBois, 1916) 

0.425 

 

3.6 Body Composition 

3.6.1 Air Displacement Plethysmography (BODPOD) 

The BODPOD was used to assess the body composition of all participants.  Participants were 

fasted for a minimum of 4 hours, and had been requested to abstain from exercise for 12 hours 

before testing and to empty the bladder immediately prior to testing.  Participants wore 

minimal clothing, such as swimming trunks, cycling shorts or underwear as well as a swimming 

cap.   

 

The BODPOD technique required room temperature to remain between 21 and 24°C for the 

duration of testing and the potential for air turbulence within the laboratory was minimised.  A 
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test system operation was run to calibrate the BODPOD at the beginning of the day, and then 

an autorun operation was completed immediately prior to testing.  It was ensured that the 

standard deviation following these calibrating processes was <75 ml, as per the manufacturer’s 

guidelines (BODPOD Operators Manual Version 1.69, Life Measurement Instruments, Concord, 

California, USA)). 

 

Participants were instructed to sit in the centre of the front chamber, with hands placed in lap 

and remain as still as possible.  If the BODPOD failed to report agreement between the two 

tests an autorun operation would be run and the participant then asked to re enter the 

BODPOD for repeat testing.   

 

The Siri equation was selected for Caucasian participants and the Schutte equation (Schutte et 

al., 1984) for Black individuals when appropriate.  Lung volume was estimated to allow 

subsequent calculation of %FFM and absolute LM. 

 

3.6.1.1 Air Displacement Plethysmography (BODPOD) Reliability 

Air Displacement Plethysmography measures were performed on 7 male and 5 female 

university students (24 ± 9 yrs, 175 ± 8 cm, 72 ± 9 kg). 

 

The three measurements produced for each participant were then used to calculate intraclass 

correlations (ICC).  The BODPOD was found to have excellent test retest reliability for 

percentage fat mass measurement (ICC = 0.988, P = 0.00), for the sample.  Experimental 

conditions remained constant for each trial and no learning effect was evident. 

 

3.7 Resting Blood Pressure and Heart Rate 

Participants were seated for resting blood pressure and HR assessment.  Three measurements 

were taken with 3 minutes rest between each measurement (M-5, Omron, Singapore).  The 

arm was supported with the cuff secured around the upper arm, in line with the heart; 

procedures followed the guidelines of the European Society of Hypertension (Parati, 2008). 
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3.8 MAXOV 2
  

3.8.1 Lactate Analysis 

Following written consent and completion of a blood screening questionnaire, finger prick 

capillary blood samples were taken pre and post MAXOV 2
  testing by a trained technician.  Pre 

testing samples were provided within a maximum of 10 minutes prior to beginning the MAXOV 2
  

test; post test blood samples were provided between 5 and 10 minutes after cessation of the 

test, to allow for accumulation of lactate in the blood. 

 

The finger was cleaned with alcohol, and a safety lancet with a puncture depth of 1.8 mm 

(Haemolance Plus, HaeMedic, HTL-STREFA S.A. , Ozorkow, Poland) used to pierce the skin to the 

lateral aspect of the finger, to minimise pain by avoiding the dense nerve endings on the pad of 

the finger.  The initial droplet of blood was wiped away, blood was then collected directly into a 

capillary tube containing Fluoride, Heparin and Nitrite (GMRD-053, Analox Instruments Ltd., 

London, UK), by surface tension.  The blood was mixed in the capillary tube for approximately 2 

-3 minutes.  Five µl of blood was then dispensed into the blood lactate analysers (Champion 

Lactate Analyser, LM5, Analox Instruments Ltd., London UK) using a volume controlled pipette 

(M24218E, Microman, Gilson, France), and measurements were recorded to 0.1 mmol.L.-1

 

. 

The Analox was calibrated and checked prior to testing with either an 8 mmol.L-1 or 5 mmol.L-1

 

 

lactate standard (Analox Instruments Ltd., London, UK). 

3.8.2 MAXOV 2
  Test Cessation and Criteria 

There were two conditions for the cessation of the test, the first being volitional fatigue of the 

participant; the second was determined by the investigator if VO2 had begun and continued to 

decrease or plateau; therefore suggesting the aerobic energy system was no longer being 

utilised. 
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MAXOV 2
  was considered to be achieved if at least two of the following criteria were met: a 

plateau of oxygen consumption, max HR within 10 beats of age predicted maximum, a 

maximum RER value >1.15 (Duncan et al., 1997), a final RPE score of ≥18 and a post lactate 

value greater 4 mmol.L-1

 

. 

3.8.3 Cortex Metalyser Calibration 

The Cortex Metalyser (Metalyser 3B, Cortex Biophysik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) was calibrated 

in line with the manufacturers guidelines.  At the beginning of each day the barometric 

pressure, as measured using a wall mounted mercury barometer (Fortin), was entered into the 

Metasoft software (Metasoft 3, Version 3.9.7 SR5, Cortex, Cortex Biophysik GmbH, Leipzig, 

Germany).  Gas calibration was also performed once, at the beginning of the day, initially 

running ambient air through the sample line, followed by span gas.  Pressure and gas 

calibration was not repeated unless the metalyser had subsequently been switched off or 

metasoft software had been closed down. 

 

Volume calibration was completed immediately before every test, using a 3 L syringe (Hans 

Rudolph, Series 5530, Kansas City, USA) since turbines were replaced for every participant.   

 

3.8.4 MAXOV 2
  Treadmill Protocol 

A ramp protocol modified from a previously published methodology (Whyte et al., 2008) was 

used to assess MAXOV 2
 .  Oxygen consumption was measured directly with a fully calibrated 

(section 3.6.3) online system.  Participants were fitted with a face mask (Hans Rudolph, 8930 

series, Kansas City, USA) and the pre start was then operated to ensure gas collection prior to 

the test.  Data was collected using the breath by breath system, and was then averaged over 10 

seconds. 
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The treadmill (Woodway, PPS55 Med-i) was set to an incline of 1% for the duration of the test, 

to mimic outdoor running (Jones and Doust, 1996).  Participants warmed up for approximately 

5 minutes, initially at a comfortable walking pace, with the speed increased to a jogging pace.  

The pace was then increased to a comfortable running pace for individuals for the start of the 

test, this initial speed ranged from 8 km.h-1 to 10 km.h-1, and was estimated by the researcher 

based on the participants’ HR and visible signs of exertion, including breathing rate and 

perspiration.  The speed was increased by 1km.h-1

 

 every 2 minutes, until the individual reached 

volitional fatigue.  An assessment of RPE  (Borg, 1970) was carried out 15 seconds before every 

speed increment, and HR was measured by telemetry directly onto the Metalyser system using 

a (Polar, F2) HR belt. 

3.8.5 MAXOV 2
  Cycle Ergometer Protocol 

Capillary blood lactate measurements were taken pre and post the MAXOV 2
  test, in line with the 

protocol described in section 3.6.1.  The Cortex Metalyser was calibrated as described in 

section 3.6.3 and participants fitted with a face mask with attention given to minimise the 

potential for air to escape from around the edges.  MAXOV 2
  was assessed following a ramp 

protocol on a pre programmed cycle ergometer (Lode) using the Cortex Metalyser online gas 

analysis system. The seat height and handle bars were positioned for the comfort of the 

participant.  Following a starting power of 30 W, test intensity was increased at a rate of 15 

Watts per minute, the purpose of the low power initially was to allow for inclusion of a warm 

up within the test.  VO2

 

, HR and RPE were sampled as described in section 3.6.4 

3.8.5.1 MAXOV 2


 Reliability 

Five males (35 ± 12 yrs, 181 ± 5cm, body mass 78.8 ± 12 kg) visited the Sport and Exercise 

Science Laboratories on two separate occasions within 7 days.  On both occasions participants 

performed MAXOV 2
  tests following the protocol as described in section 3.6.2. 
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The results were found to be consistent between Trial 1 (45.8 ±5.26 ml.kg-1.min-1) and Trial 2 

(41.0 ±7.65 ml.kg-1.min-1
MAXOV 2

; ICC = 0.853, P = 0.015), and therefore online measurement of  

using the Cortex Metalyser was considered to have good test retest reliability. 

 

3.9 Echocardiography 

Echocardiography was used to assess cardiac structure and function in all three studies.  

Imaging was performed using a commercially available ultrasound system (Vivid 7, GE 

Healthcare, Horton, Norway) with a 2.5 MHz transducer and 3 lead ECG. 

 

3.9.1 General Methods for Image Acquisition 

Echocardiographic assessment was always performed with the participant in the left lateral 

decubitus position.  The 3 lead ECG electrodes were placed at LA, RA and LL, for the duration of 

the echocardiographic assessment.  Five cardiac cycles were stored on the hard drive for each 

view imaged, and from these 5 cardiac cycles 3 consecutive beats were averaged for all 

measurements.  Offline image analysis was performed, using EchoPac (EchoPac, GE Medical, 

Horton, Norway) software integrated within the ultrasound system.  This analysis was 

performed at a later occasion to allow for accurate measurement and to efficiently use the time 

available with the participant. 

 

A single investigator performed all echocardiographic image acquisition and analysis as greater 

variability has been found when there has been more than one sonographer acquiring or 

analysing images (Lapido et al., 1980). 

 

3.9.2 Structural and Derived Measurements 

Brightness mode (B-mode) imaging of the parasternal long axis view was used for to measure 

dimensions of LV anatomy.  The parasternal long axis was imaged following the guidelines of 

the American Society of Echocardiography (Henry, 1980).  Image standardisation was 
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established with the septum at 90 degrees to the ultrasound beam, with clear visibility of the 

leaflets of the mitral valve (MV), aortic valve (AV) leaflets and the aorta (Ao). 

 

One dimensional M-mode images were obtained from the parasternal long axis view, sampled 

perpendicular to the long axis of the ventricle, at the level of the LV minor axis - tips of MV 

leaflets (Lang, 2005).  IVS, LVD and PW were all measured at end diastole, the onset of the Q 

wave on the corresponding ECG trace; and systole, when the LVD is smallest in the cardiac cycle 

(Lang, 2005).   Measurements were taken using the Penn convention (Devereux and Reichek, 

1977). Relative wall thickness was calculated by substituting M-mode measurements into the 

following equation: 

 

h/r = (2*PWd)/LVDd 

(Bella et al., 2001) 

 

Left ventricular mass (LVM) was estimated by inserting IVS, LVD and PW M-mode 

measurements into the following equation: 

 

LVM = 1.04*([LVDd + PWd + IVSd]3 – [LVDd]3

(Devereux and Reichek, 1977) 

) - 14 

 

End systolic wall stress was calculated by inserting values for systolic arterial blood pressure 

(SBP) and measures from the echocardiographic M-mode into the following equation: 

 

End Systolic Wall Stress = 0.33 * SBP * LVDs / PWs * (1 + (PWs / LVDs)) 

(Grossman et al., 1975) 

 

Aortic root (Ao) diameter was also measured from the parasternal long axis view, in B-mode at 

the aortic valve annulus (AV ann), with the maximum diameter measured perpendicular to the 

long axis of the vessel (Lang, 2005).  Left atria (LA) anteroposterior dimension was measured 
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from M-mode sampled perpendicular to the long axis of the chamber (Gottdiener et al., 2004) 

at end systole (Lang, 2005). 

 

3.9.2.1 Left Ventricular Structure Reliability 

Participants were required to visit the Sport and Exercise Science Laboratories for 

echocardiography on two separate occasions within 7 days.  The same sonographer performed 

both echocardiograms using the same ultrasonograph (HDI 3000, ATL Philips, USA), at both the 

initial and repeat examinations. 

 

Two participants were excluded from the study due to the insufficient quality of the 

echocardiographic scans.  Of the 21 remaining participants 15 had echocardiograms at both 

visits that were considered to be interpretable for the following diastolic LV M-mode measures; 

IVS, LVD, PW.  Fourteen of the participants had suitable measures for the systolic LV M-mode 

measures, IVS, LVD and PW. The missing data was dealt with by pairwise deletion for the 

variables IVSs, LVDs and PWs (Buhi et al., 2008). Coefficient of Variation (CoV) and  intra class 

correlations (ICC; Hopkins, 2000) were calculated (Table 3.1). 

 

Table 3.1 Coefficient of variation and intra class correlations for test retest reliability 
Cardiac Measure n CoV  ICC Sig. 

IVSd 15 10.8% 0.812 0.001 

LVDd 15 4.4% 0.902 0.00 

PWd 15 9.6% 0.947 0.00 

LVM 15 11.1% 0.894 0.00 

IVSs 14 8.9% 0.861 0.00 

LVDs 14 9.8% 0.767 0.005 

PWs 14 14.9% 0.736 0.01 

CoV – Coefficient of Variation; ICC – Intra Class Correlation; IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left 
Ventricular Diameter; PW – Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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3.9.3 Left Ventricular Volume Assessment 

The apical 4 chamber view was obtained with the transducer placed on the cardiac apex guided 

by the location of the apical beat with the index mark pointing to the left side of the participant 

(Henry, 1980).  The image was optimised to show 4 chambers, both atrioventricular valves and 

the interventricular and interatrial septum walls (Feigenbaum, 2005); care was taken to ensure 

minimal deviation of the septum from the line of the ultrasound beam. 

 

An apical 2 chamber view was obtained with a clockwise rotation of the transducer from the 

apical 4 chamber view (Henry, 1980).  A tracing of the inner endocardium of the LV was 

performed at end diastole, the frame following MV closer; and end systole, the frame 

preceding MV opening (Lang, 2005); in both the apical 4 and 2 chamber views.  LV end diastolic 

volume and end systolic volume and the resulting ejection fraction were calculated from the 

Simpson’s Biplane method (Lang, 2005).  EF has been found to be a reproducible and reliable 

measure of  systolic functional (Gottdiener et al., 2004). 

 

3.9.4 Doppler Assessment of Transmitral Flow 

Measurement of peak MV inflow velocities – early diastolic flow (E wave) late diastolic flow (A 

wave) and deceleration time - were assessed in the apical 4 chamber view, which was 

optimised as described in section 3.9.3 of this thesis.  Pulsed wave Doppler was sampled at the 

tips of leaflets of the MV (Nagueh et al., 2009), producing a spectral trace.  From this spectral 

trace peak E wave velocity, peak A wave velocity and deceleration time of the wave were 

measured; E/A ratio was then calculated within the EchoPAC software.   

 

Isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) was measured in the apical 5 chamber view; this view was 

obtained by tilting the transducer from the apical 4 chamber view, and bringing the Ao valve 

into view.  Using colour imaging to show direction of blood flow a pulsed wave sample was 

placed between the Ao valve and MV to produce a display of both E wave and LV outflow 
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simultaneously on the spectral trace (Nagueh et al., 2009), allowing measurement of IVRT from 

the end of the LV outflow trace to the start of the E wave (Feigenbaum, 2005).  

 

Also sampled from the apical 5 chamber view, LV outflow velocity was measured at the 

entrance to AV, guided by colour imaging of blood flow.  The spectral trace showed a wave 

below the baseline, as blood was flowing away from the transducer.  The wave on the spectral 

trace was outlined to produce the velocity time integral, this was then used to calculate SV 

when inserted into the following equation with AV cross sectional area (CSAAV

 

) calculated from 

Ao diameter (section 3.7.2). 

 

Figure 3.1 Stroke volume measured through the Aortic Valve.  CSA - cross sectional area; AV – aortic valve; 
D – diameter; r – radius; TVI – time velocity integral.  Adapted from (Feigenbaum, 2005). 

3.9.4.1 Transmitral Blood Flow Reliability 

The echocardiographic assessment for this test retest reliability was performed on the same 

participants that underwent structural assessment (section 3.7.3).  The ICC values show strong, 

significant relationships between the two echocardiographic examinations, it can therefore be 

accepted that transmitral Doppler assessment reported within this thesis is reliable. 

 
Table 3.2 Coefficient of variation and intra class correlations for test retest reliability 

Measure n CoV ICC Sig. 

E wave 15 12.9% 0.841 0.001 

A wave 15 14.4% 0.71 0.012 

Deceleration Time 15 24.6% 0.615 0.038 

CoV – Coefficient of Variation; ICC – Intra Class Correlation. 

CSAAV  = πr2 

 = 0.785 x D2  
SVAV = CSA x TVI 

LVOT 

TVI 
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3.9.5 Tissue Doppler Imaging 

TDI was sampled approximately 1 cm inside the septal and lateral insertions of the MV leaflets 

in both the apical 4 and 2 chamber views (Nagueh et al., 2009).  Care was taken to ensure a 

<20° angle between the direction of myocardial motion and the ultrasound beam (Nagueh et 

al., 2009). 

 

A spectral trace was produced to allow analysis of peak myocardial tissue velocity in systole, S 

wave; E’ wave, early diastole and A’ wave, late diastole.  Only the measurements from the 

apical 4 chamber view were averaged to produce Ssept, E’sept, A’sept, Slat, E’lat and A’lat

 

; an 

average of all 4 TDI sites from both the apical 2 and 4 chamber views were used to calculate 

global TDI measures. 

Ratios were then calculated from the TDI peak velocities including E’/A’ and also the ratio 

between early diastolic peak blood flow velocity and early diastolic TDI velocity E/E’; however 

there has been some discussion as to the validity of this measure in normal healthy individuals 

(Bhella et al., 2011). 

 

3.9.5.1 Tissue Doppler Imaging Reliability 

Ten male participants visited the Sport and Exercise Laboratories and underwent 2 

echocardiographic assessments within 1 hour.  The same sonographer performed both 

assessments on the same ultrasonograph (Vivid 7, GE, Norway), and measurement of the 

images were subsequently carried out off line on a separate day, again by the same individual.   
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Table 3.3 Coefficient of variation and intra class correlations for test retest reliability in TDI 
measures at the both septal and lateral walls of the left ventricle. 

View Measure n CoV ICC Sig. 

Apical 4 Chamber S 10 sept 9.4% 0.903 0.001 

Apical 4 Chamber E’ 10 sept 8.8% 0.903 0.001 

Apical 4 Chamber A’ 10 sept 18.3% 0.726 0.028 

Apical 4 Chamber S 10 lat 8.3% 0.966 0.000 

Apical 4 Chamber E’ 10 lat 10.3% 0.588 0.092 

Apical 4 Chamber A’ 10 lat 15.7% 0.843 0.004 

Apical 2 Chamber S 10 sept 11.5% 0.832 0.005 

Apical 2 Chamber E’ 10 sept 14.8% 0.849 0.003 

Apical 2 Chamber A’ 10 sept 20.4% 0.529 0.128 

Apical 2 Chamber S 10 lat 14.3% 0.887 0.001 

Apical 2 Chamber E’ 10 lat 17.6% 0.751 0.021 

Apical 2 Chamber A’ 10 lat 18.5% 0.635 0.066 

CoV – Coefficient of Variation; ICC – Intra Class Correlation. 

3.9.6 Two Dimensional Speckle Tracking Derived Longitudinal Strain 

Longitudinal strain was measured from apical 4 chamber images, which were optimised as 

previously described in section 3.9.3.  Window depth and width were increased for visualisation 

of the LV only; care was taken to ensure the entire myocardium was visible within the window.  

It has previously been published that frame rate should be within the range of 40 – 80 fps (Artis 

et al., 2008), however it has also been suggested that higher frame rates are advisable to avoid 

under sampling in tachycardia (Teske et al., 2007).  Therefore, the current study aimed to 

achieve frame rates as close to, but less than 90 fps; image acquisition at following time points 

were ensured to have the same frame rate to allow for true comparison within subjects. 

 

Image analysis was performed offline using special manufacturer software (EchoPac, GE 

Medical, Horton, Norway).  The endocardial border was manually defined and the region of 

interest was adjusted to account for the full thickness of the myocardium (Artis et al., 2008).  

Segments that were not tracked for the duration of the cardiac cycle were rejected.  Peak strain 

values were recorded for each of the six segments, then an average of the septal and lateral 
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wall segments at each level were calculated to give basal, mid and apical level  peak strain 

values, and finally all six segments were averaged to produce a global LV peak strain value. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Study 1 
Left Ventricular Determinants of MAXOV 2
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4.0  Study 1: Left Ventricular Determinants of MAXOV 2
   

4.1 Introduction 

Previous literature has reported that athletes demonstrate physiological adaptations to the LV, 

taking the form of eccentric hypertrophy in aerobically trained athletes (Morganroth, 1975).  

This eccentric hypertrophy of the LV consists of an increased LVDd, which contributes to 

increased LVM (Morganroth et al., 1975).  There is robust support from longitudinal aerobic 

training studies that have found increased LVDd and LVM following 11 weeks of running 

training (Adams et al., 1981), 11 weeks of endurance training (DeMaria et al., 1978) and more 

recently 90 days of rowing training (Baggish et al., 2008).  It may be hypothesised that the 

sustained elevation in preload during aerobic exercise training, when associated with a 

maintained LVDs, would suggest SV would increase as a result; which in turn would improve 

MAXOV 2
 . 

 

MAXOV 2
  is a measure of maximum oxygen (O2

MAXOV 2


) consumption and it is well established that it 

can be increased with a progressive, aerobic training programme (Pollock et al., 1998).  The 

increased mitochondrial mass in skeletal muscle following endurance training (Davies et al., 

1981), has been considered to be responsible for approximately 50% of increases in  

(Holloszy, 1975).   The Fick principle (Fick, 1855), which states that MAXOV 2
  is a product of 

cardiac output (Q) and arteriovenous difference (a-vO2diff MAXOV 2
), accordingly changes in  

should be directly proportional to changes in Q.  Since Q is the product of HR and SV, Murias et 

al. (2010) investigated the effect of SV and HR on MAXOV 2
  and concluded that SV was solely 

responsible for the increase in Qmax

 

.  However, these conclusions were made with no direct 

measure of SV, it was derived from Q and HR measurements.  There was also no assessment of 

any other cardiac function measurements.   

Aerobic training has also been found to induce LV functional adaptations.    Improved diastolic 

function has been indicated by decreased A wave following 1 year of aerobic exercise training 4 
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d.wk-1

 

 in overweight males (Sadaniantz et al., 1996), indicating lesser reliance on atrial 

contraction during diastole at rest.  However,  this reduction in A wave may be associated with 

the reduced HR also evident following the training programme.  More recently the assessment 

of diastolic function using TDI has found greater E’ in long distance runners (n = 18) than age 

matched sedentary controls (n = 14; Vinereanu et al., 2002); similarly E’ has been found to 

increase following 90 days of endurance training (Baggish et al., 2008).  This increase in E’ 

suggests improved LV compliance during early diastole, resulting a more rapid filling of the LV.  

Consequently ventricular filling is enhanced during the reduced diastolic filling times 

experienced during exercise induced increases in HR. 

A’ has been shown to be lower in long distance runners with a minimum of 5 yrs experience, 

compared to sedentary controls (Vinereanu et al., 2002) suggesting that aerobic exercise 

training reduces myocardial velocities in late diastole resulting in greater functional reserve 

available during exercise.  In contrast short term training has found A’ to increase in individuals 

following 90 days of rowing training (Baggish et al., 2008).  These contrasting findings could be 

due to the different modes of exercise, the athletes were runners in the cross sectional study 

by Vinereanu et al. (2002) whereas rowing training was used for the repeated measures study 

by Baggish et al (2008).  Rowing has also be suggested to be a combination type exercise rather 

than purely aerobic (duManoir et al., 2007).  Further to this, as the rowers were trained from 

pre season, not untrained, it is possible that re-adaptation may be different to adaptation.  

Another possibility for the conflicting outcomes, may be the time course of adaptations.  It is 

unknown if further adaptation occurs following the initial LV responses to training.  It is possible 

that in the initial 3 months of training that A’ increases, but as training continues long term, 

such as 5 years in Vinereanu et al. (2002) study, that A’ has reduced to below original or control 

values. 

 

Systolic function has also been found to be enhanced, evident in the significant increase of FS 

following 10-12 weeks of cycling training or soccer training in the study by Lusiani and 

colleagues (1986).  S’ has also been found to increase following 90 days of rowing training 

(Baggish et al., 2008).  These are measures of contractility, that indicate greater LV ejection 
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during systole, this greater ejection would suggest increased SV; which was evident in the 

cyclists and soccer players (Lusiani et al., 1986) but not reported for the rowers (Baggish et al., 

2008).  This increased resting SV would suggest the ability for greater SVmax

MAXOV 2


, which in turn 

would influence .  SV has been found to be significantly greater in female rowers and 

cyclists when compared to controls (George et al., 1999), however no assessment of maximal 

aerobic capacity was reported and compared between the different groups, therefore no 

association could be made between SV and MAXOV 2
 .   

 

The literature discussed, highlights that MAXOV 2
  increases following aerobic exercise training, 

and that SV is the sole contributor to increased Q.  It is also evident from the current literature 

that aerobic exercise induces LV structural and functional adaptations, which directly influence 

SV.  However, the association between the adapting LV during aerobic exercise and its direct 

influence on the increasing MAXOV 2
  of aerobic athletes has not been established.   

 

One of the first studies to investigate the association of VO2

MAXOV 2


, HR, SV and Q (Astrand et al., 1964) 

reported a strong positive relationship was found between heart volume, and cardiac 

measures.  This suggested cardiac structure was an influencing factor of absolute MAXOV 2
 .  

More recently a study using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) which also found that 

total heart volume was a strong predictor of MAXOV 2
  (R2

MAXOV 2


 = 0.74, p < 0.0001) in a sample of 

athletes (n = 71) and healthy controls (n=60; Steding et al., 2010).   However this study did not 

assess any functional parameters, which means that it is unclear whether functional 

adaptations to aerobic exercise training have a greater contribution to  than structural 

measures, particularly total heart volume.   
 

La Gerche and colleagues (2011) also used CMR for LV structural assessment, but used 

echocardiography for functional measurement reporting that LVM and EDV were stronger 

predictors of MAXOV 2
  than functional measurements.  In this study all cardiac structural 

measurements were normalised for body surface area (BSA) but with a diverse sample 
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comprising of professional athletes, amateur athletes and non athletes, normalising for FFM 

would have been more suitable (Naylor et al., 2008).  Also, the results of Steding et al. (2010) 

demonstrated that when total heart volume was normalised to BSA the correlation with 

MAXOV 2
  was reduced to R2

 

 = 0.54 (p < 0.0001).  Further to this, LVM and EDV are both 3 

dimensional constructs and therefore normalising them to 3D measures such as FFM would be 

more suitable than the 2D measure, BSA.   

Further to this La Gerche et al. (2011) used TDI derived strain for functional assessment, this 

has now been superseded by 2D speckle tracking derived strain, because this allows for 

segmental and global analysis.  Also, when wishing to analyse cardiac structure and function in 

parallel, using two different imaging modalities which require different body positions, may not 

provide a valid evaluation. 

 

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to establish whether LV structural and functional 

parameters best predicted MAXOV 2
 , and a further aim was to assess if the degree of association 

was similar with highly trained and untrained participants.   

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Participants 

Sixty five inactive males participated in the study.  Ten competitive cyclists (age 27 ±6 yrs; 

height 1.80 ±0.09 m; body mass 72 ±7 kg) were also recruited (please see Section 3.4 of the 

General Methodologies for detailed participant inclusion criteria).  Regression analyses were 

performed on the total sample (TS; n = 75) and for group comparisons the participants with the 

highest relative MAXOV 2
  (72 ±10 ml.kg.min-1

MAXOV 2


; Cyclists C n= 10) were compared with those with 

the lowest aerobic capacity (sedentary participants S n = 10). The second data set consisted of 

the competitive  cyclists (Cyclists; n = 10) and the third data set consisted of the 10 participants 

with the lowest  relative to BM scores (43 ±4 ml.kg.min-1;  sedentary).   
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4.2.2 Experimental Design 

Participants visited the Sport and Exercise Science Laboratories on two separate occasions 

within 5 days.  During the initial visit body composition, resting HR, resting BP (please see 

methodology in Chapter 3) and echocardiographic examinations were performed.  MAXOV 2
  was 

assessed during a second visit.  

4.2.3 Echocardiography 

LV structure was measured as diameters of IVS, LVD and PW in systole and diastole, from M-

mode images.  LV function was assessed by transmitral Doppler, LV volumes, Ejection Fraction 

(EF), TDI and longitudinal strain, from the apical 4 chamber view. All echocardiographic images, 

measurement and analysis were performed as described in Section 3.9 of the General 

Methodologies. 

4.2.4 MAXOV 2


 

An incremental treadmill protocol and online gas analysis were used to assess MAXOV 2
 (see the 

protocol described in Section 3.8, Chapter 3).  To standardise MAXOV 2
  according to BM 

( MAXOV 2
 BM) and FFM ( MAXOV 2

 FFM), the values obtained using the BodPod (see method 

described in Section 3.6.1, Chapter 3) were used. 

4.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Independent T-tests were used to investigate differences between the C and S for all variables.  

The alpha level was set at p < 0.05, normality was checked using Q-Q plots (Appendix 11) and 

homogeneity of variance was checked using Levene’s Test.  If the assumption of homogeneity 

of variance was not met adjusted t values were reported (Field, 2005). 

 

One tailed Pearson correlation coefficients were established between absolute MAXOV 2
 and all 

cardiac variables; also between MAXOV 2
  relative to BM ( MAXOV 2

 BM) and all cardiac variables, 

and finally MAXOV 2
  relative to FFM ( MAXOV 2

 FFM) and all cardiac variables.   
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For the TS data set the 4 variables with the strongest correlation with each of absolute MAXOV 2
 , 

MAXOV 2
 BM and MAXOV 2

 FFM; but with no collinearity, defined as r > 0.07 by Kerr et al. (2002); 

were entered as predictor variables into a backward regression (Cohen, 1968).  Due to the 

influence of sample size on correlation coefficients (Tabchneik and Fidel 2001).  The sample of n 

= 75  corresponds to a maximum of 4 predictor variables entered into the regression equation.  

 

Due to the small sample size of both cyclist and sedentary data sets only one variable was 

entered into the regression analysis for each of the criterion variables; absolute MAXOV 2
 , 

MAXOV 2
 BM and MAXOV 2

 FFM.  This variable was the one with the strongest correlation with 

criterion variable. 

 

Missing values were excluded by pairwise, and therefore a case was only excluded from the 

variable from which it was missing. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Physiological Characteristics 

 

Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics for physiological measures.   
 TS 

 (n = 71) 

Cyclists  

(n = 10) 

Sedentary  

(n = 10) 

Age (years) 22 ±5 27 ±6 23 ±7 

Height (m) 1.79 ±0.07 1.80 ±0.09 1.79 ±0.08 

Resting HR (bpm) 65 ±11 51 ±9 68 ±6** 

Systolic BP (mmHg) 129 ±9 137 ±13 130 ±5 

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 77 ±9 79 ±5 80 ±8 

Body Mass (Kg) 79 ±13 72 ±7 88 ±12** 

Fat Free Mass (Kg) 62 ±7 62 ±4 62 ±7 

Fat Free Mass (%) 80 ±9 88 ±3 71 ±5* 

Absolute MAXOV 2
  (L.min-1 4.17 ±0.71 ) 5.14 ±0.63 3.75 ±0.58* 

MAXOV 2
 BM (ml.kg.min-1 54 ±10 ) 72 ±10 43 ±4* 

MAXOV 2
 FFM (ml.kg.min-1 67 ±10 ) 83 ±9 61 ±8* 

HR at MAXOV 2


 (bpm) 184 ±15 183 ±8 183 ±16 

Significantly different to cyclists * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01; HR – Heart Rate; BP – Blood Pressure; MAXOV 2
 BM – 

MAXOV 2
  relative to BM; MAXOV 2

 FFM – MAXOV 2
  relative to FFM. 
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4.3.2 Cardiac Structure and Function 

 

Table 4.2 Descriptive Statistics for all sample groups for structural cardiac variables.   
Variable TS Cyclists Sedentary 

IVSd (cm) 1.10  ±0.19 1.35 ±0.22 1.09 ±0.12* 

LVDd (cm) 5.02 ±0.45 5.07 ±0.33 5.02 ±0.42 

PWd (cm) 1.06 ±0.17 1.15 ±0.17 1.04 ±0.18 

IVSs (cm) 1.46 ±0.18 1.55 ±0.25 1.46 ±0.16 

LVDs (cm) 3.45 ±0.47 3.65 ±0.47 3.53 ±0.42 

PWs (cm) 1.52 ±0.21 1.54 ±0.21 1.50 ±0.11 

LVM (g) 241 ±60 306 ±75 234 ±31* 

LVM/BSA (g/m2 122 ±28 ) 171 ±32 114 ±14* 

LVM/BM (g.Kg-1 3.10 ±0.77 ) 4.54 ±0.83 2.68 ±0.41* 

LVM/FFM (g.Kg-1 3.93 ±0.85 ) 5.25 ±0.95 3.78 ±0.46* 

h/R 0.43 ±0.08 0.46 ±0.07 0.42 ±0.09 

LA (cm) 3.83 ±0.50 4.00 ±0.69 3.94 ±0.40 

EDV (ml) 114  ±30 130 ±23 114 ±36 

ESV (ml) 46 ±13 52 ±11 48 ±16 

Mean ±SD; * significantly different to cyclists, p < 0.05; IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular 
Dimension; PW – Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; BSA – Body Surface Area; BM – Body Mass; FFM – 
Fat Free Mass; h/R – Relative Wall Thickness; LA – Left Atria Dimension; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; ESV – End 
Systolic Volume; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics for all sample groups for functional cardiac variables.   
Variable TS Cyclists Sedentary 

E wave (cm.s-1 0.83 ±0.15 ) 0.81 ±0.20 0.86 ±0.17 

A wave (cm.s-1 0.39 ±0.08 ) 0.36 ±0.09 0.44 ±0.10 

E/A ratio 2.21 ±0.58 2.33 ±0.45 2.04 ±0.53 

Deceleration Time (ms) 169 ±23 171 ±21 173 ±25 

IVRT (ms) 50.08 ±14.26 54.97 ±12.54 49.21 ±14.91 

EF (%) 60 ±4 62 ±3 58 ±5 

SV (ml) 74 ±21 95 ±28 60 ±9* 

S’ (cm.s-1 0.10 ±0.02 ) 0.09 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.02 

E’ (cm.s-1 0.15 ±0.03 ) 0.14 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.04 

A’ (cm.s-1 0.07 ±0.02 ) 0.07 ±0.02 0.07 ±0.02 

E’/A’ 2.15 ±0.61 2.00 ±0.48 1.98 ±0.61 

E/E’ 5.92 ±2.35 6.48 ±2.52 7.31 ±5.05 

Systolic Wall Stress (k.dynes) 142 ±22 149 ±19 144 ±14 

Basal Level Peak Strain (%) -16.74 ±3.27 -17.28 ±2.51 -16.58 ±4.82 

Mid Level Peak Strain (%) -18.05 ±2.76 -18.58 ±1.46 -17.78 ±2.56 

Apical Level Peak Strain (%) -18.96 ±5.07 -18.17 ±4.11 -18.56 ±5.00 

LV Global Peak Strain (%) -17.77 ±2.55 -17.57 ±1.58 -16.44 ±3.65 

Mean ±SD; * significantly different to cyclists, p < 0.05; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; EF – Ejection Fraction; 
SV – Stroke Volume. 
 
 

4.3.3 Cyclists compared to Sedentary 

IVSd was found to be significantly different between the cyclist and sedentary groups (t (18) = -

3.29, p = 0.004, r = 0.38), as were LVM, LVM/BSA, LVM/BM and LVM/FFM shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 LVM and normalised LVM measurements for cyclists and sedentary group.  * significantly 
different to cyclists p < 0.05 
 

Of all the functional measurements taken, only SV was found to be significantly different 

between S and the C (t (12) = -2.95, p = 0.01, r = 0.42). 

 

4.3.4 Cardiac Measures as Predictors of MAXOV 2


 for TS 

4.3.4.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficients 

Absolute MAXOV 2
   

Table 4.4 shows that for TS all structural measurements of LV and LA were significantly 

correlated to absolute MAXOV 2
  (p < 0.05), but SV was found to have the strongest correlation 

with absolute MAXOV 2
 . 

 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

Only structural measurements were found to be significantly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM (p < 

0.05) for TS.  The TS data set showed all variants of LVM to be significantly correlated to 

* 
 * 

  *  * 
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MAXOV 2
 BM (p < 0.01; Table 4.4), with LVM/BM showing the strongest correlation; these 

measures were also found to have collinearity with LVM/BM (r > 0.07).  IVSd was also found to 

be strongly correlated to LVM/BM (r > 0.07), and was therefore not entered into the regression 

equation. 

 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

TS showed significant correlations between all variants of LVM and MAXOV 2
 FFM (p < 0.05); the 

strongest association being with LVM/FFM (p < 0.01; Table 4.4).  Collinearity was evident 

between LVM/FFM and LVM, LVM/BSA and LVM/BM (r > 0.07). 

 

TS showed significant correlations between LV wall thickness in both systole and diastole and 

MAXOV 2
 FFM (p < 0.05), however did not show an association between LV cavity dimensions or 

LV volumes and MAXOV 2
 FFM.  SV was found to have the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2

 FFM 

in TS (p < 0.01; Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4 Pearson Correlation coefficients of all cardiac variables with for the Total 
Sample.   

Variable Absolute MAXOV 2
  MAXOV 2

 BM MAXOV 2
 FFM 

IVSd (cm) 0.429** 0.459** 0.485** 

LVDd (cm) 0.413** -0.050 0.131 

PWd (cm) 0.390** 0.201 0.328** 

IVSs (cm) 0.353** 0.202 0.243* 

LVDs (cm) 0.406** 0.072 0.201 

PWs (cm) 0.358** 0.036 0.253* 

LVM (g) 0.692** 0.328** 0.512** 

LVM/BSA (g/m2 0.584** ) 0.530** 0.579** 

LVM/BM (g.Kg-1 0.461** ) 0.684** 0.586** 

LVM/FFM (g.Kg-1 0.530** ) 0.450** 0.598** 

LA (cm) 0.525** -0.031 0.288* 

h/r 0.093 0.173 0.187 

E wave (cm.s-1 -0.150 ) -0.170 -0.123 

A wave (cm.s-1 -0.101 ) -0.382** -0.129 

E/A ratio -0.064 0.192 0.019 

Deceleration Time (ms) 0.081 -0.051 0.050 

IVRT (ms) 0.041 0.162 0.134 

EDV (ml) 0.501** 0.148 0.270* 

ESV (ml) 0.411** 0.094 0.244* 

EF (%) 0.069 0.100 -0.005 

SV (ml) 0.692** 0.483** 0.605** 

S’ (cm.s-1 0.042 ) -0.187 -0.113 

E’ (cm.s-1 -0.109 ) 0.001 -0.141 

A’ (cm.s-1 0.057 ) -0.009 0.040 

E’/A’ -0.182 0.035 -0.161 

E/E’ -0.103 -0.123 -0.046 

Wall Stress (k.dynes) 0.220* 0.104 0.106 

Basal Level Strain (%) -0.135 0.067 -0.126 

Mid Level Strain (%) -0.153 0.034 -0.159 

Apical Level Strain (%) 0.152 -0.044 0.048 

LV Global Strain (%) -0.099 -0.011 -0.083 

* significant correlation p < 0.05.  ** significant correlation p< 0.01.  IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular Dimension; PW – 
Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; BSA – Body Surface Area; BM – Body Mass; FFM – Fat Free Mass; h/R – Relative Wall Thickness; LA 
– Left Atria Dimension; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; ESV – End Systolic Volume; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; EF – Ejection Fraction; SV – 
Stroke Volume; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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4.3.4.2 Regression Analyses 

Absolute MAXOV 2
   

The data for TS showed LVM, SV, LA and EDV to be the strongest correlates with 

absolute MAXOV 2
 , and so these four variables were entered into the regression analysis.  EDV 

was removed, finding that LVM, SV, and LA predicted 65% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  

for the sample, and 61% if generalised to the population.   A significant positive correlation was 

found between absolute MAXOV 2
  and the predictors LVM, SV, and LA (R = 0.81, F (3, 25) = 

15.54, p < 0.01).   

 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

The data for the total sample showed MAXOV 2
 BM  to have the strongest correlations with 

LVM/BM, SV and A wave; these three variables were entered into the regression analysis.  Both 

SV and A wave were removed. LVM/BM predicted 47% of the variance in MAXOV 2


MAXOV 2
 BM 

for the sample, and 45% if generalised to the population.   A significant positive correlation was 

found between MAXOV 2


MAXOV 2
 BM and the predictor LVM/BM (R = 0.68, F (1, 28) = 24.67, p < 

0.01).   

 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

LVM/FFM, SV and LA were found to be the strongest correlates with MAXOV 2
 FFM for TS.  These 

three variables were entered into the regression analysis.  A wave was removed, finding SV and 

LVM/FFM predicted 47% of the variance in MAXOV 2
 FFM for the sample, and 42% if generalised 

to the population.   A significant positive correlation was found between MAXOV 2
 FFM and the 

predictor LVM/BM (R = 0.69, F (2, 25) = 11.17, p < 0.01). 
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Table 4.5 Regression Equations between MAXOV 2

  measures and cardiac variables in the 
total sample (TS). 
 Regression Equation Variance 

Predicted  

Absolute MAXOV 2
  

(L.min-1

= 0.861 + 0.004(LVM) + 0.015(SV) + 0.336(LA) 
) 

65 % 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 26.969 + 8.706(LVM/BM) 
) 

47 % 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 37.073 + 0.18(SV) + 4.304(LVM/FFM) 
) 

47 % 

 

4.3.5 Cardiac Measures as Predictors of MAXOV 2


 in C 

4.3.5.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficients 

Absolute MAXOV 2
   

The only LV structural measurements significantly correlated with absolute MAXOV 2
  were LVDd 

(p < 0.01) and LVDs (p < 0.05; Table 4.6) for C.  Absolute MAXOV 2
  was also found to have a 

significant negative correlation with the EF (p < 0.05), and E wave (p < 0.05). 

 

No structural measurements were found to be significantly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM for C, only 

functional measurements.  MAXOV 2
 BM was found to be significantly negatively correlated to A 

wave (p < 0.05) and A’ (p < 0.05; Table 4.6).  The cyclists showed a strong significant negative 

correlation between MAXOV 2
 BM and EF (p < 0.01), as also seen in the same group for absolute 

MAXOV 2
 . 
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Table 4.6 Pearson Correlation coefficients of all cardiac variables cyclists.   

Variable Absolute MAXOV 2
  MAXOV 2

 BM MAXOV 2
 FFM 

IVSd (cm) 0.150 -0.140 -0.030 

LVDd (cm) 0.888** 0.598 0.704* 

PWd (cm) 0.270 -0.192 -0.066 

IVSs (cm) 0.192 -0.271 -0.383 

LVDs (cm) 0.733* 0.568 0.299 

PWs (cm) 0.196 -0.260 -0.201 

LVM (g) 0.620 0.146 0.299 

LVM/BSA (g/m2 0.553 ) 0.305 0.409 

LVM/BM (g.Kg-1 0.600 ) 0.448 0.528 

LVM/FFM (g.Kg-1 0.559 ) 0.273 0.392 

LA (cm) -0.021 -0.454 -0.312 

h/r -0.125 -0.464 -0.383 

E wave (cm.s-1 -0.738* ) -0.755* -0.773* 

A wave (cm.s-1 -0.388 ) -0.801** -0.741* 

E/A ratio -0.245 0.239 0.161 

Deceleration Time (ms) -0.473 -0.740* -0.735* 

IVRT (ms) -0.450 -0.145 -0.353 

EDV (ml) 0.666 0.209 0.357 

ESV (ml) 0.485 0.150 0.260 

EF (%) -0.781* -0.837** -0.875** 

SV (ml) 0.502 -0.299 -0.137 

S’ (cm.s-1 -0.023 ) -0.265 -0.185 

E’ (cm.s-1 -0.230 ) -0.303 -0.265 

A’ (cm.s-1 -0.176 ) -0.105* -0.578 

E’/A’ -0.062 0.377 0.286 

E/E’ -0.267 -0.193 -0.231 

Wall Stress (k.dynes) -0.427 0.443 0.527 

Basal Level Strain (%) 0.474 0.287 0.412 

Mid Level Strain (%) 0.662 0.133 0.284 

Apical Level Strain (%) 0.594 0.698 0.676 

LV Global Strain (%) 0.658 0.516 0.586 

* significant correlation p < 0.05.  ** significant correlation p< 0.01.  IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular Dimension; PW – 
Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; BSA – Body Surface Area; BM – Body Mass; FFM – Fat Free Mass; h/R – Relative Wall Thickness; LA 
– Left Atria Dimension; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; ESV – End Systolic Volume; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; EF – Ejection Fraction; SV – 
Stroke Volume; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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A strong negative correlation was evident between EF and MAXOV 2


FFM, in the cyclists (p < 

0.05).  C were also the only group to demonstrate a significant relationship between 

MAXOV 2


FFM and LVDd (p < 0.05), which was the only structural measure that was found to be 

associated with MAXOV 2
 FFM.  The cyclists were seen to have stronger relationships of 

MAXOV 2
 FFM with the functional measures E wave, A wave, deceleration time (p < 0.05). 

 

4.3.5.2 Regression Analyses 

Absolute MAXOV 2
  

Table 4.6 shows LVDd to have the strongest correlation with absolute MAXOV 2
  in C, and 

therefore this variable was entered into the regression analysis.  LVDd was found to predict 

79% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  for the sample of cyclists, which reduced to 75% when 

generalised to the population.  A significant positive correlation was found between the 

predictor variable LVDd and absolute MAXOV 2
  (R = 0.89, F (1, 6) = 22.41, p < 0.01). 

 

EF was found to have the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2
 BM in the cyclists group.  It was 

found to predict 70% of the variance in MAXOV 2
 BM for the sample of cyclists, 64% when 

generalised to the population.  A significant positive correlation was found between the 

predictor variable EF and MAXOV 2
 BM (R = 0.84, F (1, 5) = 11.73, p < 0.025).   

 

EF was found to have the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2
 FFM in C, this relationship was 

negative in direction.  EF was found to predict 77% of the variance in MAXOV 2
 FFM in the sample 

investigated, and 72% when generalised to the population.  A significant relationship was found 

between the predictor variable, E wave, and MAXOV 2
 FFM (R = 0.88, F (1, 5) = 16.265, p = 0.010).   
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Table 4.7 Regression equations for MAXOV 2
  measurements and cardiac variables for the 

cyclists 
 Regression Equation Variance 

Predicted  

Absolute MAXOV 2
  

(L.min-1

=  -3.405 + 1.685(LVDd) 
) 

79 % 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 223.381 – 2.446(EF) 
) 

70 % 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 225.916 – 2.308(EF) 

) 

77 % 

 

4.3.6 Cardiac Measures as Predictors of MAXOV 2


 for S 

4.3.6.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficients 

Absolute MAXOV 2
   

No significant associations were found between absolute MAXOV 2
  and any dimensional 

measures of the LV, in S, only the calculated EDV (p < 0.05) and ESV (p < 0.01) measurements, 

and there was also a significant relationship found with LA diameter (p < 0.05). 

 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

There were only two variables significantly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM in S, LVM/FFM and  peak 

strain at the basal level of the LV (p < 0.05).   

 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

Again S only showed a very strong negative association between basal strain and MAXOV 2
 FFM 

(p < 0.01) and with LA dimension (p < 0.05).   
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Table 4.8 Pearson Correlation coefficients of all cardiac variables the sedentary group.   
Variable Absolute MAXOV 2

  MAXOV 2
 BM MAXOV 2

 FFM 

IVSd (cm) -0.064 -0.090 -0.119 

LVDd (cm) 0.203 -0.059 -0.126 

PWd (cm) 0.296 0.383 0.335 

IVSs (cm) 0.067 0.305 -0.239 

LVDs (cm) 0.219 0.183 -0.085 

PWs (cm) 0.423 -0.028 0.258 

LVM (g) 0.496 0.240 0.105 

LVM/BSA (g/m2 0.056 ) 0.378 0.038 

LVM/BM (g.Kg-1 -0.240 ) 0.381 -0.057 

LVM/FFM (g.Kg-1 0.065 ) 0.634* 0.342 

LA (cm) 0.714* 0.499 0.702* 

h/r 0.125 0.305 0.312 

E wave (cm.s-1 0.293 ) -0.163 -0.010 

A wave (cm.s-1 -0.211 ) 0.062 0.178 

E/A ratio 0.402 -0.152 -0.072 

Deceleration Time (ms) -0.115 -0.183 -0.180 

IVRT (ms) 0.067 0.325 0.208 

EDV (ml) 0.645* -0.049 0.168 

ESV (ml) 0.749** 0.194 0.374 

EF (%) -0.344 -0.481 -0.443 

SV (ml) 0.445 0.248 -0.143 

S’ (cm.s-1 0.356 ) -0.092 0.089 

E’ (cm.s-1 0.473 ) -0.080 0.111 

A’ (cm.s-1 0.157 ) 0.245 0.362 

E’/A’ 0.312 -0.245 -0.118 

E/E’ -0.285 -0.028 -0.141 

Wall Stress (k.dynes) 0.085 0.134 -0.147 

Basal Level Strain (%) -0.706 -0.996* -0.997** 

Mid Level Strain (%) -0.603 -0.575 -0.545 

Apical Level Strain (%) 0.192 -0.219 -0.165 

LV Global Strain (%) -0.889 -0.974 -0.918 

* significant correlation p < 0.05.  ** significant correlation p< 0.01.  IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular Dimension; PW – 
Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; BSA – Body Surface Area; BM – Body Mass; FFM – Fat Free Mass; h/R – Relative Wall Thickness; LA 
– Left Atria Dimension; EDV – End Diastolic Volume; ESV – End Systolic Volume; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; EF – Ejection Fraction; SV – 
Stroke Volume; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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4.3.6.2 Multiple Regression Analyses 

Absolute MAXOV 2
   

ESV had the strongest relationship with absolute MAXOV 2
 in S; it was found to predict 56% of the 

variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  for the sample and 51% when generalised to the population.  

There was a significant correlation was found between the predictor variable, ESV, and absolute 

MAXOV 2
  (R = 0.75, F (1, 8) = 10.24, p = 0.013). 

 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

MAXOV 2
 BM was only significantly correlated to two variables in the sedentary group, the 

strongest correlation being with peak strain at the basal level of the LV, the second strongest 

correlation was with LVM/FFM.  However, basal peak strain was not entered into the regression 

equation as the measurement was only reported for 4 of the 10 sedentary participants.  

LVM/FFM was entered into the regression analysis and was found to predict 40% of the 

variance in MAXOV 2
 BM in the sample, and 33% when generalised to the population.  A 

significant correlation was found between the predictor variable and MAXOV 2
 BM (R = 0.634, F 

(1,8) = 5.383, p < 0.05). 

 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

As with MAXOV 2
 BM, the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2

 FFM in the sedentary group was 

peak strain at the basal level of the LV, and again only had n = 4, and was therefore not entered 

into the regression equation.  LA was found to predict 49% of the variance in MAXOV 2
 FFM in the 

sample and 43% when generalised to the population.  A positive correlation was found 

between the predictor variable, LA, and MAXOV 2
 FFM (R = 0.70, F (1, 8) = 7.781, p < 0.05).   
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Table 4.9 Regression equations for MAXOV 2
  measurements and cardiac variables in the 

sedentary group. 
 Regression Equation Variance 

Predicted  

Absolute MAXOV 2
  

(L.min-1

= 2.432 + 0.028(ESV) 
) 

56 % 

MAXOV 2
 BM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 22.743 + 5.252(LVM/FFM) 
) 

40 % 

MAXOV 2
 FFM 

(mL.kg-1.min-1

= 7.628 + 13.430(LA) 
) 

49% 
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4.4 Discussion 

The main finding of the current study is that cardiac variables were found to be the strongest 

predictors for absolute MAXOV 2
 , MAXOV 2

 BM and MAXOV 2
 FFM in C compared to the other 

groups, predicting 79%, 70% and 77% of the variance, respectively.  Cardiac variables were 

found to predict 65% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
 , 47% in both MAXOV 2

 BM and 

MAXOV 2
 FFM in TS.  Cardiac variables were the found to be the poorest predictors in S, 

predicting 56%, 40% and 49% in absolute MAXOV 2
 , MAXOV 2

 BM and MAXOV 2
 FFM, respectively.  

An interesting finding to note, is that in each group, the variance explained by cardiac variables 

was reduced when normalising MAXOV 2
  to body composition; each group showed cardiac 

variables to explain the greatest amount of variance in absolute MAXOV 2
 . 

4.4.1 Predicting MAXOV 2


 in the Total Sample 

The current study found that 65% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  was predicted by LVM, SV 

and LA for the total sample (Table 4.5).  There were significant positive correlations between 

absolute MAXOV 2
  and all LV structural measures including LVM and LV volumes (Table 4.4).   

 

Recent studies investigating the relationship between cardiac variables and MAXOV 2
  have found 

significant correlations between VO2peak and both LVM (R2 = 0.52, p < 0.0001) and EDV (R2

MAXOV 2


 = 

0.42, p < 0.0001; Steding et al., 2010); also, BM and LVM (r = 0.794, p = <0.0001), EDV (r 

= 0.678, p < 0.0001), ESV (r = 0.607, p < 0.0001), SV (r = 0.604, p < 0.0001) and EF (r = -0.275, p = 

0.046; La Gerche et al., 2011).  The results of the current study are broadly in agreement with 

this previous research, however, differences in imaging modalities and the differing athlete 

groups sampled may account for some of the minor disparities.   

 

Both Steding et al. (2010) and La Gerche et al. (2011) used CMR for structural assessment of the 

LV; Steding and colleagues (2010) did not assess any parameter of cardiac function, La Gerche 

et al. (2011) derived SV and EF from the EDV and ESV, although echocardiography was also 
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used for functional assessment but none of the variables were found to be significantly 

correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM. 

 

The populations from which the participants sampled varied between the current study, and 

those of La Gerche et al. (2011) and Steding et al. (2010).  TS in the current study consisted of 

65 inactive males and 10 competitive cyclists; Steding et al. (2010) had a sample consisting of 

60 healthy controls and 71 athletes, these athletes included soccer, handball players and 

triathletes, and all groups consisted of both male and female individuals.  La Gerche et al. 

(2011) had a sample size of 55, consisting of 15 (2 female) non athletic, healthy controls and 40 

(4 female) endurance athletes competing in triathlon, cycling and marathon running.  The 

inclusion of females in these studies may have influenced the results, particularly in regard to 

the structural measurements of wall thickness and LVM as it has previously been suggested 

that androgen receptors are present in the myocardium of adult human hearts and that 

testosterone has been found to produce a receptor specific hypertrophic response in 

cardiomyocytes (Marsh et al., 1998).  This provides reinforcement for the stronger correlation 

evident in the current study be between LVM and MAXOV 2
  (r = 0.692, p < 0.01; Table 4.4), than 

that reported by Steding et al. (2010; R2

MAXOV 2


 = 0.52, p < 0.0001).  Also, the different athlete groups 

mean that different forms of exercise training patterns will have been followed, for example, 

the soccer and handball players in the study be Steding et al., (2010) will have performed 

running based intermittent sprint-jog routines working on agility and skill, although some 

comparisons may be made to the marathon athletes in the study by La Gerche et al. (2011).  

There is still a difference in performance duration of approximately 30-60 minutes, which 

would be influenced by intensity.  However, grouping these intermittent sprint-jog athletes 

with triathletes with in the Steding et al. (2010) study would confound the results drawn with 

regard to the correlations between cardiac variables and .  The swimming discipline for 

the triathlete group, will have exposed the participants to elevated blood volume due to being 

immersed in water and the prone position in which this exercise is performed (Braunwald and 

Kelly, 1959.  This exposure to elevated central blood volume may confound the association 

found between EDV and VO2peak made by Steding et al. (2010). 
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The only functional parameters to be correlated to absolute MAXOV 2
  in TS, were systolic wall 

stress (r = 0.220. p <0.05) and SV (Table 4.4).  The association found between systolic wall stress 

and  absolute MAXOV 2
  was unexpected, especially with the significant correlations found 

between absolute MAXOV 2
  and each of the wall thickness measurements (p < 0.01; Table 4.4) 

and greater IVSd (p < 0.05; Table 4.2) being prevalent in C compared to S, also the non 

significant trend for greater IVSs, PWd and PWs (Table 4.2).   Based on the Law of LePlace 

(Grossman et al., 1975) this would suggest a negative association between systolic wall stress 

and MAXOV 2
 , if any association at all.  The sBP of 137 ±13 mmHg is high for a healthy population 

(Franklin et al., 2004), not only an aerobically trained population, this may be confounding the 

results in regard to systolic wall stress.  

 

SV had the strongest correlation (r = 0.697, p < 0.01) with MAXOV 2
  of all the cardiac variables.  

This was not only anticipated based on the Fick Principle (Fick, 1855), but is also in line with 

previous research that has suggested that 70-85% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  is 

explained by cardiac output (Q; (Ekblom, 1968, Bassett and Howley, 2000)).  SV previously 

being reported as the sole contributor of Qmax

MAXOV 2


 (Murias et al., 2010), however, La Gerche et al. 

(2011) concluded that measures of cardiac function do not independently predict  in 

healthy individuals; having found that ventricular size and mass is the major modifiable factor 

effecting athletic performance.  The findings of the current study reinforcing this conclusion in 

TS as LV structural parameters have greater associations with MAXOV 2
  than LV functional 

measures (Table 4.4). 

 

The magnitude of the correlations of cardiac variables to MAXOV 2
  reduced in TS when MAXOV 2

  

was scaled to BM.  LVM/BM had the strongest correlation (r = 0.684, p < 0.01) and SV was still 

significantly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM (r = 0.483, p < 0.01; Table 4.4).  IVSd was the only LV 

dimension found to remain significantly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM (r = 0.459, p < 0.01) in the 

total sample.  The reduction in the magnitude of the correlations means results in less of 
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variance in MAXOV 2
  being explained when scaled to BM (Table 4.5).  This would suggest that BM 

is not a significant factor in MAXOV 2
 . 

 

Of interest, is that LVM was significantly correlated with MAXOV 2
 BM (r = 0.328, p < 0.01) which 

is identical to the results found by La Gerche et al. (2011) between the M-mode measurements 

of IVS and LVM with relative MAXOV 2
 .  However, whereas LVM/BM was not investigated by La 

Gerche et al. (2011) the current study found a stronger correlation between LVM/BM and 

MAXOV 2
 BM.  While using the same denominator (BM) is likely to increase correlations it 

reinforces that LVM is a significant determinant of MAXOV 2
 . 

 

The same amount of variance, 47%, in MAXOV 2
 FFM (Table 4.5) was found to be explained by 

LVM/FFM and SV, in TS.  When MAXOV 2
  was scaled to FFM in TS all correlations with the cardiac 

variables were greater than for MAXOV 2
 BM, but less than the correlations with absolute 

MAXOV 2
 .   The greater correlations found between structural cardiac variables and MAXOV 2

 FFM 

may be as scaling by FFM means that MAXOV 2
  is relative to O2 utilising tissue only.  Scaling to 

BM irrespective of body composition does not consider the percentage of load, fat mass, in 

respect to percentage of O2

MAXOV 2


 utilising FFM.  However, a greater amount of the variance being 

predicted in absolute  than MAXOV 2
 FFM still suggests that absolute MAXOV 2

  is the best 

measure to use when investigating the influence of cardiac variables on aerobic performance.  

It would be expected that a-vO2 MAXOV 2
 difference would be accounted for when scaling   to 

FFM, and a-vO2 MAXOV 2
 difference directly influences  as stated in the Fick Equation (Fick, 

1855).  As the amount variance explained reduced when scaling MAXOV 2
  for FFM it may be 

considered that cardiac morphology is already regulated by a-vO2 MAXOV 2
, hence scaling  to 

FFM distorts the correlations with cardiac variables. 

 

It is evident from the correlations of the total sample with absolute MAXOV 2
  and MAXOV 2

  scaled 

to anthropometric measurements, that LV structure has a greater association with MAXOV 2
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than LV functional parameters.  This postulation is in line with the conclusions of La Gerche (La 

Gerche et al., 2011), who stated that LVM was a strong independent predictor of MAXOV 2
 ; and 

that measures of cardiac function do not independently predict MAXOV 2
  in healthy subjects.  

This  was reinforced by the regression analysis that did not include any functional measures in 

the best prediction equation.  La Gerche et al. (2012) attributed the poor associations between 

cardiac functional measures and MAXOV 2
  to the assessment of measures of resting cardiac 

function poorly representing cardiac function during exercise.  In addition to this, associations 

not assessed by La Gerche (absolute MAXOV 2
  and MAXOV 2

 FFM) were found to be predicted by 

absolute LVM and LVM/FFM, respectively, and SV.  In the absence of significant correlations 

with other LV functional variables, this influence of SV derives from structural adaptation to the 

LV (La Gerche et al., 2011).  The structural adaptation of eccentric hypertrophy evident in the 

current study as a non significant trend for greater EDV in C than S (130 ±23 vs. 114 ±36 ml, p > 

0.05; Table 4.2), leading to increased LVM, allows for a greater blood volume to collect in the LV 

during exercise.  This greater volume of blood is likely to contribute to greater contractility 

during maximal exercise, based on the Frank Starling principle.  If this increased contractility 

results in greater ejection, SVmax is increased as a direct result of LV structural remodelling 

induced by aerobic exercise training.  This increase in resting SV, as demonstrated in C (Table 

4.2), and subsequently, SVmax MAXOV 2
, then contributing to improved  that is evident in 

aerobically trained individuals. 

4.4.2 Predicting MAXOV 2


 in Cyclists 

In contrast to the total sample, the cyclists had only two LV structural measurements that 

significantly correlated with absolute MAXOV 2
 , these were LVDd (r = 0.888. p < 0.01) and LVDs (r 

= 0.733, p < 0.05; Table 4.6).  It is assumed that fewer correlations were evident for the cyclists 

as the range of values within each MAXOV 2
  variable was relatively small.  However, these two 

positive correlations indicate, that during rest, aerobically trained individuals demonstrate a 

greater cavity dimension not only in diastole, but also systole.  This may suggest that when at 

rest these athletes need only moderate LV contraction to sustain the required resting Q.  It 
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could then be inferred that when required, contractility is enhanced and LVDs would be 

reduced during the performance of exercise to acquire SVmax and therefore Qmax

 

. 

This theory that resting LV function is depressed in contrast to LV function during exercise is 

reinforced by the negative correlations found between absolute MAXOV 2
  and E wave (r = -

0.738, p < 0.05) and EF (r = -0.781, p < 0.05).  These results demonstrate that greater MAXOV 2
  is 

associated with lower resting systolic function, as measured by EF, and reduced early diastolic 

function, as indicated by E wave.  This would suggest that LV function is not required to be 

optimal during rest.   

 

The current study also found LVDd to have the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2
  in C (r = 

0.888, p < 0.01) and that 79% of variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  was  predicted by LVDd alone 

(Table 4.7).  Not only does this finding support previous suggestions of the contribution of LV 

structure (La Gerche et al., 2011) but more importantly it also supports the association of 

absolute MAXOV 2
  and LVDd.  There is evidence in the literature that aerobic training induced 

preload causes replication of sarcomeres in series therefore increasing LVDd (Grossman et al., 

1975). The current study finding LVDd to be the only predictor variable for absolute MAXOV 2
  in 

cyclists may also suggest that it is this training adaptation that primarily contributes to 79% of 

the augmented MAXOV 2
 , and therefore aerobic performance of these athletes.  Furthermore 

when MAXOV 2
  is scaled to FFM in the cyclist group the magnitude of the correlation with LVDd 

is greater.   

 

The simple correlations  for the cyclists showed that no LV structural variable was significantly 

correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM.  Although the magnitude of the LV structural correlations to MAXOV 2

  

were reduced in contrast to those with absolute MAXOV 2
 , the functional variables were of 

greater magnitude.  Strong significant correlations were evident with E (r = -0.755. p < 0.05) and 

A wave (r = -0.801, p < 0.01), measures of diastolic function but the strongest correlation being 

with a measure of systolic function, EF (r = -0.837, p < 0.01; Table 4.6).   
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It is possible that the strong positive association between LVDd and absolute MAXOV 2
  in cyclists 

may aid explanation of the finding that EF predicted 70% of the variance in MAXOV 2
 BM in the 

cyclists (Table 4.7); as EF is the percentage difference between EDV and ESV, volumes derived 

from LV dimensions.  However, the relationship between EF and MAXOV 2
 BM was a strong 

negative relationship (r = -0.837, p < 0.01).  The direction of this relationship can be explained 

by the non significant trends for both greater EDV and ESV in cyclists compared to sedentary 

individuals seen in Table 4.2.  As anticipated EDV shows a trend for being greater in cyclists than 

sedentary individuals (Table 4.2).  However, when the increased EDV is accompanied by an 

increased ESV, noted here as a non-significant trend in the cyclists, the SV is elevated but EF is 

maintained or possibly even reduced.  However, further to this is the argument outlined earlier 

in this discussion, that these negative correlations suggest that resting LV function only requires 

moderate LV contraction. 

 

Reinforcement for the negative relationship found in current study between EF and MAXOV 2
 BM 

comes from the study by Baggish et al (2008).  Following 90 days of long distance rowing 

training the endurance group demonstrated significant increases in both EDV/BSA and ESV/BSA 

but a non significant trend for reduced EF.  La Gerche (2011) also found a negative correlation 

between relative MAXOV 2
  and EF, when derived from CMR LV volume measurements.  It is 

concluded that the increased LVM evident in the athletic groups in these studies, as well as the 

current study, means that not only are diastolic dimensions enlarged, but systolic dimensions 

also increase proportionally.  Taken together these highlights that at rest Q can be maintained 

with a low HR and reduced contractility, which are then increased during exercise to the allow a 

greater MAXOV 2
 .  

4.4.3 Predicting MAXOV 2


 in Sedentary Individuals 

The sedentary group were the only ones to show a significant correlation between MAXOV 2
  and 

any strain variables (basal peak strain; r = -0.997, p < 0.01; Table 4.8). Furthermore in contrast 

to the other groupings, cardiac variables explained the least amount of variance in absolute 
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MAXOV 2
 or MAXOV 2

 BM.   This is interesting as it suggests that in untrained individuals, changes 

in aerobic capacity are not mediated through structural adaptations, but changes contraction.  

Across the small range of MAXOV 2
  values in S there were no correlations with any LV structural 

adaptations, but any variation in MAXOV 2
  in this population can be attributed to contraction, 

evident as the significant correlation between absolute MAXOV 2
  and basal peak strain (Table 

4.8).  Additionally, as outlined above, trained individuals exhibit significant increases in cardiac 

dimensions.  Taken together, this suggests that small differences in MAXOV 2
 (as seen in the 

sedentary group) are mediated through improved contraction, whereas the large MAXOV 2
  

required by the cyclists cannot be achieved without changes in cardiac structure.   

4.5 Conclusions 

 The current study found that the absolute MAXOV 2
  is correlated to more cardiac variables than 

either MAXOV 2
 BM or MAXOV 2

 FFM in all groups.  This variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  is predicted 

primarily by LVM, likewise MAXOV 2
  scaled to anthropometric measures is also influenced mainly 

by LVM when scaled to the same parameter. 

 

The cyclists demonstrated greater correlations between functional parameters and MAXOV 2
  in 

contrast to the total sample where correlations were solely structural with the exception of SV.  

This suggests that following prolonged training the structural adaptations to the LV influence 

the systolic function of the LV which is then found to be correlated to MAXOV 2
 .  There was also 

an association between strain and MAXOV 2
  in the sedentary group, suggesting this is an 

important determinant of MAXOV 2
  in untrained individuals. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Study 2 

The Effect of 6 Weeks Resistance Training on Cardiac Structure and 

Function 
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5.0 Study 2: The Effect of 6 Weeks Resistance Training on Cardiac Structure and Function 

5.1 Introduction 

The effect of resistance exercise on left ventricular structure and function was first studied by 

Morganroth et al. (1975) in a cross sectional comparison of athletes and healthy inactive 

controls.  Morganroth and colleagues (1975) observed that wrestlers and shot putters had 

significantly thicker left ventricle walls compared to control subjects, contributing to a greater 

left LVM, but with no change in LVDd.  Morganroth’s (1975) conclusion was that this exercise 

mode induced concentric hypertrophy of the left ventricle due to the intermittent 

haemodynamic afterload imposed by the specific training stimulus. This concept has been 

reinforced by further cross sectional echocardiographic studies (Colan, 1987, Lattanzi et al., 

1992, Abinader et al., 1996).   

 

In contrast, Haykowsky et al. (2002) reviewed the available data pertaining to resistance 

training and cardiac hypertrophy and concluded that significant questions could be asked about 

the Morganroth hypothesis (1975).  They noted other cross sectional investigations that 

reported no difference in left ventricular structure between control and resistance trained 

participants (Haykowsky et al., 2000, Haykowsky et al., 2000) and highlighted that some studies 

found resistance trained athletes demonstrated eccentric hypertrophy of the left ventricle 

(Brown and Thompson, 1987, George et al., 1998).  It is therefore still not thoroughly 

understood how the left ventricle adapts to resistance training. 

 

To date the majority of evidence supporting or refuting the existence of a concentric LV 

hypertrophy in resistance-trained athletes largely reflects cross-sectional athlete-control 

studies.  There are significant limitations of these designs not least selection bias, lack of 

detailed training data and the potential use of performance enhancing drugs (Naylor et al. 

2006).   Longitudinal training studies are few in number and again provide conflicting evidence.  

A study of individuals over the age of 60 years (n=10; 60 ±3 yrs; Haykowsky et al., 2000a) 

reported no changes in cardiac structure following resistance training 3 d.wk-1 for 12-16 weeks 
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at an intensity of 60-80% 1RM; when significant increases were found in leg press and bench 

press strength.  The authors concluded that the training programme did not provide sufficient 

stimulus for LV adaptation to occur.  However, it must also be considered that myocardial 

adaptation may not occur to the same extent in individuals of age group sampled. 

 

Other longitudinal studies that have found LV structural adaptations have sampled younger 

individuals, where maturation may be considered a confounding variable.  A 12 week training 

programme in a female adolescent cohort, found a significant increase in IVS and PW (Sagiv et 

al., 1986).  Similarly, Lusiani et al. (1986) observed increases in wall thicknesses and relative 

LVM  following 10-12 weeks of weightlifting in six male participants with a mean age of 21.8 

±3.9 yrs.  However, in the study by Lusiani et al. (1986) the exercise programme was not 

prescribed nor implemented by the investigators, attendance and adherence was not reported, 

and the participants were not assessed at baseline to establish current activity levels.  If the 

weightlifting participants were not sedentary before initiating the exercise programme greater 

skeletal hypertrophy may have occurred than might be expected for a 12 week training course.  

This, highlighted by Colan (1997), questions whether or not the cardiac adaptations were a 

response to the exercise or to changes in fat free mass. 

 

More recently Baggish et al. (2008) observed increases in wall thickness and reduced diastolic 

function following 90 days of resistance exercise.  However, no previous studies have 

investigated whether the cardiac adaptations are evident after six weeks of training as has been 

demonstrated in response to endurance exercise.  These aerobic studies have shown LV 

morphological adaptations to occur within 4 weeks training (Dart et al., 1992).  It is therefore 

not that cardiac tissue is unable to respond within the 6 week time frame, but whether 

resistance exercise provides a sufficient stimulus.  A confounding factor in each of the 

resistance training studies discussed, however, was that authors did not report any changes in 

body mass or fat free mass (Baggish, Wang et al. 2008; Andersen, Hansen et al. 2010).  Given 

that cardiac mass has been suggested as being related to both body mass and fat free mass 

(Naylor, George et al. 2008), the possibility that LV wall thickening was induced by concomitant 

increases in these measures rather than by exercise training per se cannot be ruled out. 
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Naylor and colleagues (2008) demonstrated that 8 weeks of resistance training in obese 

children (12.2 ±0.4 yrs, 161.0 ±0.03 cm, 84.9 ± 6.5 kg) induced a significant increase in lean 

body mass, and decreases in percentage fat mass, peak velocity of atrial filling (A wave), as well 

as significant increases in myocardial tissue velocities at the mitral annulus (E’ and A’); this also 

resulted in a reduced E/E’ ratio.  These results suggest that resistance training improves early 

diastolic tissue velocity, and the authors suggest this is due to intrinsic properties of the 

myocardial wall, reducing the stiffness of the ventricle wall (Naylor et al., 2008b).  The findings 

of this study suggest that adaptations to diastolic function precede that of LV morphological 

adaptations following a longitudinal resistance exercise training programme.  However, the 

absence of LV structural adaptations may be due to the age, body composition and mixed 

gender of the intervention group (n = 13; 7 male, 6 female).    Although, the body composition 

of the intervention group showed a significant increase in lean body mass (41.2 ±3.7 vs. 42.1 

±3.0 kg, p< 0.05) and a significant reduction in % fat mass (49.6 ±1.4 vs. 48.5 ±1.5 %, p < 0.01), 

these post training values were still above the normal healthy range (Riddoch and Boreham, 

1995) and there was no associated change in body mass.  These results could suggest that LV 

structural adaptation occurs when resistance training takes lean body mass or FFM from the 

normal range to above normal, as would be seen in athletes.   

 

In addition to peak myocardial velocities measured using TDI, as utilised by Naylor (2008), 

speckle tracking derived strain is a more recent echocardiographic imaging methodology that 

allows segmental assessment of deformation of the myocardium.  This development in LV 

functional assessment provides the differentiation between active contraction of the 

myocardium and passive motion caused by adjacent contraction (Heimdal et al., 1998).  Using 

speckle tracking derived strain in addition to functional measurements used previously, 

potentially allows a more specific assessment of myocardial function. 

 

In a recent review of current literature investigating the physiological adaptations to specific 

exercise training, Naylor et al. (2008) highlighted that the effect of resistance training on LV 

structure and function is still to be established.  One of the main reasons for this is the 
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equivocal data that has been reported from very few longitudinal studies, and that one 

possibility for the lack of agreement is the possible association between LVM and body 

composition, more specifically FFM or LM (Naylor et al., 2008).  Haykowsky et al. (2000) has 

previously suggested that the exposure to elevated afterload during resistance training, as 

deduced by Morganroth et al. (1975) as the possible mechanism by which resistance trained 

athletes develop concentric LV hypertrophy, is not a sufficient stimulus to cause physiology 

adaptation to the LV.  Therefore, to establish the cause and effect of resistance training on LV 

structure, changes in FFM must be controlled for. 

 

To investigate the mechanisms leading to LV structural adaptations in resistance trained 

athletes, the current study used a 6 week resistance training programme based on the model 

by Moritani and Devries (1979).  The authors found that strength improvements evident in the 

initial 6 weeks of a resistance training programme were a result of neuromuscular adaptation, 

with no increase in skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  Therefore, if echocardiographic assessment 

performed pre and post the 6 week resistance training programme find increases in LVM it may 

suggest afterload to be the stimulus of LV concentric hypertrophy.   

 

The secondary aim of the study was also to establish the effects of 6 weeks resistance training 

on LV function using current echocardiographic techniques, including speckle tracking derived 

strain.  The parallel assessment of LV structure and function allowed for thorough investigation 

into the effects of resistance training on cardiac health. 
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5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Participants 

Fourteen male participants volunteered to participate in the study.  A total of 8 participants 

completed the full 6 weeks of resistance training.  Two participants withdrew due to injury 

during the training programme, 4 participants were excluded from the study due to missing 3 

consecutive sessions throughout the training programme.  Please see section 3.3 for detail on 

participant recruitment and section 3.4 for participant inclusion criteria.  

5.2.2 Experimental Design 

A quasi-experimental design was employed, with one intervention group; the pre-training data 

acted as the control, as no control group was recruited.  All data collection occurred at baseline 

and then after 6 weeks of resistance training. 

5.2.3 Training 

Six weeks of resistance training was performed in the Sport and Exercise Science Laboratories 

at the University of Bedfordshire.  Qualified gym instructors were present at all times to ensure 

safety and good technique.  Resistance training was performed 3 d.wk-1 in weeks 1 and 2, and 

consisted of compound exercises (Table 5.1) to exercise all major muscle groups.  A split body 

protocol (Table 5.1) was introduced for Weeks 3 to 6, which including training 4 d.wk-1

 

, and 

incorporated two upper body and two lower body sessions.   Parallel squats were performed 

using a Smith machine, whereas all other exercises were performed with free weights. 

The participants warmed up by performing approximately 10 repetitions with an unloaded bar 

before each exercise.  Each exercise was performed with an eccentric and concentric phase, 

with each contraction being maintained for 2 – 3 seconds.  Participants were instructed to rest 

for approximately 2 minutes between sets.  All participants were given exercise specific 

stretches to complete as a cool down at the end of the training session. 
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The purpose of the resistance training programme was to increase strength and elevate 

afterload.  Therefore, based on the arterial response to heavy weightlifting by  MacDougall et 

al. (1985), the training programme was designed so the participants were exercising with loads 

approximately 80-90% of 1RM.  To allow the study to be comparable to the resistance trained 

athletes in the Morganroth et al. (1975) study, the training programme included exercises and 

relative 1RM loads similar to those performed by elite powerlifters (Swinton et al., 2009). 

 

5.2.4 Testing Protocols 

All testing protocols were completed by the same examiners at the same time of day pre and 

post-training. Height was measured during full inspiration as participants stood, feet together 

at a wall mounted stadiometer (Harpenden, HAR-98.602).  Body mass was obtained from the 

calibrated BODPOD scales, with participants in minimal clothing, following a minimum of 4 

hours of fasting. Body composition was measured by Air Displacement Plethysmography 

(BodPod).   Please see the protocols previously described in Section 3.6.1, Chapter 3.  

 

Participants rested for a minimum of 5 minutes in a seated position before resting blood 

pressure was measured with a validated automated blood pressure monitor (Omron, M5-I) (El 

Assaad et al., 2003).  Blood pressure was measured in line with the European Society of 

Hypertension guidelines (Parati, 2008).  Three blood pressure measurements were taken with 3 

minute intervals between each, the cuff was removed for the duration of this interval, and the 

results were taken as the lowest of the three readings.  The recorded resting HR was the HR 

result corresponding to the lowest blood pressure reading.   
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Table 5.1 Six week resistance training programme 

Weeks Session Exercise Reps Sets 
Rest Period 

(mins) 

1-2 

1 

Bench Press 

8-12 3 2 
Parallel Squat 

Upright Row 

Bent Over Row 

2 As Session 1 8 to failure 3 2 

3 As Session 1 8-12 3 2 

3-6 

1 

Bent Over Row 

8-12 3 2 

Bicep Curls 

Upright Row 

Bench Press 

Triceps Extension 

2 

Parallel Squat 

8-12 3 2 Deadlift 

Lunges 

3 As Session 1 8 to failure 3 2 

4 As Session 2 8 to failure 3 2 

 

5.2.5 Predicted 1RM  

Strength was assessed from predicted 1RM scores for bench press and squat exercises at week 

1 and week 6;  a direct assessment of 1RM was considered to be unsafe as all participants were 

inexperienced in weightlifting technique, and therefore risked injury.  The number or 

repetitions and load from the  best performance of the bench press and squat exercises, for 

each participant, during week 1 and week 6 were substituted into the equation below to 

predict 1RM. 
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Predicted 1RM = Load (kg) / (1.0278 – (0.0278 x No. of Repetitions)) 

(Brzycki, 1993) 

5.2.6 MAXOV 2


 

A graded treadmill test was performed to volitional fatigue, at baseline and week 5.  Please see 

the  full MAXOV 2
  protocol described in Section 3.8, Chapter 3. 

5.2.7 Echocardiography 

LV structure and function were assessed using 2D, M-mode, Doppler, tissue-Doppler and strain 

imaging modes using a commercially available ultrasound system. Please see the full 

echocardiography protocol in 3.9, Chapter 3. 

5.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 17.0).  Repeated measures t-

tests were used to analyse the differences between the mean scores at baseline and week 6 for 

all variables. All assumptions of parametric tests were checked, following analysis of Q-Q plots 

normality was assumed (Appendix 18).   If  homogeneity of variances was not evident the 

Levene’s statistic was reported.  A two tailed alpha level of 0.05 was used for cardiac measures.  

For all other variables the significance value was halved for one tailed hypotheses, due to 

established knowledge of the training effects on these physiological variables.  Cohen’s d was 

used to estimate effect size. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Predicted 1 RM and MAXOV 2


  

Parallel squat 1RM (98±14 vs. 117 ±14; t (7) = -4.08, p = 0.00, d = -1.86) and bench press 1RM 

(71 ±15 vs. 80 ±14; t (7) = 5.27, p = 0.00, d = -1.44) were both significantly increased from 

baseline to week 6 (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1 Predicted 1RM (Brzycki, 1993) for bench press and parallel squat exercises pre and post 6 weeks 
resistance training.  * significantly different to baseline (p<0.025). 
 

No significant change was observed post-training for either relative MAXOV 2
  (t (8) = -0.68, p = 

0.26) or absolute MAXOV 2
  (t (8) = -0.93, p = 0.18) in the participants (Table 5.2). 

 

Table 5.2 Relative MAXOV 2
  and Absolute MAXOV 2

 at baseline and week 5 of the resistance 
training programme. 
 Baseline Week 5 sig. 

MAXOV 2
  (ml.kg-1.min-1 51 ±8 ) 52 ±8 0.26 

MAXOV 2
  (L.min-1 4.09 ±0.75 ) 4.22 ±0.58 0.18 

 

 

* 

* 
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5.3.2 Blood Pressure and Heart Rate 

A significant decrease (9 mmHg) was observed in resting systolic BP (131 ±6 vs. 122 ±8; t (6) = 

3.14, p = 0.01, d = 1.19) following 6 weeks of resistance training (Figure 5.2).  A drop in mean 

diastolic BP of 6 mmHg post-training was also significant (76 ±10 vs. 70 ±7; t (6) = 2.33, p = 

0.029, d = 0.88) of the training programme.  No significant changes were noted between 

baseline (66 ±4 bpm) and week 6 (63 ±12 bpm) for resting HR (t (6) = 1.04, p = 0.17). 
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Figure 5.2 Blood Pressure of the sample at baseline and week 6 of the resistance training programme. 
*significantly different to baseline (p≤0.025). 
 

 

5.3.3 Body Mass and Body Composition,  

No significant change was noted in body mass after training (t (7) = -0.84, p = 0.43; Table 5.3).  

There was no significant change in %FFM (t (6) = 0.49, p = 0.45) or absolute LM (t (7) = -0.17, p = 

0.87), between baseline and week 6 of the resistance training programme. 

 

 
 
 

* 

* 
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Table 5.3 Body Composition measures pre and post 6 weeks of resistance training  
 Baseline Week 6 sig. 

Body Mass (kg) 85.20 ±16.22 85.86 ±16.23 0.43 

FFM (%) 80.34 ±4.46 80.01 ±3.29 0.45 

Absolute LM (kg) 65.91 ±8.32 65.99 ±7.56 0.87 

Mean ±SD.  FFM – Fat Free Mass and LM – Lean Mass. 

5.3.4 Left Ventricular Structure 

There was no significant change, post-training, in any index of LV morphology (see Table 5.4).  

 

Table 5.4 Echocardiographic measures of LV structure pre and post 6 weeks of resistance 
training.   
 Baseline Week 6 sig. 

IVSd (cm) 1.08 ±0.09 1.07 ±0.07 0.32 

LVDd (cm) 5.15 ±0.38 5.14 ±0.43 0.84 

PWd (cm) 1.04 ±0.13 1.03 ±0.06 0.83 

IVSs (cm) 1.52 ±0.17 1.42 ±0.16 0.07 

LVDs (cm) 3.39 ±0.35 3.67 ±0.42 0.06 

PWs (cm) 1.57 ±0.18 1.47 ±0.18 0.10 

LVM (g) 246 ±41 241 ±40 0.37 

Relative Wall Thickness (cm) 0.40 ±0.06 0.40 ±0.04 1.00 

EDV (ml) 123 ±26 110 ±34 0.25 

ESV (ml) 48 ±13 46 ±16 0.99 

LA (cm) 3.74 ±0.43 3.79 ±0.42 0.48 

IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular Diameter; PW – Posterior Wall; EDV – End Diastolic 
Volume; ESV - End Systolic Volume; EF – Ejection Fraction; d – Diastole; S – systole. 
 

5.3.5 Left Ventricular Function 

LV functional data pre and post exercise are presented in Table 5.5. Post-training EF was not 

significantly altered (61 ±5% vs. 58 ±2%; t (5) = 1.43, p = 0.21) and no change was observed in S’ 
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wave (t (5) = 1.52, p = 0.19).  Early diastolic peak flow velocity (E) was significantly reduced 

post-training (t (7) = 5.48, p = 0.00, d = 1.94).  No training-related changes were observed for 

late diastolic peak flow velocity (A; t (7) = 0.43, p = 0.68), E/A ratio (t (7) = 0.92, p = 0.39), E 

deceleration time (t (7) = -0.67, p = 0.53), IVRT (t (3) = -0.95, p = 0.44), E’ wave (t (6) = -0.85, p = 

0.43) and A’ wave (t (6) = 1.34, p = 0.23). There was no training-induced change in end-systolic 

wall stress (t (6) = -0.79, p = 0.46). 

 

Table 5.5  Left ventricular functional echocardiographic measurements pre and post 6 
weeks of resistance training.  
 Baseline Week 6 sig. 

EF (%) 61 ±5 58 ±2 0.21 

E (cm.s-1 0.93 ±0.15 ) 0.81 ±0.11* 0.00  

A (cm.s-1 0.39 ±0.04 ) 0.37 ±0.09 0.68 

E/A  2.41 ±0.30 2.24 ±0.34 0.39 

Deceleration Time (ms) 177 ±19 183 ±22 0.53 

IVRT (ms) 46 ±20 52 ±9 0.44 

S’ (cm.s-1 0.10 ±0.01 ) 0.09 ±0.01 0.14 

E’ (cm.s-1 0.16 ±0.02 ) 0.16 ±0.02 0.70 

A’ (cm.s-1 0.08 ±0.02 ) 0.07 ±0.02 0.27 

E’/A’ 2.24 ±0.77 2.55 ±0.63 0.37 

E/E’ 6.05 ±0.85 5.16 ±0.62 0.46 

End Systolic Wall Stress 

(kdynes/cm2

135 ±13 

) 

142 ±22 0.33 

*significantly different to Baseline p < 0.05.  EF – Ejection Fraction; E – Early Diastolic Transmitral Blood Flow 
Velocity; A – Late Diastolic Transmitral Blood Flow Velocity; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; S’ – Systolic 
Myocardial Tissue Velocity; E’ – Early Diastolic Myocardial Tissue Velocity; A’ – Late Diastolic Myocardial Tissue 
Velocity.   
 

5.3.6 Longitudinal Peak Strain 

There were no significant differences found between pre and post-training data for peak 

longitudinal strain (Table 5.6).  
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Table 5.6 2D derived peak longitudinal strain in 6 segments from an apical 4 chamber 
view, measured pre and post 6 weeks of resistance training.  
 Baseline Week 6 sig. 

Basal Septal -16.19 ±3.67 -14.76 ±2.26 0.33 

Mid Septal -18.33 ±2.68 -17.54 ±1.59 0.50 

Apical Septal -19.50 ±5.86 -16.10 ±6.05 0.31 

Apical Lateral -17.83 ±4.81 -16.50 ±4.50 0.60 

Mid Lateral -15.28 ±2.53 -15.21 ±5.85 0.96 

Basal Lateral -8.39 ±1.17 -15.00 ±3.14 0.11 

 

 

No significant differences were found in LV peak longitudinal strain values; apical (t (5) = -0.72, 

p = 0.51), mid (t (6) = -0.26, p = 0.81), basal (t (2) = 3.78, p = 0.06); between baseline and week 6 

of the resistance exercise training programme. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The purpose of the current study was to establish the effects of 6 weeks of resistance training 

and its associated pressure loading on cardiac structure and function.  The main findings of the 

present study are that 6 weeks of resistance exercise, in previously untrained participants, 

resulted in significant increases in strength, but little change in cardiac structure or function.  

 

5.4.1 Strength and Skeletal Muscle Hypertrophy 

The resistance training programme was successful as 1 RM bench press significantly increased 

(p = 0.00, d = -1.44) as did 1 RM parallel squat strength (p = 0.00, d = -1.86; Figure 5.1).   In a 

review of the literature, Kraemer and colleagues (2002) stated that a 40% muscular strength 

increase is observed in untrained individuals undertaking a strength training programme.  The 

current study found a 19% increase in parallel squat 1 RM performance and a 13% increase in 

bench press.   

 

A recent review of contemporary training practices in elite powerlifters found that over 50% of 

those surveyed trained with loads of 61-70% 1RM and more than 60% also incorporated heavy 

loading of 80-100% 1RM for squat, bench press and deadlift (Swinton et al., 2009).  It was 

therefore ensured that the current study included these exercises into the training programme, 

with participants working at similar relative intensities.  Although the current study used novice 

lifters in contrast to Swinton’s survey of elite powerlifters, it is important to establish 

similarities in training to allow discussion of pressure loading induced by resistance training.  

Resistance training of this type exposes individuals to elevated systolic and diastolic blood 

pressures and consequently, elevated afterload (MacDougall et al., 1985).  MacDougall and 

colleagues (1985) also found that although bilateral leg press resulted in the greatest increase 

in arterial blood pressure, peak pressure response from activation of smaller muscle groups 

(e.g. biceps brachii) was still extremely high.  Although, BP was not measured during exercise, in 

the current study, the training loads and volume were considered to induce afterload typical of 

that which has been reported in studies that have found differences in LV structure between 

trained and untrained individuals. 
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The duration of 6 weeks was chosen as it has previously been demonstrated that in novice 

weight training individuals, there is an initial 6 week period where strength gains are 

neuromuscular in origin rather than due to increased muscle mass (Moritani and deVries, 

1979).  Therefore this model was used in order to eliminate the confounding effects of 

increases in LBM consequent to resistance exercise when interpreting cardiac dimensions pre 

and post intervention.  It is evident that the strength increases demonstrated were not due to 

skeletal muscle hypertrophy as there was no change to body mass or body composition found 

in the current study.  Although muscle fibre area has been found to increase, following only 4 

weeks of resistance training, muscle biopsies were utilised and only isolated muscle training 

was performed in such studies (Mayhew et al., 1995); therefore this is not indicative of global 

skeletal hypertrophy following a full body resistance training programme.  Even with the use of 

modern imaging, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound, muscle 

hypertrophy has not been evident until 8-12 weeks of resistance training (Seynnes et al., 2007).  

Consequently, as predicted by the Moritani and DeVries (1979) model skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy was minimal in the first 6-7 weeks of training with neural adaptations causing  the 

initial  strength increases (Seynnes et al., 2007, Wernbom et al., 2007).  The current study, as 

hypothesised, reinforces this view as there were no increases in relative FFM (p = 0.45) or 

absolute LM (p = 0.87) during the training programme (Table 5.3). 

 

5.4.2 Left Ventricular Structure 

Following the resistance training no index of LV morphology was significantly different from 

baseline (p > 0.05; Table 5.4).  This result suggests that any increase in afterload induced by 

resistance training did not lead to LV wall thickening during such a time frame.  It is possible 

that the magnitude or duration of the pressure loading on the LV was not sufficient to induce 

thickening of the PW and IVS (Haykowsky et al., 1998).  In terms of intensity, it seems unlikely 

that the intensity of the training protocol is insufficient.  The programme utilised in the present 

study was similar in relative intensity to that used by resistance athletes in cross sectional 

studies where increased wall thicknesses have been seen (Swinton et al., 2009).  Additionally, 

while aerobic studies have shown LV dilation within 1 week (Eshani et al., 1978) and 
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morphological changes to occur within 4 weeks (Dart et al., 1992), this indicates that cardiac 

tissue is capable of hypertrophy within the time frame of the present study.  However, 

resistance training studies that have found increases in IVS and PW have all been longer than 6 

weeks in duration (Lusiani et al., 1986, Savig et al., 1986).  Taken together with the present 

study, it indicates that increases in PW and IVS occurred in tandem with skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy as has previously been suggested by Naylor et al. (2008).  

 

Naylor and colleagues (2008) suggested that increased LVM in resistance trained athletes could 

be a normal physiological response to increased FFM.  This is based on previous studies that 

found significant differences in absolute LVM between resistance trained individuals and  

controls, but these changes were eradicated when LVM was indexed to FFM (George et al., 

1998b) or lean body mass (Longhurst et al., 1980).  However, to date, no longitudinal, empirical 

study has investigated the association between LVM and FFM to provide support or dispute for 

this hypothesis.  The results of the current study showed no change in LVM or LV structure.  As 

there was also no change in skeletal muscle mass, as hypothesised due to the 6 week duration 

of the training programme, these results allude to a possible association between body 

composition and LV morphology as referred to by Naylor et al. (Naylor et al., 2008).  

 

It is also possible that the mechanism suggested by Morganroth et al. (1975),  may not 

adequately reflect change in afterload.  Haykowsky and colleagues (2001) observed that systolic 

wall stress was unchanged following submaximal and maximal leg press in healthy males, when 

a brief valsalva was performed.  It was proposed that the brief valsalva manoeuvre increases 

intrathoracic pressure, therefore reducing the transmural pressure gradient (Haykowsky et al., 

2002).  However, LV pressures were not measured directly in the current study due to the 

invasive nature of the protocol.  When systolic blood pressure was used to calculate end 

systolic wall stress at rest there was no significant difference relative to baseline (p = 0.33; 

Table 5.5).  

 

It was evident from the results that the resistance training programme had an effect of arterial 

blood pressure as both resting sBP (p = 0.01, d = 1.19) and dBP (p = 0.029, d = 0.88) were found 
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to be significantly reduced following the 6 week training programme (Figure 5.2).  Decreases in 

sBP of ≈2% and in dBP of ≈4% across all designs and categories of 11 resistance training 

programmes have been highlighted in a comprehensive meta-analysis (Kelley and Kelley, 2000).  

Additionally, there is a correlation between ambulatory daily systolic blood pressure and LVM 

(Gosse et al., 1997), correspondingly any reduction in daily systolic blood pressure will result in 

a reduction in LV size.  The present study found a significant reduction in sBP across the 6 week 

intervention (p = 0.01, d = 1.19; Figure 5.2).  As a result it cannot be ruled out that any 

hypertrophic drive induced by the training stimulus may have been countered by the reduction 

in resting sBP. 

 

5.4.3 Left Ventricular Function 

Although no significant changes were found in LV structure or LVM following 6 weeks of 

resistance training there was evidence of functional adaptation (Table5.5).  The results show a 

significant decrease in peak E wave (p = 0.00, d = 1.94) indicating a reduction early diastolic 

filling; a response to resistance training that was also observed in a previous study (Baggish et 

al., 2008).  However, there was no significant difference in peak A wave or E/A ratio following 6 

weeks of resistance training.  This suggests that the initial weeks of a resistance training 

programme may result in effected diastolic relaxation, yet maintained LV compliance, as early 

diastolic blood flow velocities are significantly reduced without change in IVRT or late filling 

based on E/A ratio.  In the absence of associated changes in IVRT or deceleration time, another 

explanation could be that the reduced filling pressure and venous return may be a consequence 

of the reduced dBP evident in the sample (Figure 5.2), therefore resulting in a lower E wave.    

 

Systolic function measures reported for individuals with athletic heart syndrome have been 

found to be normal irrespective of the sport practiced (Barbier et al., 2006).  The sample in the 

current study also demonstrated normal systolic function, with group mean ejection fraction 

being within the normative range (Lang, 2005) for both the pre and post training time points; it 

also provides reinforcement for there being no significant difference (p > 0.05) in ejection 

fraction following 6 weeks of resistance training (Table 5.5).  The consistency in the systolic TDI 

measurements reinforce there is no effect of 6 weeks of resistance training or systolic function. 
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There was also no effect of six weeks resistance training on E’ (p = 0.70) or A’ (p = 0.27; Table 

5.5) measured by TDI in the current study.  In contrast a recent longitudinal study found both E’ 

and A’ significantly decreased following 90 days of resistance training at a frequency of 3-4 

sessions per week of 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions (Baggish et al., 2008).  This may suggest that if 

the duration of the current study was extended that a reduction in myocardial tissue velocity 

may have been observed.  However, a cross sectional study has previously found no difference 

between experienced strength trained individuals and healthy controls for both early and late 

diastolic tissue velocities measured at the mitral annulus (Vinereanu et al., 2002), reinforcing 

the findings of the current study.  It is possible the disparity in the results is due to Baggish et al. 

(2008) tracking LV adaptations in previously trained individuals from the out of season lesser 

trained state, rather than fully sedentary individuals, as were sampled in the current study and 

Vinereanu et al. (2002).  

  

LV wall thickness may provide an explanation for the differing findings of these studies 

investigating the effect of resistance training on diastolic myocardial velocities at the mitral 

annulus.  The current study found no significant difference between IVSd (p = 0.32) or PWd (p = 

0.83; Table 5.4) at baseline and week 6, likewise, the cross sectional study by Vinereanu et al. 

(Vinereanu et al., 2002) observed no difference between healthy controls and experienced 

resistance trained individuals.  However, Baggish and colleagues (Baggish et al., 2008) found 90 

minutes of resistance training for 12 weeks increased LV wall thickness, which may account for 

the reduced E’ and A’ evident in the sample.  This theory contradicts previous conceptions that 

physiological LV hypertrophy does not affect LV function (Poulsen et al., 2007), however, 

further investigation is required to clarify this possibility. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In the current study, 6 weeks of resistance training did not result in a pattern of LV concentric 

hypertrophy.  If resistance exercise induced elevated BP led to increased LVM, as suggested by 

Morganroth et al. (1975), there would have been an increase in IVSd and/or PWd in the current 

study, but there was not.  These findings provide a foundation for further investigation into the 
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possibility of LV wall thickness increasing in response to increases in FFM (Naylor et al., 2008) 

occurring after the initial 6 weeks of resistance training. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Study 3 

Exercise Specific Left Ventricular Adaptations following 9 Weeks of 

Exercise Training 
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6.0  Study 3:  Exercise Specific Left Ventricular Adaptations following 9 Weeks of Exercise 

Training 

6.1 Introduction 

It has long been established that following exercise training, athletes demonstrate cardiac 

adaptations.  Morganroth and colleagues (1975) found that athletes demonstrated greater LVM 

compared to healthy controls, and that aerobically trained swimmers and runners 

demonstrated different LV structure compared to resistance trained wrestlers.  

 

Morganroth et al. (1975) found the aerobic athletes demonstrated eccentric hypertrophy of the 

LV, in contrast to the concentric hypertrophy demonstrated by the resistance trained athletes.  

The authors suggested the increased LVDd evident in aerobically trained athletes was a result 

of the elevated preload that occurs during aerobic exercise; and the increased wall thickness 

demonstrated by resistance trained athletes was due to intermittent elevation of arterial BP 

when working against a load.   

 

The Morganroth hypothesis (1975) remains the accepted principle in regard to exercise specific 

LV adaptations more than 35 years after its publication. However, the methodologies available, 

at that time, allowed only structural assessment of the LV, but newer echocardiographic 

techniques allow for both structural and functional measurements of the LV, giving a more 

informative assessment of the LV of trained individuals. 

 

As echocardiographic technologies have developed the investigation of the Morganroth 

hypothesis has continued, however a weakness with the literature is the predominance of 

studies that are cross sectional in design (Naylor et al., 2008).  Also, the few longitudinal studies 

that have been performed have been equivocal (Baggish et al., 2008; Lusiani et al., 1986).  It is 

possible this is due to the variation in the exercise stimuli used across the studies and the lack 

of control in design and implementing of training programmes.  For example,  Lusiani et al. 

(1986) investigated sport specific adaptations with participants completing training in 5 

different sports. However, the authors approached sports clubs and  performed 
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echocardiograms on these individuals before they commenced training and after 10-12 weeks.  

This introduces a risk of self selection bias, additionally, the authors had no control over the 

content of the training sessions, therefore it is unlikely the training intensity and volume were 

comparable between the different groups, or the individuals within the groups. 

 

More recently Baggish et al, (2008) used current echocardiographic technologies to further 

investigate sport specific cardiac adaptations to endurance and strength training.  The authors 

performed echocardiographic examinations on members of the collegiate rowing squad and 

American football squad, pre season and 90 days later; again risking self selection bias.  

Although in this study, the training volume pre season and during training were quantified, the 

training stimulus was not defined by the authors, therefore not allowing for a specific cause and 

effect to be established.  Additionally, rowing and American football training may not have 

represented aerobic and resistance exercise training as Baggish et al. (2008) had intended.  

Although the anaerobic contribution to rowing has not be calculated it has been inferred to be 

21-30%, and blood pressure has been reported to increase to near 200 mgHH after the catch 

phase (Secher, 1993).  It is evident that the haemodynamic loading that occurs during rowing 

includes afterload and is not solely an increase in preload, as is associated with pure aerobic 

exercise training.  Similarly, Baggish et al. (2010) catagorised the American football players as 

strength athletes, however, then describes the training as weight training and team training 

sessions which included plyometrics, sprint training and tackling drills; these training sessions 

cannot be considered purely resistance training.  There still remains a lack of data in regard to 

direct comparisons between LV adaptations following purely aerobic exercise training, such as 

running, and purely resistance exercise training such as weightlifting. 

 

To overcome these shortfalls, Spence and colleagues (2011) used CMR to assess LV structure 

and speckle tracking to assess strain and strain rate using echocardiography.  Resistance and 

endurance training programmes were designed, implemented and supervised by the 

investigators.  Although it was stated that the intensity of the aerobic training was based on 

VO2peak and time trial performances,  and the training load for the resistance exercises were 

proportional to 1RM performance, it is not clear if these were reassessed at regular intervals to 
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ensure progression of the training was individualised in the latter stages.  Additionally, the 

training programme, although 6 months in duration, only introduced high loading in the final 

weeks, having spent much time on skill development of the complex lifts chosen.  Therefore the 

current study will provide a controlled, supervised training programme where training intensity 

is relative to MAXOV 2
  and 1 RM performance for aerobic and resistance training, respectively.  

The progression will be assessed every 3 weeks, and training intensities will be increased 

proportionally to ensure training overload.  

 

The study by Spence et al. (2011) used a 6 month training programme to assess the effects of 

exercise stimulus on LV structure and longitudinal strain.  However, measures were only taken 

at baseline, following 6 months of training and then again after 6 weeks of detraining.  

Although this empirical study provided robust results that enabled a cause and effect to be 

established between six months of running or resistance training and LV adaptations, it has not 

provided information of the development of these LV adaptations over time.  

 

To date it has been reported that athletes demonstrate greater LVM and in some cases, 

augmented LV function.  The recent studies by Spence et al. (2011) and Baggish et al. (2008) 

have furthered the knowledge from Morganroth’s work in 1975 using current technologies to 

assess both LV structure and function; also using longitudinal study design to establish a cause 

and effect between the exercise stimuli and the cardiac adaptations.  However, these studies 

did not follow the time course of the physiological events that occurred simultaneously to the 

exercise training.  Therefore, not establishing the process by which exercise specific LV 

adaptations occur. 

 

In the Contemporary Review of the Morganroth Hypothesis by Naylor and colleagues (2008), it 

was highlighted that body composition may influence LVM – that any increase evident in LVM 

following resistance training may be proportional to an increase in skeletal muscle mass.  

Baggish et al. (2008) measured BSA but not body composition measures, and could therefore 

not establish whether cardiac adaptations following either rowing or American football training 

could be attributed to any changes in muscle mass. 
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Spence et al. (2011) did measure body composition in order to investigate this possible 

association between LV concentric hypertrophy and skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  However, 

the resistance training programme was not found to induce skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  It 

could not therefore, be established whether the absence of LV adaptations following the 6 

months resistance training was due to the absence of skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  Without 

establishing this association it may be that LV concentric hypertrophy is a result of elevated BP 

during the performance of resistance exercise, as first postulated by Morganroth (1975).  

Therefore the absence of LV adaptations in the study by Spence et al. (2011) may have been 

due to the insufficient stimulus of the training. 

 

To understand the mechanism by which LV adaptations occur in response to specific exercise 

training the current study will design the aerobic training programme to drive improvements in 

MAXOV 2
  and the resistance training programme to drive skeletal muscle hypertrophy and assess 

any cardiac adaptations at multiple timepoints.   

 

The aim of the current study was to take sedentary individuals through 9 weeks of entirely 

aerobic or entirely resistance based exercise or a combination of both training methods.  An 

additional aim was to track both LV structural and functional adaptations at baseline, 3 weeks, 

6 weeks and 9 weeks as previous  research has suggested early adaptation of the LV (DeMaria 

et al., 1978; (Dart et al., 1992))  
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6.2 Method 

6.2.1 Participants 

Sixty six inactive males volunteered to take part in the study (age 22 ±5 yrs; height 179 ±7 cm; 

body mass 79 ±13 kg), five participants were excluded at baseline for not meeting the inclusion 

criteria (please see section 3.4 in Chapter 3 for inclusion criteria).  The participants were 

assigned to one of the four groups, aerobic (age 20 ±4 yrs; height 180 ±7 cm; body mass 79 ±11 

kg; baseline n = 16, week 9 n = 7 ), resistance (age 19 ±1 yrs; height 179 ±7 cm; body mass 76 

±17 kg; baseline n = 15, week 9 n = 8), combination (age 22 ±5 yrs; height 180 ±8 cm; body mass 

83 ±13 kg; baseline n = 25, week 9 n = 12) or control (age 24 ±5 yrs; height 176 ±4 cm; body 

mass 80 ±12 kg; n = 5).  The control group consisted of 5 male participants, however the control 

group was only recruited to estimate measurement variability.  Attrition was high with 

participants withdrawing due to personal reasons, ill health, injury or excluded due to missing 3 

consecutive training sessions.   

6.2.2 Experimental Design 

A quasi-experimental design was employed, with three intervention groups, aerobic, resistance 

and combination; there was also a control group.  Participants were randomly allocated into 

the exercise groups.  All data collected was at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9 of the 

exercise training programme. 

6.2.3 Training  

The control group did not participate in any of the exercise training.  All participants in the 

training groups, aerobic, resistance and combination, visited the Sport and Exercise Science 

Laboratories to perform exercise training.  In exceptional circumstances participants in the 

aerobic and combination groups performed the continuous run unsupervised, outside of the 

laboratory environment, however were provided with a HR monitor to ensure the requirement 

of the training had been satisfied. 
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Level II qualified gym instructors were present at all exercise training sessions to ensure safety, 

correct technique when performing resistance exercises and that the requirements of the 

training sessions were met.  Volume was matched between the three exercise groups, as all 

groups attended training sessions 3 d.wk-1 in weeks 1 and 2, and increased to 4 d.wk-1 in 

weeks 3 to 9. 

6.2.3.1 Aerobic Training 

The mode of aerobic training was running, this was to minimise the element of resistance that  

may be considered to occur during other modes of exercise.  Exercise intensity for training was 

determined as a percentage of velocity at MAXOV 2
 (v MAXOV 2

 ), from the MAXOV 2
  tests performed 

during testing weeks.  The aerobic training programme combined both continuous runs and 

high intensity interval training (HIT).  The training programme was progressive, with lower 

intensities and shorter durations for the continuous running sessions used in the earlier weeks 

(Pollock et al., 1998). 

 

For the HIT sessions, work intervals were based on previous findings that the most effective 

programme for improve MAXOV 2
  consists of repeated 1-8 minute runs at 90-100% 

v MAXOV 2
 (Billat, 2001).  Short work intervals of 30 s at 105% v MAXOV 2

  were introduced in weeks 

8 and 9 as short intervals with active rest have been found to enable the individual to train at 

MAXOV 2
 for a prolonged duration (Billat et al., 2000) and has been found to improve exercise 

performance (Gibala et al., 2006).  Please see full training programme in Appendix 9. 

6.2.3.2 Resistance Training 

The resistance training programme, in Section 5.2.3 Chapter 5, aimed to increase strength and 

skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  Weeks 7, 8 and 9 repeated the same training programme as 

weeks 3, 4 and 5.   

 

6.2.3.3 Combination Training 

The combination group performed half of the aerobic training sessions and half of the 

resistance training sessions.  Week 1 included two resistance training sessions and one running 
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session, week 2 consisted of two aerobic sessions and one resistance session.  Weeks 3 to 9 

included 2 resistance training sessions; one upper body, one lower body; and two aerobic 

sessions; one continuous run and one HIT session.   Please see full training programme in 

Appendix 10. 

6.2.4 MAXOV 2


 

An incremental treadmill protocol and online gas analysis was used to assess MAXOV 2
 (protocol 

described in Section 3.8, Chapter 3) at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9.  Absolute MAXOV 2
  

and MAXOV 2
  scaled to body mass ( MAXOV 2

 BM) were both reported.  

6.2.5 Predicted 1RM 

Strength was assessed from predicted 1RM scores for bench press and squat exercises at 

baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9.  A direct of 1RM was considered to be unsafe as all 

participants were inexperienced in weightlifting technique, and therefore risked injury.  The 

number of repetitions and load from the best performance of bench press and squat exercises, 

for each participant, at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9 were substituted into the equation 

below to predict 1RM. 

Predicted 1RM = Load (kg) / 1.0278 – (0.0278 x No. of Repititions)) 

(Brzycki, 1993) 

6.2.6 Echocardiography 

LV structure was measured as diameters of IVS, LVD and PW in systole and diastole, from M-

mode images.  LV function was assessed by transmitral Doppler, TDI, LV volumes and EF, and 

longitudinal peak strain from the apical 4 chamber view. All echocardiographic images, 

measurement and analysis were performed as described in Section 3.9, Chapter 3.   

6.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

The alpha level for all statistical tests was set to p < 0.05.  All assumptions of parametric tests 

were checked, following analysis of Q-Q plots normality was assumed (Appendices 18, 20 and 

21).   
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A one way between groups ANOVA tested for significant differences between the groups for 

each variable at baseline.  If an F statistic was found to be significant a bonferroni post hoc test 

was used to compare the group means. 

 

Paired samples T-tests were performed to test for differences in the means between baseline 

and week 9 and were reported for all of the variables; Cohen’s d was used to estimate effect 

size.  Where significance was found between baseline and week 9  the comparison of means  

between all the time points, baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9, using a within groups one 

way ANOVA and bonferroni post-hoc were also reported, as this has been suggested to be the 

most powerful post-hoc analysis when the number of comparisons are small (Field, 2005).   

 

Within groups one way ANOVAs and bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to compare the 

means of the groups over the 4 time points to establish the effect of each form of exercise 

training.  Only significant results were reported.  If the assumption of sphericity was violated 

the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used (Field, 2005). 
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6.3 Results 

No differences were found between groups for any of the variables at baseline, except for basal 

peak strain.  A bonferroni post-hoc test found the resistance group to be significantly different 

to both the control group and the combination group (p < 0.05). 

6.3.1 Time Course of Physiological Adaptations 

Heart rate (Figure 6.1) was found to be significantly reduced following 9 weeks of exercise 

training in the aerobic (t (7) = 2.405, p = 0.047, d = 0.85) and resistance (t (6) = 3.728, p = 0.010, 

d = 1.41) groups.  However, when assessed over time no significant differences were found 

between the other time points for either group (aerobic, F (3, 12) = 5.864, p = 0.011, ηp
2

 

 = 

0.594; resistance, F (3, 15) = 0.699, p = 0.567). 

A significant difference was found between the aerobic and control groups for absolute 

decrease (F ( 3, 29) = 4.760, p < 0.01) and percentage decrease (F (3, 29) = 4.982, p < 0.01) in HR 

following 9 weeks of exercise training. 
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Figure 6.1 Heart Rate measured at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 4.  *significantly different to 
baseline, p < 0.05. 
 

Relative MAXOV 2
  was found to be significantly different between the time points for both the 

aerobic (F (2, 14) = 17.516, p < 0.025, ηp
2 = 0.714) and the combination (F (2, 14) = 6.212, p = 

0.012, ηp
2

MAXOV 2
 = 0.470) groups (Figure 6.2).  A bonferroni post-hoc test also found Absolute  

at Weeks 3 and 9 to be significantly different to baseline for the aerobic group (F (2, 14) = 

   * 
    * 
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14.675, p < 0.05, ηp
2

MAXOV 2


 = 0.677).  Although a paired t-test found the combination group to have 

significantly increased Absolute  in week 9 compared to baseline (t (8) = -3.503, p = 

0.008, d = -1.17), the within groups ANOVA found there to be no significant differences 

between the time points (F (3, 15) = 2.254, p = 0.124). 
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Figure 6.2 MAXOV 2

 BM measured at baseline, week 3 and week 9.  *significantly different to baseline, p < 

0.05. 
 

One repetition maximum bench press performance was found to significantly increase  

following 9 weeks of exercise training in both the resistance group (t (5) = -5.217, p = 0.003, d = 

-2.13) and the combination group (t (6) = -2.980, p = 0.025, d = -1.13; Table 6.3).  A bonferroni 

post-hoc analysis found that 1RM bench press performance at weeks 3, 6 and 9 were all 

significantly different to baseline (F (3, 15) = 14.980, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.750).  There were no 

significant differences in 1RM bench press performance found between any of the other time 

points, only between baseline and week 9 (F (3, 18) = 4.340, p = 0.018, ηp
2

 

 = 0.420; Figure 6.3). 

   *    *  * 
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Figure 6.3 Predicted one repetition maximum performance for bench press at baseline, week 3, week 6 and 
week 9 in the resistance and combination groups. *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05. 
 

Both the resistance and combination groups demonstrated a significant increase in parallel 

squat 1RM performance following the 9 week training programme  (resistance, t (5) = -3.411, p 

= 0.019, d = -1.39; combination t (6) = -4.033), p = 0.007, d = -1.52).   The resistance group also 

demonstrated significant increases in parallel squat 1RM performance at weeks 3 and 6 

compared to baseline, as well as a significant difference between weeks 3 and 6 (F (1.766, 

7.066) = 7.395, p = 0.20,  ηp
2 = 0.649).  The combination group demonstrated significant 

increases in parallel squat between all the time points except from week 6 to week 9 (F (1.529, 

7.643) = 9.579, p = 0.011, ηp
2

 

 = 0.657; Figure 6.4). 

  *   *    *   * 
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Figure 6.4 Predicted one repetition maximum performance for parallel squat at baseline, week 3, week 6 
and week 9 in the resistance and combination groups.  *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05; †significantly 
different to week 3, p < 0.05. 
 

  *     *     * 

 *     *     * 
        †     †  
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Table 6.1 Physiological variables pre and post 9 weeks of exercise training for each group. 
 Control Aerobic Resistance Combination 

 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 

HR (bpm) 61 ±9 72 ±11 72 ±15 59 ±10* 68 ±5 64 ±5* 66 ±6 62 ±9 

sBP (mmHg) 126 ±5 128 ±4 127 ±8 127 ±10 132 ±7 128 ±6 126 ±11 123 ±11 

dBP (mmHg) 72 ±8 73 ±5 78 ±7 73 ±3 74 ±8 73 ±9 72 ±12 70 ±5 

Relative 

MAXOV 2
  

(ml.kg.min-1

47 ±3 

) 

48 ±3 52 ±3 58 ±3** 50 ±9 52 ±8 53 ±3 56 ±5** 

Absolute 

MAXOV 2
  

(L.min-1

3.80 ±0.52 

) 

3.84 ±0.51 3.92 ±0.58 4.39 ±0.39* 4.23 ±0.65 4.42 ±0.71 4.33 ±0.47 4.65 ±0.44** 

Parallel Squat 

1RM (kg) 

- - - - 102 ±14 124 ±7 97 ±16 144 ±25 

Bench Press 

1RM (kg) 

- - - - 73 ±14 84 ±14 70 ±13  84 ±11 

Body Mass (kg) 80 ±12 80 ±12 76 ±9 76 ±8 87 ±17 87 ±17 84 ±11 85 ±11 

FFM (%) 77 ±12 79 ±11 81 ±6 82 ±4 78 ±8 78 ±8 79 ±7 81 ±6 

LM (kg) 58 ±6 59 ±8 61 ±6 61 ±7 67 ±8 63 ±11 66 ±7 68 ±7 

Mean ±SD; *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05; **significantly different to baseline, p < 0.025.  HR – Heart Rate; sBP – Systolic Blood Pressure; dBP – Diastolic 
Blood Pressure; 1RM – One Repitition Maximum; FFM – Fat Free Mass; LM – Lean Body Mass.   
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6.3.2 Time Course of Structural Adaptations 

Table 6.2 shows the resistance group had a significant reduction in LVDd from following 9 

weeks of resistance training (t (6) = 3.405, p = 0.014, d = 1.29).  However no change over the 4 

time points was found (F (3, 18) = 2.448, p = 0.096). 

 

The combination group showed a significant increase in PWd from baseline to week 9 (t (12) = -

2.775, p = 0.017, d = -0.76; Table 6.2).  The assessment of PWd over the time course also 

showed significant differences between week 3 and the subsequent weeks (F (3, 24) = 3.451, p 

= 0.032, ηp
2

 

 = 0.301; Figure 6.5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Posterior wall thickness measured at end diastole (PWd) for all groups, at baseline, week 3, week 
6 and week 9. *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05; †significantly different to week 3, p < 0.05. 
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Table 6.2 Left ventricular structural and structurally derived measurements pre and post 9 weeks of exercise training in all of the 
groups. 
 Control Aerobic Resistance Combination 
 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 
IVSd (cm) 1.10 ±0.17 1.11 ±0.15 1.06 ±0.23 1.03 ±0.09 1.09 ±0.09 1.13 ±0.03 1.06 ±0.17 1.01 ±0.14 
LVDd (cm) 4.68 ±0.33 4.63 ±0.46 5.06 ±0.28 5.15 ±0.39 5.24 ±0.29 5.02 ±0.38* 5.14 ±0.49 5.01 ±0.20 
PWd (cm) 1.04 ±0.15 1.04 ±0.14 0.98 ±0.25 1.02 ±0.10 1.02 ±0.13 1.09 ±0.11 1.01 ±0.14 1.09 ±0.17* 
IVSs (cm) 1.47 ±0.16 1.43 ±0.19 1.52 ±0.21 1.48 ±0.22 1.51 ±0.17 1.36 ±0.17 1.45 ±0.21 1.41 ±0.19 
LVDs (cm) 3.33 ±0.85 3.31 ±0.84 3.30 ±0.39 3.52 ±0.27 3.48 ±0.26 3.83 ±0.57 3.54 ±0.53 3.41 ±0.27 
PWs (cm) 1.53 ±0.25 1.50 ±0.25 1.50 ±0.34 1.49 ±0.19 1.59 ±0.19 1.56 ±0.20 1.50 ±0.19 1.63 ±0.28 
LVM (g) 211 ±59 210 ±60 228 ±72 233 ±51 252 ±40 250 ±31 240 ±47 236 ±49 
LVM/BM  
(g.Kg-1

2.81 ±0.47 
) 

2.79 ±0.46 2.97 ±0.89 3.03 ±0.62 2.93 ±0.36 3.76 ±0.39 2.88 ±0.47 2.75 ±0.28 

LVM/FFM 
(g.Kg-1

3.82 ±1.06 
) 

3.74 ±1.04 3.63 ±1.00 3.70 ±0.67 2.93 ±0.39 4.14 ±1.22 3.68 ±0.64 3.45 ±0.52 

h/R 0.44 ±0.07 0.45 ±0.07 0.39 ±0.11 0.40 ±0.04 0.39 ±0.05 0.44 ±0.06 0.39 ±0.07 0.44 ±0.06* 
EDV (ml) 101 ±15 106 ±7 121 ±24 107 ±23 127 ±25 120 ±23 122 ±24 123 ±19 
ESV (ml) 37 ±8 35 ±9 50 ±10 46 ±7 50 ±14 46 ±13 54 ±12 48 ±11 
EF (%) 64 ±6 67 ±7 58 ±4 60 ±5 61 ±5 61 ±4 58 ±4 60 ±3 
LA (cm) 3.79 ±0.21 3.72 ±0.26 3.96 ±0.59 4.00 ±0.63 3.83 ±0.46 3.75 ±0.52 3.97 ±0.47 3.93 ±0.47 
LVWallStress 
(k.dynes) 

143 ±20 148 ±12 140 ±27 144 ±12 140 ±14 148 ±23 141 ±30 123 ±13 

Mean ±SD; *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05; **significantly different to baseline, p < 0.025.  IVS – Interventricular Septal Wall; LVD – Left Ventricular 
Dimension; PW – Posterior Wall; LVM – Left Ventricular Mass; BM – Body Mass; FFM – Fat Free Mass; h/R – Relative Wall Thickness; LA – Left Atria Dimension; EDV – 
End Diastolic Volume; ESV – End Systolic Volume; IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time; EF – Ejection Fraction; d – Diastole; s – Systole. 
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Table 6.2 shows the combination group demonstrated a significant increase in relative wall 

thickness from baseline to week 9 (t (11) = -3.670, p = 0.004, d = -1.06), however, when 

assessed across all 4 time points a significant difference was found (F (3, 21) = 3.414, p = 0.036,  

ηp
2 = 0.328) but the post hoc analysis did not report between which weeks.  However, the 

resistance group was found to have a significantly increased relative wall thickness from weeks 

6 to 9 (F (3, 18) = 4.136, p = 0.021, ηp
2

 

 = 0.408; Figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6.6 Relative wall thickness measured at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9.  **significantly 
different to baseline, p < 0.025; ‡significantly different to week 6, p < 0.05. 
 

6.3.3 Time Course of Systolic Functional Adaptations 

The combination group were found to have significant increase in EF from baseline to week 3, 

followed by a significant decrease from week 3 to week 6 (F (3, 21) = 4.931, p = 0.01, ηp
2 = 

0.413). 

 ‡ 
  ** 
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Table 6.3 Transmitral Doppler and TDI functional measurements pre and post 9 weeks of exercise training in all of the groups. 
 Control Aerobic Resistance Combination 

 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 

E wave  

(cm.s-1

0.75 ±0.07 

) 

0.73 ±0.08 0.85 ±0.16 0.85 ±0.15 0.95 ±0.17 0.87 ±0.18 0.77 ±0.11 0.76 ±0.13 

A wave  

(cm.s-1

0.35 ±0.04 

) 

0.35 ±0.04 0.40 ±0.05 0.31 ±0.07* 0.40 ±0.04 0.34 ±0.09 0.40 ±0.07 0.32 ±0.07* 

E/A ratio 2.17 ±0.24 2.12 ±0.34 2.15 ±0.33 2.87 ±0.51** 2.40 ±0.34 2.68 ±0.71 2.03 ±0.53 2.49 ±0.58** 

Deceleration 

Time (ms) 

172 ±20 167 ±24 162 ±33 161 ±31 172 ±19 150 ±29 177 ±33 165 ±27 

IVRT (ms) 46 ±28 48 ±26 50 ±13 42 ±16 40 ±25 50 ±9 50 ±19 59 ±20 

S (cm.s-1 0.10 ±0.01 ) 0.11 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.01 

E’ (cm.s-1 0.15 ±0.03 ) 0.15 ±0.02 0.17 ±0.03 0.17 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.02 0.15 ±0.03 0.16 ±0.01 0.16 ±0.02 

A’ (cm.s-1 0.08 ±0.01 ) 0.08 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.01 0.09 ±0.04 0.07 ±0.01 

E’/A’ 1.94 ±0.38 1.85 ±0.38 2.73 ±0.52 2.85 ±0.64 2.02 ±0.55 2.87 ±0.29* 2.05 ±0.57 2.53 ±0.51 

E/E’ 5.20 ±0.79 5.07 ±0.96 4.96 ±1.00 5.05 ±0.93 5.98 ±0.75 5.57 ±1.67 5.06 ±0.86 4.60 ±0.87 

Mean ±SD; *significantly different to baseline, p < 0.05; **significantly different to baseline, p < 0.025.  IVRT – Isovolumic Relaxation Time.
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6.3.4 Time Course of Diastolic Functional Adaptations 

The aerobic group was found to demonstrate a significant decreases in A wave from baseline 

to week 9 (t (7) = 2.447, p = 0.44, d = 0.87).  A significant difference was also found between 

baseline and week 3 (F (2, 14) = 5.796, p = 0.015, ηp
2 

 

= 0.407; Figure 6.7).  Week 6 was omitted 

from this ANOVA due to missing data points.   

A wave was also found to significantly decrease in the combination group from baseline to 

week 9 (t (12) = 3.018, p = 0.011, d = 0.84); this was further reinforced by a bonferroni post-

hoc finding a significant difference between these two time points (F (3, 27) = 6.173, p = 0.002, 

ηp
2 
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Figure 6.7 Peak A wave velocity measured at baseline, week 3, week 6 and week 9.  *significantly different 
to baseline, p < 0.05. 
 

E/A ratio was found to significantly increase from baseline to week 9 in both the aerobic group 

(t (7) = -3.662, p = 0.008, d = -1.29) and the combination group (t (12) = -2.587, p = 0.04, d = -

0.72; Table 6.3).  No differences were found between any of the other time points for either 

group (aerobic, F (3, 9) = 2.335, p = 0.140; combination, F (2.011, 18.098) = 3.037, p = 0.073). 

 

No significant effect of time was found between the means for S (Table 6.3),  but a significant 

difference was found in between the absolute and percentage increase in S in the control 

*   *   * 
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group and the absolute and percentage decrease in the resistance group (absolute change, F 

(3, 26) = 4.008, p = 0.018); percentage change, F (3, 26) = 4.251, p = 0.014). 

 

6.3.5 Peak Strain Adaptations 

Table 6.4 Peak strain measured at the basal level, mid level and apical level of the left 
ventricle, and global left ventricular peak strain. 
 Aerobic Resistance Combination 

 0 9 0 9 0 9 

Basal Level Peak Strain (%) -16 ±5 -18 ±3 -12 ±4 -12 ±5 -18 ±3 -19 ±1 

Mid Level Peak Strain (%) -17 ±4 -19 ±2 -16 ±2 -17 ±2 -19 ±2 -19 ±2 

Apical Level Peak Strain (%) -15 ±7 -17 ±4 -16 ±5 -16 ±6 -20 ±5 -19 ±3 

LV Peak Strain (%) -16 ±3 -18 ±3* -15 ±2 -15 ±1 -19 ±3 -20 ±1 

 

LV Peak Strain was found to be significantly different at post 9 weeks of aerobic exercise 

training (t (4) = 4.421, p = 0.012, d = 1.98; Table 6.4). 
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6.4 Discussion 

The main findings of the current study were that there was no LV structural adaptation 

following 9 weeks of aerobic training (Table 6.2), but diastolic function was found to adapt, as 

A wave significantly decreased (p = 0.44, d = 0.87; Figure 6.7), E/A ratio significantly increased 

(p = 0.008, d = -1.29; Table 6.3) and there was also an increase in the magnitude of LV peak 

strain (p = 0.012, d = 1.98; Table 6.4).  In contrast the resistance group showed no adaptation 

to LV function from baseline to week 9 (Table 6.3), but did demonstrate a decrease in LVDd (p 

= 0.014, d = 1.29; Table 6.2) and an increase in relative wall thickness (p = 0.021, ηp
2

6.4.1 Time course of Physiological Adaptations 

 = 0.408; 

Figure 6.6). This indicates that the resistance training caused remodelling rather than 

concentric hypertrophy as there was not a concomitant increase in LVM (Table 6.2).  Likewise, 

the combination group also demonstrated evidence of remodelling with an increased relative 

wall thickness (p = 0.004, d = -1.06; Figure 6.6), and also demonstrated functional changes with 

a significant decrease in A wave (p = 0.011, d = 0.84; Figure 6.7), similar to that seen in the 

aerobic group.   

The aerobic training programme was successful as both the aerobic and combination groups 

demonstrated significant increases in relative (aerobic, p < 0.025, ηp
2 = 0.714; combination, p 

= 0.012, ηp
2

MAXOV 2
 = 0.470) and absolute (aerobic, p < 0.05, ηp

2

MAXOV 2


 = 0.677; combination, p = 

0.008, d = -1.17; Figure 6.2).  The increase in relative  occurred more rapidly in the 

aerobic group, than the combination group, as a significant increase was evident at week 3, 

but the combination group did not demonstrate an increase until week 9.  This result was 

anticipated as the aerobic group performed double the volume of running training than the 

combination group.   

 

The resistance training programme was also deemed successful  with the resistance group 

showing significant increases in both bench press (p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.750) and parallel squat (p 

= 0.20,  ηp
2 = 0.649)predicted 1RM at week 3 and maintaining these increases to week 9 

(Figures 6.3 and 6.4).  The combination group also demonstrated significant increases in bench 
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press (p = 0.025, d = -1.13; Table 6.3) and parallel squat  (p < 0.001, ηp
2

 

 = 0.750) predicted 

1RM.   

None of the training programmes induced changes to body mass or body composition (Table 

6.1).  It was anticipated that the resistance training group would demonstrate skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy between weeks 6 and 9 as previous studies have found increases in muscle fibre 

cross sectional area (CSA) and whole muscle CSA following 8 weeks of resistance training 

(Shepstone et al., 2005).  However, it may be the assessment of increased muscle mass was 

more sensitive than air displacement plethysmography used in the current study.  It may be 

that no increase in FFM or LM was evident in the resistance group due to the recruitment of 

completely novice weight lifters, with no experience.  This may have lead to the load being 

lifted not being sufficient enough to induce skeletal muscle hypertrophy in the 9 week time 

frame.   

 

6.4.2 Time Course of Structural Adaptations 

Structural changes were evident in the resistance group, as relative wall thickness was found 

to significantly increase from week 6 to week 9 of the resistance training programme (p = 

0.021, ηp
2

 

 = 0.408; Figure 6.6).  However, this increase in relative wall thickness was influenced 

by a significantly lower LVDd at week 9 compared to baseline (p = 0.014, d = 1.29; Table 6.2).  

Although increased relative wall thickness is indicative of concentric hypertrophy it is not the 

pattern that Morganroth et al. (1975) associated with resistance athletes, with increased LV 

wall thickness, and maintained LVDd.   

Similarly the combination group demonstrated a significant increase in relative wall thickness 

from baseline to week 9 (p = 0.004, d = -1.06; Table 6.2), as well as a significant increase in 

PWd (p = 0.032, ηp
2 = 0.301; Figure 6.5).  The increased PWd was found to be significantly  

greater at week 6 compared to week 3, and remained at this increased thickness at week 9.  

This suggests that the increase in wall thickness was progressive following 3-6 weeks of 
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combined aerobic and resistance exercise training, but it is not until 6-9 weeks that it has 

increased sufficiently to influence relative wall thickness.   

 

The magnitude of increase in relative wall thickness was similar in both the resistance (0.39 

±0.05 increasing to 0.44 ±0.06)  and combination groups (0.39 ±0.07 increasing to 0.44 ±0.06; 

Table 6.2), and although the increase seen in the resistance group may be attributed to the 

decrease in LVDd and the increase in the combination group, attributed to the increase in 

PWd, morphological adaptation was similar in both groups.  The combination group also 

showed a non significant trend of a reduction in LVDd, and at week 9 the group mean value 

was equal to that of the resistance group (5.01 ±0.20 vs. 5.02 ±0.38 mm; Table 6.2).  However, 

LVDd was smaller in the combination group than the resistance group (5.14 ±0.49 vs. 5.24 

±0.29) at baseline.  Similarly, the significant increase in PWd in the combination group and the 

non significant trend for increased PWd in the resistance group resulted in equal 

measurements in week 9 (1.09 ±0.17 vs. 1.09 ±0.11; Table 6.2), but the baseline PWd 

measurement in the combination group was smaller than that of the resistance group (1.01 

±0.14 vs. 1.02 ±0.13; Table 6.2).  This suggests that cardiac morphology adapts to resistance 

training irrespective of the volume of training.  The equal increase in relative wall thickness 

between the resistance and combination groups following the 9 week training period suggests 

that LV morphology adapts proportionally to a physiological response caused by the training.  

Further reinforcement for this  proposal comes from Baggish et al. (2008) which reported 

relative wall thickness to increase from 0.38 ±0.03 to 0.44 ±0.04 following 90 days of American 

football training.  This suggests LV morphology adapts to result in the same relative wall 

thickness measurement following short term resistance training, irrespective of the volume of 

training. 

 

Neither the resistance or combination groups demonstrated increases in LVM (Table 6.2) 

suggestive of cardiac remodelling of existing tissue possibly to normalise wall stress rather 

than hypertrophy per se.  In contrast Baggish et al. (2008)  found no change in LVDd/BSA but 

increases in IVSd/BSA, PWd/BSA which lead to increases in LVM/BSA.  However, LV 

morphology adapted to result in the same relative wall thickness as the current study, which 
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may suggest that LV structural adaptations occur in response to increased wall stress during 

resistance training as suggested by Morganroth et al. (1975) and LVM only increases if 

required to, in order to allow relative wall thickness to normalise for the increased wall stress, 

based on the law  of LePlace (Grossman et al. 1975).  

 

However, this does not explain how Morganroth et al. (1975) found increased LVM in highly 

trained shot putters and wrestlers.  It may, therefore, also be that this cardiac remodelling is 

an early transient adaptation, that would be missed in cross sectional studies which only 

assess LV structure in the untrained and the highly trained.  It is possible that remodelling of 

existing cardiac mass has to occur before traditional hypertrophy will proceed.  As resistance 

training continues, as with the Baggish et al. (2008) LV hypertrophy develops.  However in the 

absence of body composition measures in the Baggish study and no change to body 

composition in the current study it is not possible to establish if any further hypertrophy is 

caused by continued exposure to elevated wall stress or due to skeletal muscle hypertrophy. 

 

These results provide limited support for the Morganroth hypothesis (1975) in that , while 

there was no hypertrophy (in the traditional interpretation of Morganroth), there does appear 

to be exercise specific remodelling of existing cardiac tissue.  However, there is also limited 

support for the mechanism recently suggested by Naylor et al. (2008) that increased LVM is 

associated with increases in FFM; in this model, no change in FFM should result in no change 

in LVM, which is also consistent with the data in this study.  In contrast to proposal of Naylor 

et al. (2008) a proportionate association between FFM and LVM was not evident when 

assessed using CMR by Spence et al. (2011) despite significant increases in body mass of 1.6 kg 

and lean body mass.  Spence and colleagues (2011) suggested that the disparity between the 

results reported and previous research was due to the control versus athlete comparison 

exaggerating the impact of training on LV structure.  However, Baggish et al. (2008) found 

significant increases in IVSd, PWd and relative wall thickness after 90 days of strength training.  

The current study also demonstrated remodelling within 9 weeks of resistance training.  This 

suggests an alternative explanation for Spence et al. (2011) that the absence of LV structural 
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adaptation in the CMR study was due to the training stimulus providing an insufficient 

elevation in afterload.  

 

The aerobic group did not demonstrate any LV structural adaptations following the 9 weeks of 

running training (Table 6.2).  However, both Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that any possible change 

in PWd or relative wall thickness of the aerobic group may have been absorbed by the large 

standard deviations at baseline.  Yet, the combination group did demonstrate increased PWd 

and relative wall thickness measurements,.  Therefore, structural adaptations were found to 

occur earlier in the combination group than in the aerobic group, a notion previously 

suggested by Colan (1997).  In addition, the increase in PWd in the combination group 

occurred prior to changes in MAXOV 2
 .  This may be considered to be associated with the 

possibility that pressure loading causes LV hypertrophy to a greater extent than volume 

loading (Grossman et al., 1975). 

6.4.3 Time Course of Functional Adaptations 

Both the aerobic and combination groups showed that the decrease in A wave  (aerobic, p = 

0.44, d = 0.87; combination, p = 0.002, ηp
2 

MAXOV 2


= 0.407; Table 6.3) followed the same time course 

as the increase in relative  (Table 6.1).  Previous studies have also found A wave to 

decrease following aerobic exercise training with concurrent increases in MAXOV 2
  (Sadaniantz 

et al., 1996, Andersen et al., 2010).  Andersen et al. (2010) found A wave to decrease following 

16 weeks of both football training and running training in females, both training groups also 

demonstrated increases in relative MAXOV 2
 .  One year of endurance exercise performed 4 

d.wk-1 also reduced A wave significantly (Sadaniantz et al., 1996).  However, the authors 

suggested that the decrease found in HR following the year of training may be responsible for 

the decrease in A wave, as it has previously been stated that HR has a direct effect on A wave 

(Colan, 1997).  This proposal could also be considered to apply to the study by Andersen et al. 

(2010), as HR was found to decrease in both the football and running training groups; this 

confounds the results as HR has been reported to positively correlate to late diastolic mitral 

flow velocity (A; Harrison et al. 1991). 
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The results of the current study did show HR in the aerobic group to be significantly lower at 

week 9, compared to baseline.  However, the reduction in A wave and increase in relative 

MAXOV 2
  were evident at week 3 (Figure 6.7).  Further to this the combination group did not 

have a significant reduction in HR from baseline to week 9, despite an associated increase in 

E/A at week 9.  It is likely therefore, that these results suggest improved LV compliance and 

augmented diastolic function rather than HR dependent changes.   

 

This improved LV compliance and diastolic function is in line with previous literature (Ehsani et 

al., 1978; Warburton et al., 2002; Holmes, 2004; Rowland, 2008).  Knowing that central blood 

volume increases during the performance of heavy, aerobic leg exercise Braunwald and Kelly 

(1959), the repetitive exposure to this increased preload causes increased SV during exercise; 

initially an increased SVmax with maintained EDV (Holmes, 2004). Further to this, the aerobic 

exercise training leads to increased plasma volume at rest, this increased plasma volume 

causes greater preload not only during exercise but continuously during the initial weeks of an 

aerobic exercise training programme.  LV diastolic function adapts in response to this 

increased resting preload, resulting in an increased  SVmax

MAXOV 2


, prior to any change in HR,  and 

therefore an increased .  Then increased contractility further improves SV before any 

structural adaptations occur (Rowland, 2008).   

 

The significant increase in the magnitude of LV peak strain (Table 6.1) found in the aerobic 

group in week 9 further supports this time course of LV functional adaptation and improved 

MAXOV 2
  following aerobic exercise training; suggesting that, in the absence of increases in 

LVDd or EF, increases in MAXOV 2
  maybe associated with increases in strain.  This finding is of 

particular interest when considered with the findings of Chapter 4, that basal peak strain was 

found to be significantly correlated with MAXOV 2
  in sedentary individuals, and in this study the 

aerobic group represents sedentary individuals undergoing training.  These findings suggest 

that the initial LV response to elevated preload is increased deformation, and therefore 

contraction. 
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Findings of the current study following  9 weeks of aerobic exercise training increases aerobic 

capacity in the absence of LV hypertrophy of remodelling.  Yet, if the aerobic training was 

continued beyond 9 weeks, LV adaptations may have been found to occur in line with previous 

longitudinal studies (Baggish et al., 2008), with an anticipated increase in resting EDV.  

 

The results of the current study would also suggest that when matched for training volume, 

combination training induces the greatest LV adaptations in contrast to aerobic and resistance 

training discretely.   For example, the combined group demonstrated maintained LVDd, in 

common with the aerobically trained group.  However, they also demonstrated changes in 

relative wall thickness, in common with the resistance trained group.  These adaptations 

occurred at a slower rate than in the discrete training groups. 

6.4.4 Adaptations and The Morganroth Hypothesis 

It is not possible to discuss the LV adaptations of the combination group in terms of possible 

agreement or contradiction to the Morganroth hypothesis (1975) as there is currently no 

literature published on the combination of the discrete elements of aerobic and resistance 

training.  Although, it has been argued that some sports such as rowing, in the case of Baggish 

et al. (2008), include both aerobic and resistive elements , and should therefore not be defined 

as purely endurance. 

 

The possible association between LV hypertrophy and lean body mass has recently been 

investigated following the mixed training of British Army basic training (Batterham et al., 

2011).  After 10 weeks of this combined aerobic and resistance training programme the 

absolute increase in LVM was greater than that of lean body mass, and it was concluded by 

the authors that the rate of change in LVM was faster than LM.   This would explain the 

current findings in the combination group that found increased PWd (p = 0.017, d = -0.76; 

Table 6.2) and relative wall thickness (p = 0.036,  ηp
2 = 0.328; Figure 6.6), with no change in 

body composition.  If, as the current study and the study by Batterham et al. (2011) suggest, 

the effects of combination training are additive, this would explain the increases seen in the 
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rowing group from the study by Baggish et al. (2008).  It may be that eccentric hypertrophy, 

originally defined as increased cavity dimension with secondary wall thickening (Morganroth 

et al., 1975) is accelerated when exercise induces both afterload and preload.   

 

The aerobic group in the current study did not support the Morganroth hypothesis (1975) in 

regard to aerobic exercise training causing eccentric hypertrophy of the LV, although in the 

aerobic group there was maintained LVDd in contrast to the resistance group.  Similarly, 

Spence et al. (2011) did not report any significant differences pre and post 6 months of aerobic 

training for LVDd or EDV.  Taken together, the current study and Spence et al. (2011) suggest 

that increases in MAXOV 2
  can occur without any increase in LVDd or EDV.  LVM was found to 

increase significantly in the study by Spence et al. (2011).  However, it is anticipated this was 

due to the increase in IVSd evident following the 6 months of aerobic exercise training.  If 

MAXOV 2
  does increase prior to increases in cavity size it provides yet further reinforcement for 

the differences in the contribution of the different cardiac variables to MAXOV 2
  at different 

training statuses.  Initial improvements being attributed to augmented diastolic function, as 

evident in the current study with the significant decreases in A wave in the aerobic (p = 0.44, d 

= 0.87; Figure 6.7) and combination groups (p = 0.011, d = 0.84) and resulting increases in E/A 

(p = 0.008, d = -1.29; p = 0.04, d = -0.72; Table 6.3).   

6.4.5 Conclusions 

Previous research investigating the effects of short term exercise training on LV structure and 

function has been unable to provide clear cause and effect due to the exercise training not 

being purely aerobic or resistance (Baggish et al., 2008) or not providing a training that induces 

sufficient haemodynamic stimulus to induce LV adaptations (Spence et al., 2011).   

 

The current study has established that 9 weeks of entirely resistance training causes LV 

remodelling that may normalise wall stress, but fall short of LV hypertrophy.  Nine weeks of 

pure aerobic training causes functional changes but not structural changes, and 9 weeks of 

combination training causes both structural and functional adaptations to the LV.  These 
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findings provide further insight into the timecourse of LV adaptations, particularly in regard to 

highlighting the possible additive effects of combination training, allowing greater 

understanding of the results of previous literature that has implemented training that may be 

considered  to combine both aerobic and resistive elements. 

 

Additionally, there is limited support for the exercise specific adaptations as suggested by 

Morganroth et al. (1975), but not the hypertrophy that is suggested.  Conversely, in the 

aerobic there is no real support for Morganroth.  Finally, there is further evidence that small 

changes in MAXOV 2
  during the initial weeks of aerobic training may be associated with changes 

in strain. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Summary of Findings 
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7.0  Summary of Findings 

7.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of the thesis was to investigate the short term (6-9 weeks) effects of 

exercise training on LV structure and function, and in by using current echocardiographic 

techniques to determine whether the LV undergoes exercise specific LV adaptations.  Study 1 

investigated associations between LV parameters and MAXOV 2
  to establish the degree to 

which LV adaptation was related to aerobic fitness.  Study 2 investigated the effect of 

resistance exercise on the LV using a 6 week resistance training programme to eliminate the 

possible confounding skeletal muscle hypertrophy.  Study 3 compared differences in the rate 

of adaptation of the LV generated by 9 weeks of aerobic, resistance or combination training, to 

establish whether LV adaptations are exercise specific. 

 

7.2 Summary of Findings 

7.2.1 Study 1 - Left Ventricular Determinants of MAXOV 2


 

The purpose of study 1 was to answer the research question:  If aerobic exercise training 

induces LV adaptations in parallel with improvements in MAXOV 2
 , which cardiac variables best 

predict MAXOV 2
 ? 

 

Hypothesis 1 - Accepted 

There will be a significant relationship between MAXOV 2
  and echocardiographic variables. 

 

Hypothesis 2 - Accepted 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by measures of contractility in the sedentary individuals. 

 

Hypothesis 3 - Accepted 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by structural measures associated with greater LV cavity size. 
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This cross sectional study assessed simple correlations between LV measurements and 

measures of  MAXOV 2
  (absolute and scaled to BM and FFM) in male volunteers.  Regression 

analysis was then used to find which LV parameters best predicted MAXOV 2
 .  Cardiac variables 

predicted between 47% - 79% of the variance of MAXOV 2
  in the total sample (TS) the highly 

trained cyclists and in the low fitness participants.   

 

Previous studies  (La Gerche et al., 2011; Steding et al., 2010) had recruited a range of fitness 

levels, to assess the possible associations across a large distribution of MAXOV 2
 , but had not 

then differentiated between trained and untrained.  The limitation of this is that it assumes 

that the interplay between MAXOV 2
  and cardiac structure and function is fixed over a wide 

range of aerobic capacities. By using distinct groups within the whole sample, study 1 

attempted to determine the validity of that assumption.  The data demonstrated that LV 

morpohology had a greater influence on MAXOV 2
  in cyclists than either the total sample or the 

sedentary groups which, in contrast, showed functional measures to have the strongest 

influence on MAXOV 2
 , this suggests that training induced physiological LV structural 

adaptations enhance aerobic fitness. 

 

The sedentary group showed the strongest determinant of aerobic capacity to be basal peak 

strain, with significant correlations found with both MAXOV 2
 BM (r = -0.996, p < 0.05) and 

MAXOV 2
 FFM (r = -0.997, p < 0.01)..  This suggests that when O2

MAXOV 2


 demand increases and preload 

is elevated in untrained individuals, that the LV response is increased deformation at the basal 

level of the LV.  As aerobic capacity increases, LVM has the greatest influence on , as 

LVM was found to be significantly associated with absolute MAXOV 2
  (r = 0.692, p < 0.01); 

LVM/BM had the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2
 BM (r = 0.684, p < 0.01) and LVM/FFM was 

found to have the strongest correlation with MAXOV 2
 FFM (r = 0.598, p < 0.01).  The  increased 

relationship with LVM is due to structural adaptation to the LV following exercise training 

(Morganroth, 1975).  It is not until individuals are highly trained that eccentric hypertrophy has 
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occurred and it is the more specific adaptation of increased LVDd that predicts absolute 

MAXOV 2
 , as it was found that LVDd had the strongest correlation with absolute MAXOV 2

  in the 

cyclists (r = 0.888, p < 0.01).  LVDd was also found to predict 79% (p < 0.01) of the variance in 

absolute MAXOV 2
 , this was the strongest prediction equation established for any of the 

variants of MAXOV 2
  in any of the groups.  

 

The data demonstrate that both structural, (LVM), and functional (SV), variables together were 

found to predict MAXOV 2
 .  Previous studies have either only assessed the associations between 

cardiac dimensions and MAXOV 2
  (Steding et al., 2010), or have measured LV structure with 

CMR and LV function with echocardiography (La Gerche et al., 2011).  The validity of mixing 

data from two different imaging methodologies requires further investigation as the data 

relating to functional measures will come from entirely different cardiac cycles than the data 

for structural measures.  The confounding effects of the differing body positions during two 

exams (CMR for structure and echocardiography for function) may impact on the 

haemodynamics and therefore the measurements, taken on the two separate occasions, most 

notable the potential to affect EDVd due postural changes in venous return.  Finally, study 1 

confirmed that cardiac variables contribute a greater percentage to MAXOV 2
  with increased 

training. 

7.2.2 Study 2 – The Effect of 6 Weeks Resistance Training on Left Ventricular Structure and 
Function 

The aim of study 2 was to answer the research question:  Does LV undergo concentric 

hypertrophy occur following resistance exercise training in the absence of skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy is controlled? 

 

Hypothesis 1 - Accepted 

Strength will significantly increase following 6 weeks of resistance training. 

 

Hypothesis 2 - Accepted 

There will be no significant change in FFM following 6 weeks of resistance training. 
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Hypothesis 3 - Accepted 

There will be no significant change in LVM following 6 weeks of resistance training. 

 

This study aimed to establish if the Morganroth hypothesis (1975) was correct in the 

suggestion that LV concentric hypertrophy is a result of increased afterload during resistance 

exercise as Naylor et al. (2008) have challenged this and proposed that LVM may simply 

increase proportionally with FFM during resistance training.  Study 2 was based on the model 

of Moritani and Devries (1979), that strength improvements in the initial six weeks of a 

resistance training programme are solely neuromuscular, with no increases in skeletal muscle 

mass.  This provided a model in which to provide increases in afterload without inducing 

increases in fat free mass.  If the Morganroth hypothesis is correct, the afterload should still 

induce concentric hypertrophy. 

 

The 6 week training was successful at increasing muscular strength with increases in 1 RM 

bench press significantly increased (p = 0.00, d = -1.44) as did 1 RM parallel squat strength (p = 

0.00, d = -1.86), with no associated increases in relative FFM (p = 0.45) or absolute LM (p = 

0.87).  The 6 week training programme did not result in any LV structural adaptations.  This 

would this suggest that afterload alone does not induce concentric hypertrophy of the LV.  

Furthermore, there was limited support for the proposal of Naylor et al. (2008) as there was 

no evidence of increased LVM following the 6 week resistance training study, controlling for 

FFM. 

7.2.3 Study 3 - Time Course of Exercise Specific LV Structural and Functional Adaptations 

The purpose of study 3 was to address the research questions:  How do LV adaptations differ 

in the initial weeks of an exercise training programme between entirely aerobic and entirely 

resistance exercise training?  How does the time course of these LV adaptations compare to a 

combination of exactly half of each training volume, resistance and aerobic? 

 

Hypothesis 1 - Rejected 
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LVM will significantly increase in all exercise groups following 9 weeks of training. 

 

Hypothesis 2 - Rejected 

Resistance exercise will induce concentric hypertrophy (increased wall thickness resulting in 

increased LVM) of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 3 - Rejected 

Aerobic exercise will induce eccentric hypertrophy (increased LV cavity dimension resulting in 

increased LVM) of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 4 - Rejected 

A combination of both resistance and aerobic exercise will cause a manifestation of both 

eccentric and concentric hypertrophy of the LV. 

 

Hypothesis 5 - Rejected 

The resistance exercise group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural 

adaptations of concentric hypertrophy. 

 

Hypothesis 6 - Accepted 

The aerobic exercise group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural 

adaptations of eccentric hypertrophy. 

 

Hypothesis 7 - Rejected 

The combination group will demonstrate functional adaptations prior to structural 

adaptations. 

 

This study aimed to assess the initial exercise specific LV adaptations when following an 

exercise programme.  A time course of adaptations to aerobic, resistance and combination 

training enhances the body of literature that is predominantly cross sectional and in which the 

few longitudinal studies provide only pre and post data, following long training periods.  
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Additionally, the definition of aerobic and resistance training has been problematic, as many 

studies have used sports and exercise that combines both resistive and aerobic elements, as 

the training stimulus.  This effecting the comparability of the studies. 

 

The time course of adaptations in the aerobic group, showed improved late diastolic function 

and LV compliance seen in a reduced A wave (p = 0.44, d = 0.87) and increased E/A ratio (p = 

0.008, d = -1.29); as early as week 3, which was parallel to an increase in MAXOV 2
 BM (p < 

0.025, ηp
2 = 0.714).  The combination group showed the same adaptation, a decrease in A 

wave (p = 0.002, ηp
2 

MAXOV 2
= 0.407) with associated increase in BM (p = 0.008, d = -1.17), but 

as might be expected with the lesser aerobic training load,  this was slower in developing in 

the combination group and was not evident until week 9.  Both the aerobic and combination 

groups, also, demonstrated an increase in E/A ratio (aerobic, p = 0.008, d = -1.29; combination, 

p = 0.04, d = -0.72). These results suggest that aerobic training is associated with a reduction in 

atrial systole contribution to diastolic filling.  Additionally, the aerobic group also 

demonstrated a significant increase in the magnitude of longitudinal LV basal peak strain (p = 

0.012, d = 1.98).  

 

In contrast to the aerobic group, the resistance group demonstrated only structural LV 

adaptations following the 9 week training programme.  A significant increase was found in 

relative wall thickness (p = 0.021, ηp
2

 

 = 0.408), and an unexpected decrease in LVDd (p = 

0.014, d = 1.29).  It was likely that this decrease in LVDd was transient adaptation that has 

previously been undetected due to the pre-post research design of previous studies.  However 

there was no change in LVM and so it is difficult to class the structural changes as hypertrophy 

per se but rather a remodelling of ventricular structure to ameliorate increases in wall stress 

without the energy costs of increasing cardiac mass. 

The combination group demonstrated an amalgamation of the adaptations of the two discrete 

training groups.  However, the time course of these adaptations differed, to that of the 

resistance and aerobic groups in isolation.  The structural adaptations, similar to that of the 
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resistance group occurred at week 6, evident 3 weeks earlier than in the resistance group; the 

functional adaptation of the aerobic group was not evident until 6 weeks later in the 

combination group than in the aerobic group.  

 

This is the first laboratory based study to assess the effects of combining the two discrete 

forms of exercise and separately, since previous studies have typically investigated sports that 

consist of resistance and aerobic elements, such as rowing (Baggish et al., 2008); or utilised a 

pre existing training programme that incorporates many different activities (DeMaria et al., 

1978, Batterham et al., 2011).  By assessing aerobic and resistance training alone, then 

creating a combination programme from half of the resistance programme and half of the 

aerobic programme it can aid the understanding of the ‘causes and effects’ evident in the 

results.  From the current study it appears that the functional response to resistance training is 

the dominant LV response when practicing a combination exercise training programme, as 

functional adaptations were found to precede structural adaptations in the combination 

group. 

 

7.3 Importance of Findings:  Study Comparisons 

7.3.1 Afterload versus Body Composition 

The findings of study 2 suggested that afterload alone is not responsible for increases in LVM 

following resistance training.  This opposes the mechanism suggested by Morganroth et al. 

(1975) where afterload is not the sole mechanism responsible for increasing LV wall thickness.  

Following 9 weeks of training while there was LV structural remodelling (changes in LV 

dimensions with no overall change in LVM) there was no hypertrophy of the LV and no change 

in body composition.  This is difficult to interpret.  It may be seen to support Naylor et al. 

(2008) in that training with increases in FFM does no relate to increases in LVM.  Conversely, it 

may be seen as supportive of Morganroth et al. (1975) in that morphological remodelling did 

occur that could only have been caused by the elevated afterload during resistance exercise.  

It may be that the shorter duration of exposure to elevated afterload means that cardiac 
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hypertrophy in resistance exercise occurs more slowly than is seen in response to aerobic 

exercise.  If this is the case it would broadly support Morganroth et al. (1975) and also mean 

disassociating increases in FFM from increases in LVM may not be possible.  

 

The resistance and combination groups showed evidence of increased relative wall thickness, 

with no change in LVM.  Suggesting remodelling of the cardiac tissue present is the initial 

response and is aimed at normalising wall stress.  It is possible that a longer training 

programme may generate cardiac hypertrophy, as has been seen in a 90 day study by Baggish 

(Baggish et al., 2008).  This would require the continued demand to normalise wall stress and 

consequently future training studies must ensure appropriate increases in intensity 

throughout their duration. 

 

Taken together the results of this thesis imply that early adaptation to resistance exercise 

requires structural remodelling to occur before any true hypertrophy (defined as an increase 

in LVM) can take place. 

7.3.2 MAXOV 2


 and Cardiac Variables 

The findings of study 1 suggest that as an individual becomes more highly trained and MAXOV 2
  

increases, the influence LV variables on MAXOV 2
  increases.  It is also evident from study 1 that 

the variables that predict MAXOV 2
  change as aerobic fitness increases.  Basal peak strain was 

found to be strongly correlated to MAXOV 2
 BM and MAXOV 2

 FFM in the sedentary group, 

suggesting that the initial LV adaptation in individuals with low fitness, is greater deformation, 

and therefore contraction.  Further to this there was a significant increase in LV peak strain 

following 9 weeks of aerobic training in study 3.  Taken together these findings suggest an 

early adaptation to aerobic exercise to be primarily related to changes in strain and as aerobic 

capacity continues to improve so does the relative influence of cardiac structure.  This has not 

been reported previously, and is likely due to previous work assessing a complete cohort with 

no comparisons of the high and low aerobic capacity individuals.  An increase in strain during 

exercise is to be expected as the increased preload increases both stretch and force of the 
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contraction and ultimately increases overall deformation during a cardiac cycle.  The present 

study adds to this by demonstrating that the Frank-Starling dependent changes seed during 

exercise are also evident at rest during the initial adaptation to aerobic training.  This may be 

due to plasma volume expansion, consequent to aerobic training increasing the preload at rest 

in novice endurance athletes.  If exercise training is continue, then replication of sarcomeres in 

series, that is suggested to occur (Grossman et al., 1975), leads to increased LVDd, an 

adaptation not evident in study 3 but very evident in the highly fit participants, with longer 

training histories, seen in study 1., as study 1 found 79% of the variance in absolute MAXOV 2
  to 

be explained by LVDd in the cyclists.  

 

7.4 Future Directions 

The findings of this thesis contribute to the understanding of the initial exercise specific 

adaptations of the LV in healthy males.  To develop the findings of this thesis further, the 

tracking of adaptations from the LV at steady state, through an exercise training program until 

a new steady state is reached in resting LV structure and function, would provide a full time 

course of adaptations. 

 

The inclusion of  cycling and rowing intervention groups to run parallel to the three groups 

used in study 3 would provide the information required to differentiate between LV 

adaptations that have been considered a response to aerobic exercise training, when it is 

suggested, in this thesis, that response may actually be due to a combination of aerobic and 

resistance.  It is anticipated this may be found to explain why cyclists and rowers have 

previously been found to demonstrate the greatest LVM of all athletes (Naylor et al., 2008a). 

 

This thesis suggests that as no association was evident between LVM and FFM it is not possible 

to aid the differentiation between pathological HCM and physiological hypertrophy.  If such an 

association had been found, it could be argued that if LVM or wall thickness was scaled to FFM 

it would normalise heart size and therefore provide a method of differentiation between the 

pathological and physiological.   However, the results of study 1 suggest that with such strong 
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correlation between absolute MAXOV 2
  and LVDd in cyclists that athletes exhibiting LV 

morphology indicative to DCM may find that scaling for MAXOV 2
  normalises this morphology, 

therefore enabling differentiation between DCM and eccentric LV hypertrophy.   
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Figure 7.1  Flow diagram o f study 1 with future directions 

Research Question:  If aerobic exercise training induces LV adaptations in parallel with improvements in 

MAXOV 2
 , which cardiac variables best predict MAXOV 2

 ? 

 

Hypothesis 1 

There will be a significant 

relationship between MAXOV 2
  and 

echocardiographic variables. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by 

measures of contractility in the 

sedentary individuals. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

MAXOV 2
  will be predicted by 

structural measures associated with 

greater LV cavity size. 
 

Hypothesis 1 - Accepted Hypothesis 2 - Accepted Hypothesis 3 - Accepted 

Findings of Study 1 - The results of study 1 indicated that both structural (LVM) and functional (SV) parameters predict MAXOV 2
 .  The greatest amount 

of variance was found to be predicted in C, it is considered this is due to the LV remodelling, with increased LVDd, associated with aerobic exercise.  In 

all 3 groups (TS, C and S), the best prediction equations were for absolute MAXOV 2
 .  When MAXOV 2

  was scaled for both BM and FFM, the amount of 

variance predicted was reduced, this may indicate that BM and FFM are not associated with MAXOV 2
 , or that cardiac variables already consider a-vO2 

difference, therefore scaling for body composition that is directly associated with a-vO2, distorts the prediction equation. 

Future Directions – Further investigation into the effects of scaling MAXOV 2
  to BM and/or FFM could be achieved by studying measurements of cardiac 

variables during exercise, ideally maximal exercise and establishing if they better predict absolulte MAXOV 2
 , MAXOV 2

 BM and MAXOV 2
 FFM.  

Additionally, this would allow understanding as to how well these resting cardiac variables can possibly predict MAXOV 2
 , and whether the negative 

association found between EF and both absolute and scaled MAXOV 2
 (p<0.05) in the cyclists, suggesting only moderate contraction during rest, with 

greater reserve allowing for increased SVmax and therefore Qmax during exercise. 
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Figure 7.2 Flow diagram o f study 2 with future directions 

Research Question:  Does LV concentric hypertrophy occur following resistance exercise 

training when skeletal muscle hypertrophy is controlled? 

 
Hypothesis 1  

Strength will significantly 

increase following 6 weeks 

of resistance training. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

There will be no significant 

change in FFM following 6 

weeks of resistance training. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

There will be no significant 

change in LVM following 6 

weeks of resistance 

training. 

 
Hypothesis 1 – Accepted Hypothesis 1 – Accepted Hypothesis 1 – Accepted 

Findings of  Study 2 - Significant increases in strength were found in the current study, with no associated increases in FFM or LM in line 

with the model of Moritani and DeVries (1979).  No LV structural adaptation was found to occur following the 6 week resistance training 

programme, providing support for the suggestion by Naylor et al. (2008) that LVM may be proportional to body size, or body 

composition.  The resistance training programme induced a significant reduction in both resting sBP (p = 0.01, d = 1.19) and dBP (p < 

0.029, d = 0.88).  This reduction in resting BP may have countered the short exposure to elevated BP during the resistance exercise 

(MacGougall et al., 1989). 

Future Directions – Using the same model, controlling for skeletal muscle hypertrophy, but with direct assessment of BP during the 

resistance exercise to ensure sufficient pressure overload is occurring in the LV.  Also to allow quantification of the duration of exposure 

to elevated afterload. 
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Future Directions – A time course of greater duration would, with changes in body composition are evident in the resistance and combination groups, to 
understand whether LV remodelling occurs in response to increased preload, but increases in skeletal muscle hypertrophy are required to drive increases 
in LVM, as suggested by Naylor et al. (2008).  The ideal duration of tracking the time course of LV adaptations would be from steady state (sedentary) to 
steady state (greatest aerobic fitness or optimum body compisition), this would allow for understanding of any transient adaptations that may occur only 
as an initial response to exercise specific training.  Further to this the inclusion of exercise that induces both elevated preload and afterload, such as 
rowing, to allow comparison with combination training used in current study, that was the amalgamation of two discrete forms of training. 

Research Question:  How do LV adaptations differ in the initial weeks of an 

exercise training programme between entirely aerobic and entirely resistance 

exercise training? 

 

Hypothesis 1 
LVM will 
significantly 
increase in all 
exercise groups 
following 9 weeks 
of training. 
 

Hypothesis 1  
- rejected 

Research Question:  How does the time course of these LV adaptations 

compare to a combination of exactly half of each training volume, resistance 

and aerobic? 

 

Hypothesis 2 
Resistance 
exercise will 
induce 
concentric 
hypertrophy 
of the LV. 
 

Hypothesis 3 
Aerobic 
exercise will 
induce 
eccentric 
hypertrophy of 
the LV. 
 

Hypothesis 4 
A combination of both 
resistnce and aerobic 
exercise will cause a 
manifestation of aboth 
eccentric and concentric 
hypertrophy of the LV. 
 

Hypothesis 5 
The resistance 
exercise group will 
demonstrate 
functional 
adaptations prior to 
structural 
adaptations of 
concentric 

 
 
 

Hypothesis 6 
The aerobic 
exercise group 
will demonstrate 
functional 
adaptations prior 
to structural 
adaptations of 
eccentric 

 
 

Hypothesis 7 
The combination 
group will 
demonstrate 
functional 
adaptations prior 
to structural 
adaptations. 
 

Hypothesis 2 
- rejected 

Hypothesis 3 
- rejected 

Hypothesis 4  
- rejected 

Hypothesis 5  
- rejected 

Hypothesis 6  
- accepted 

Hypothesis 7  
- rejected 

Findings of Study 3 – LV remodelling was evident in the resistance and 
combination groups with an increase in relative wall thickness (resistance, p = 
0.021, ηp

2 = 0.408; combination, p = 0.004, d = -1.06); however no increase in 
LVM was evident in any of the groups.  This suggests that LV remodelling 
occurs initially, to normalise relative wall thickness before any increase in LVM 
is required.  

Findings of Study 3 – LV functional adaptations, shown as a 
decreased in A wave, were found in the aerobic (p = 0.44, d = 0.87) 
and combination (p = 0.011, d = 0.84) groups. This followed the 

same time course, in each group, as the increase in MAXOV 2
  

(aerobic, p < 0.025, ηp
2 = 0.714; combination, p = 0.008, d = -1.17). 

Findings of Study 3 – There were adaptations exclusive to the combination group, including increases in PWd (p = 0.032, ηp
2 = 0.301) and EF (p = 0.01, 

ηp
2 = 0.413).  This may suggest an acceleration of adaptations when exposed to both elevated preload and afterload during exercise training. 

Figure 7.3 Flow diagram o f study 3 with future directions 
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7.5 Limitations 

In study 2 sedentary individuals were used to ensure body composition was maintained for the 

duration of the 6 week training programme.  However, this reduced the external validity and 

the ability to generalise to elite athletes, which also meant that results were not comparable 

to athlete-control comparison cross sectional studies that originally reported physiological 

adaptation of the LV (Morganroth et al., 1975).  Further to this, although, the resistance 

training programme was relative to elite powerlifters in regard to training volume and 

intensity (Swinton et al., 2009) the sample of the current study were not able to train with 

loads equal to that of more experienced individuals.  No time was incorporated into the 

programme for skill development, so other than ensuring safety when lifting, if lifting 

technique had been developed this may have contributed to greater loads being lifted.  

However, the inclusion of this, would have meant training with lighter loads, which may not 

have induced LV pressure loading sufficiently.    

 

A major limitation of study 2 was the absence of blood pressure or afterload measurement 

during the resistance exercise.  Different methods of BP assessment were tried, but valid and 

reliable results were not achieved.  This meant that the pressure loading stimulus that was 

being induced by the resistance exercise could not be monitored or regulated to ensure 

consistency between training sessions or individuals. However, resistance exercise has 

repeatedly been shown to increase sBP and dBP (MacDougall et al., 1985). 

 

Participant attrition in study 3, was the greatest limiting factor, reducing the power of the 

statistical analysis, and resulting in the removal of one time point for one of the within group 

analyses due to the reduced sample.  Greatest attrition was evident in the aerobic group, it is 

thought this is due to these sessions being individual rather than group sessions.  When 

performing a running training session participants were running on a treadmill in the Sport and 

Exercise Science Laboratories, and unable to interact with others during this time.  In contrast, 

the resistance training provided a social environment for the participants, as they spotted 

each other and interacted during rest periods.  This social environment provided support and a 
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motivation to continue with the training.  Recruiting University of Bedfordshire students may 

also have contributed to the high attrition, as many of the students did not remain in Bedford 

during the holidays, and therefore missed sessions, testing or ceased training altogether if 

going home.  

 

Study 3 was also limited by duration as a thorough time course of LV adaptations in response 

to exercise training would assess changes from steady state through to an adapted steady 

state, based on the principle of diminishing returns.  This was also dictated by the University 

term length, as many participants were only available during term time, this meant that the 

duration of any training programme had to remain within this time frame.  However, this was 

not the reason for 9 weeks being selected as the duration of the study.  Originally the training 

programme was to be 18 weeks in length, but during the PhD Transfer Seminar the reviewers 

recommended a shorter programme.  The final decision on 9 weeks was made following 

review of literature that had found increases in skeletal muscle hypertrophy following 

resistance exercise training; increases in MAXOV 2
  following aerobic exercise training and LV 

adaptations within 9 weeks.  However, as no body composition changes were evident in the 

resistance group following 9 weeks of training, a longer training programme may have resulted 

in increased FFM. 

 

7.6 Alterations to PhD Proposal 

The initial PhD proposal included assessment of the LV and body composition by magnetic 

resonance imaging.  This assessment was to be performed at the Robert Steiner MRI Unit at 

Hammersmith Hospital, unfortunately one of the MRI units was not functioning properly, 

reducing the availability of the facility for research purposes.  Eight months into the PhD 

project the investigators were informed that the MRI facility was no longer available.  This 

resulted in the project solely using echocardiography. 

 

At initiation of the PhD the ultrasound system available was the HDI 3000, this system does 

not have the TDI function.  However, sonographer training was performed on this machine.  
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The reliability studies for both LV structure and transmitral Doppler were also performed with 

the HDI 3000 ultrasonograph.  The procurement of the Phillips ultrasound system enabled TDI 

assessment, and this was used for pilot work.  The Phillips ultrasound system was then to be 

replaced with the GE Vivid 7, as this provided the technology for image acquisition that could 

later be used for strain analysis, however, the late arrival of this system meant that data 

collection was unable to commence until 18 months into the project. 
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APPENDIX 4 

 
 

Participant Information Sheet 
 
The Effect of Aerobic, Resistance and Combination Training on Cardiac Structure and Function: 

A Longitudinal Study 
 
 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to measure the differences of cardiac structure in function in individuals 
before and after a training programme.  This study will investigate the changes to cardiac structure and 
function after following different training programmes; aerobic, resistance, combination or no training.   
 
The measurements taken in the study will allow the researchers to assess if changes to cardiac 
structure are in line with the changes in body composition that occur with exercise training. 
 
 
Possible disadvantages or risks of taking part 
Many of the measurements such as height and body mass will cause no risk or discomfort to you at all.  
The blood pressure measurement will involve a cuff tightening around the upper arm for a few seconds 
which may cause slight discomfort due to the pressure.   
 
Echocardiography is not known to have any adverse effects.  It involves running a probe over the skin 
surface of the upper chest and side of the torso.  You will be asked to undress from the waist up for this 
measurement however this measure is performed with discretion and there will be the minimal number 
of people present.  You will also have the opportunity to request your preference of a male or female 
sonographer. 
 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) does not involve any radioactivity or radiation and is free from side 
effects, provided that you are not wearing any metal jewellery or watch (which can come loose or break 
in the magnet).  You will be asked to remove your jewellery and watch before the scans take place.  We 
will give you an alarm bell to sound at anytime if you are upset or worried during the examination; and if 
the procedure does not suit you for any reason it can be stopped at any time. 
 
The VO2max test will require you to cycle to fatigue, although this is a demanding test, it is a short test 
that will only require you to exercise as a high intensity for a matter of minutes. 
 
The strength assessment, again is to fatigue, however it will be ensured that any weights you are 
required to lift will be well within your capabilities.  You may experience delayed onset muscle soreness 
(DOMS) one or two days following the test but this will be minimised as much as possible by stretching  
following the test, lead by your instructors. 
 
For the BodPod (air displacement plethysmography) measurement you will be asked to sit still inside a 
large chamber on a seat. The door of the chamber will be shut for roughly 50 seconds during 
measurements (air is moved gently between your chamber and a smaller one) and you will be able to 
see the researcher through a window and choose to release the door mechanism yourself at any time 
using a button. The 50 second test may be repeated 2 or 3 times. This test will measure your body 
composition i.e. fat and muscle content.  
 
Another test we will ask you to do to measure body composition levels is using the Tanita scales. For 
this test we ask you not to have undertaken strenuous exercise, consumed alcohol or caffeine, or 
consumed excessive volumes of water for between 12-48 hours prior to this test (details will be 
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provided). You will be asked to stand barefoot on a base which has two metal plates and hold two hand 
grip electrodes. This method is called bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) and measures the body’s 
resistance to a small, safe electrical current which varies according to levels of fat and muscle (lean 
tissue) within the body. The measurement takes a few seconds.  
 
The fingerprick blood sampling test involves using an autolancet to prick the skin on the tip of a finger, 
and then gently massaging the finger to obtain drops of blood (up to 1ml in total). There is a momentary 
pin-prick sensation, but no needles are involved. It is possible that we may ask you to have a second 
finger pricked if the first finger dries up quickly. 
 
Benefits of taking part 
If allocated to one of the exercise groups you will receive an 18 week personal training programme that 
will be set to your individual level of fitness.  You will experience varied training sessions in a social 
environment.   
 
All participants will receive 4 free aerobic fitness tests, 4 free strength assessments, 7 free heart scans 
by echocardiography, 2 free MRI scanning sessions with information on body composition, 7 free blood 
pressure assessments, and 4 free measures of lipid profile (cholesterol measure) / and risk of 
developing type 2 diabetes assessment.  All information from these tests can be explained and results 
interpreted for you, for your own information and comparisons to normative data if you should wish to 
receive that information (this will only be done on request). 
 
For the researchers it will provide important information about the effects of different forms of exercise 
training on cardiac structure and function.  With the increased understanding of cardiac response to long 
term exercise researchers will be able propose exercise programmes designed to improve cardiac 
dimensions and function. 
 
What will be required of you, the participant 
You will be randomly assigned to one of four groups; aerobic training, resistance training, combination 
training or control. 
 
If you are assigned to the control group you will not be required to perform any physical activity, but just 
to continue with your current level of activity.  You will be asked to complete a physical activity diary to 
note your activity for the duration of the study.  
 
If you are assigned to the aerobic group you will be required to attend 3 aerobic exercise sessions per 
week.  These sessions will include you exercising on equipment such as treadmills, bicycles and rowers, 
at an intensity that is set to your individual level.  You will be provided with an exercise program that will 
guide your workouts, which will never exceed 1 hour in duration.  There will always be a qualified 
instructor present to help and motivate you. 
 
If you are assigned to the resistance group you will be required to attend 3 resistance exercise sessions 
per week.  These sessions will be less than an hour in duration and will include you lifting weights to a 
set intensity for your individual strength level.  You will always have at least one qualified instructor 
present who will help with technique, spotting and motivation. 
 
Finally, if you are assigned to the combination group you will be required to attend one resistance 
session, one aerobic session and one combination session per week. 
 
All participants will be required to perform a VO2max and/or strength assessment test, both to volitional 
fatigue, on weeks Baseline, 6, 12 and 18.    Blood pressure, height, weight, body composition measures 
(BodPod, and Tanita Scales) and Echocardiography scans will be assessed on seven occasions, weeks 
Pre, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and fingerprick blood sampling on at baseline and weeks 3, 9, and 18.  These 
sessions will take approximately 1 hour. 
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It is possible that MRI scans performed in weeks Pre and 18, these will include a full body scan and 
cardiac scan, these will be performed at a Hospital.  Transport will be provided for these visits, and will 
always take place on a Tuesday and taking up most of your day. 
 
 
Confidentiality 
All results will be kept confidential, you will be given a subject number, so your results will never be 
stored along with your name.  Only the research team will be aware of which name corresponds with 
which number. 
 
None of the results will be published on an individual basis.  All results will be grouped and means and 
standard deviations will be the basis of analysis. 
 
It is planned that results will be published in a scientific journal following the study. 
 
 
Contact for further information 
 
Jo Chapillon 
Block S4 (Postgrad offices)   
University of Bedfordshire   01234 793433 

jo.chapillon@beds.ac.uk 

Polhill Campus     07813 863713 
Polhill Avenue 
Bedford 
MK41 9EA 
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APPENDIX 5 

 
 

Participant Consent Form 
The Effect of Combination (aerobic and resistance) Training on Cardiac Structure and 

Function: A Longitudinal Study 
 
I have read and understand the Participant Information Sheet for the above study 
and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 

 

  
I have received enough information about the study and satisfactory answers to all 
of my questions. 

 

  
I understand I am free to withdraw from the study at any time, without having to give 
a reason for doing so. 

 

  
I understand what is required of me for the duration of the study.  
  
I consent to following a training plan consisting of a combination of aerobic and 
resistance exercise for 10 weeks. 

 

  
I consent to having my body fat measured by BodPod and Tanita scales.  
  
I consent to performing a MAXOV 2

  test to volitional fatigue on 5 occasions.  
  
I consent to having Echocardiogram scans on 5 occasions.  
  
I consent to having my blood pressure measured.  
  
I consent to having finger prick blood samples taken pre and post MAXOV 2

  testing.  
  
I understand that all results will be anonymous and that only the direct research 
team will be aware of my individual results. 

 

  
I understand that all results from the study may be published, however these results 
will be group scores not individual results. 

 

  
I agree to take part in this study.  
 
Name of Participant:     Date:    Signature: 
 
 
Researcher:      Date:    Signature: 
 
Joanna Chapillon 
01234 793433 
jo.chapillon@beds.ac.uk 

mailto:jo.chapillon@beds.ac.uk�
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APPENDIX 7 

 
 

MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
1 Have you been unwell in the past 7 days? 

Yes   No 

 

2 Please mark the category and inform the Echocardiogram Operator. 

 

Stomach illness    Cold  

Flu      Virus 

Muscular injury    Wounded (Cuts/Grazes) 

Skin       Headache/Migraine 

 

4 Do you consider yourself to be in good health today? 

Yes   No 

 

5 Do you have any allergies to Electrode Gel or Ultrasound Gel that your are aware of? 

    Yes   No 

 

6 Is there any medical reason why you think you might not be able to have an 

Echocardiogram taken?  Please give details below. 

 

7 Do you have any history of any of the cardiovascular problems listed below? 

 

Hypertension    Yes   No 

Myocardial Infarction   Yes   No 

Peripheral Vascular Disease  Yes   No 

Angina     Yes   No 

Other Cardiovascular  Diseases Yes   No   
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8 Do any of your immediate family have any history of any of the cardiovascular problems 

listed below? 

 

Hypertension    Yes   No 

Myocardial Infarction   Yes   No 

Peripheral Vascular Disease  Yes   No 

Angina     Yes   No 

Other Cardiovascular  Diseases Yes   No  

 

 
9 Are you currently taking any medication? 

    Yes    No  

 

10 Please name the medication in the space below. 

 

 

 

 

11 Is this medication for prescribed for any heart problems? 

Yes    No 

 

12 Do you currently or have you ever taken anabolic steroids? 

Yes   No 

 
13 Do you have any history of back or knee injuries? 

Yes   No 
 
 
Name 
 
Signature       Date 
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APPENDIX 8 

BLOOD ANALYSIS – Participant Screening Form 
 
Please read the following: 
 

a. Are you suffering from any known active, serious infection? 
b. Have you had jaundice within the previous year? 
c. Have you ever had any form of hepatitis?  
d. Have you any reason to think you are HIV positive? 
e. Have you ever been involved in intravenous drug use? 
f. Are you a haemophiliac? 
g. Is there any other reason you are aware of why taking blood might be  
    hazardous to your health?  
h. Is there any other reason you are aware of why taking your blood might be  
    hazardous to the health of the technician? 
 
 
Can you answer Yes to any of questions a-g?    Please tick your response.  

     
Yes   No  

 
 
Small samples of your blood (from finger or earlobe) will be taken in the manner outlined to 
you by the qualified laboratory technician. All relevant safety procedures will be strictly 
adhered to during all testing procedures (as specified in the Risk Assessment document 
available for inspection in the laboratory). 
 
  I declare that this information is correct, and is for the sole purpose of giving the  
  tester guidance as to my suitability for the test.  
 
 
   Signed  ………………………………………  
      
   Date  ……………………………………… 
 
  If there is any change in the circumstances outlined above, it is your responsibility to 
  tell the person administering the test immediately. 
 

 
 
The completed Medical Questionnaire (Par Q) and this Blood Sampling Form will be held in a 
locked filing cabinet in the School of PE and Sport Sciences laboratories at the University for a 
period of one-three years. After that time all documentation will be destroyed by shredding. 
If you wish to have a photocopy of any of the completed documents, please ask for one. 
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APPENDIX 9 

Aerobic Training Programme 

  All intensity % are of vVO2max      
Week 1        

  Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 5min@50% 20 70% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
CT 2 5min@50% 20 70% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
HIT 1 5min@50% 4 80% 4 3 50% walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
        
Week 2        

  Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 5min@50% 30 70% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
CT 2 5min@50% 30 70% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
HIT 1 5min@50% 4 85% 4 3 50% walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
        
Week 3        

  Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 5min@50% 30 75% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
HIT 1 5min@60% 2 95% 15 2 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 
VO2max 5min@50%           walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 

mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Week 3        

  Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Completed: 

CT 1 5min@50% 30 75% 1 0 0  
CT 2 5min@50% 2 95% 15 2 60%  
HIT 1 5min@60% 4 85% 4 3 60%  
VO2max Treadmill 5min@60%         walking until HR is below 100 followed by stretching 

 

 

Week 4         

  Method Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Completed: 

CT 1 Road 5min@50% 40 75% 1 0 0  
CT 2 Road 5min@50% 40 75% 1 0 0  
HIT 1 Treadmill 5min@60% 4 90% 4 2 60%  
HIT 2 Treadmill 5min@60% 1 100% 20 1 60%  
         
Week 5         

  Method Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Completed 

CT 1 Road 5min@50% 45 70% 1 0 0  

mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
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CT 2 Road 5min@50% 45 70% 1 0 0  
HIT 1 Treadmill 5min@60% 1.5 100% 20 1 60%  

mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Week 7         

  Method Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 Road 5min@50% 45 75% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
CT 2 Road 5min@50% 45 75% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
HIT 1 Treadmill 5min@60% 4 90% 5 3 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
HIT 2 Treadmill 5min@60% 0.5 105% 15 1 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
         

 

Week 8         

  Method Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 Road 5min@50% 45 80% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
CT 2 Road 5min@50% 45 80% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
HIT 1 Treadmill 5min@60% 4 90% 5 3 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
HIT 2 Treadmill 5min@60% 1 105% 15 1 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
         
Week 9         

  Method Warm Up 

Duration of 
Work 
(mins) 

Intensity 
of Work Repetitions 

Duration 
of Rest 

Intensity 
of Rest Cool Down 

CT 1 Road 5min@50% 50 75% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
CT 2 Road 5min@50% 50 75% 1 0 0 walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 

mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
mailto:5min@50%25�
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HIT 1 Treadmill 5min@60% 0.5 105% 15 0.5 60% walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
VO2max Treadmill 5min@60%           walking until HR is below 100 followed my stretching 
         

 

Appendix 10 

Combination Training Programme 

 2 minute rest between each set      
 2-3 Second Repition velocity for concentric and eccentric action   
 All intensity % are of vVO2max        
Week 1          
Date     Date     Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 1RM Reps Set Weight 8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% 
Bench   3   Bench   3   Duration of Work 4 
Squat   3   Squat   3   Intensity of Work 80% 
Upright Row   3   Upright Row   3   Repetitions 4 
Bent Over Row   3   Bent Over Row   3   Duration of Rest 3 
   3      3   Intensity of Rest 50% 

   3      3   Cool Down 
walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching 

Week 2 
Date    Date   Date   
8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 
Bench   3   Duration of Work 4 Duration of Work 30 
Squat   3   Intensity of Work 85% Intensity of Work 70% 

mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Upright Row   3   Repetitions 10 Repetitions 1 
Bent Over 
Row   3   Duration of Rest 4 Duration of Rest 0 
   3   Intensity of Rest 50% Intensity of Rest 0% 

   3   Cool Down 
walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching Cool Down 

walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching 

 
 
 
 
 
Week 3          
Date     Date     Date  

8-12 reps @ 85% 1RM Reps Set Weight 8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight MAXOV 2
  5min@60% 

Bench   3   Bench   3     
Squat   3   Squat   3     
Upright Row   3   Upright Row   3     

Bent Over Row   3   
Bent Over 
Row   3     

   3      3    60% 

   3      3    
walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching 

 

Week 4            
Date     Date     Date   Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 

8 reps to 
failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 

Bent Over Row   3   Squat   3   Duration of Work 1.5 Duration of Work 40 
Bicep Curls   3   Deadlift   3   Intensity of Work 100% Intensity of Work 70% 

mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Upright Row   3   Lunges   3   Repetitions 12 Repetitions 1 
Shoulder Press   3           Duration of Rest 1.5 Duration of Rest 0 
Bench Press   3           Intensity of Rest 60% Intensity of Rest 0% 

Tricep Extension   3           Cool Down 
walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching Cool Down 

walking until HR is below 100 
followed my stretching 

            
Week 5            
Date     Date     Date   Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 

8 reps to 
failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 

Squat   3   
Bent Over 
Row   3   Duration of Work 4 Duration of Work 40 

Deadlift   3   Bicep Curls   3   Intensity of Work 90% Intensity of Work 75% 
Lunges   3   Upright Row   3   Repetitions 4 Repetitions 1 
        Bench Press   3   Duration of Rest 3 Duration of Rest 0 

        
Tricep 
Extension   3   Intensity of Rest 60% Intensity of Rest 0% 

 
 
 
            
Week 6            
Date     Date     Date   Date  

8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 

8 reps to 
failure Reps Set Weight 

MAXOV 2
  

 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 
Bent Over Row   3   Squat   3    1.5 Duration of Work 45 
Bicep Curls   3   Deadlift   3    100% Intensity of Work 70% 
Upright Row   3   Lunges   3    20 Repetitions 1 
Bench Press   3            1 Duration of Rest 0 
Tricep Extension   3            60% Intensity of Rest 0% 

 

mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Week 7            
Date     Date     Date   Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 
Squat   3   Bent Over Row   3   Duration of Work 4 Duration of Work 45 
Deadlift   3   Bicep Curls   3   Intensity of Work 90% Intensity of Work 75% 
Lunges   3   Upright Row   3   Repetitions 5 Repetitions 1 
        Shoulder Press   3   Duration of Rest 3 Duration of Rest 0 
        Bench Press   3   Intensity of Rest 60% Intensity of Rest 0% 

        Tricep Extension   3   Cool Down 

walking until HR is 
below 100 followed 
my stretching Cool Down 

walking until HR is below 100 followed 
my stretching 

            
Week 8            
Date     Date     Date   Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight Warm Up 5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 
Bent Over Row   3   Squat   3   Duration of Work 0.5 Duration of Work 45 
Bicep Curls   3   Deadlift   3   Intensity of Work 105% Intensity of Work 80% 
Upright Row   3   Lunges   3   Repetitions 18 Repetitions 1 
Shoulder Press   3           Duration of Rest 1 Duration of Rest 0 
Bench Press   3           Intensity of Rest 60% Intensity of Rest 0% 

Tricep Extension   3           Cool Down 

walking until HR is 
below 100 followed 
my stretching Cool Down 

walking until HR is below 100 followed 
my stretching 

            
Week 9            
Date     Date     Date   Date  
8-12 reps @ 85% 
1RM Reps Set Weight 8 reps to failure Reps Set Weight MAXOV 2

  5min@60% Warm Up 5min@60% 
Squat   3   Bent Over Row   3     Duration of Work 50 

mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
mailto:5min@60%25�
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Deadlift   3   Bicep Curls   3     Intensity of Work 75% 
Lunges   3   Upright Row   3     Repetitions 1 
        Shoulder Press   3     Duration of Rest 0 
        Bench Press   3     Intensity of Rest 0% 

        Tricep Extension   3    

walking until HR is 
below 100 followed 
my stretching Cool Down 

walking until HR is below 100 followed 
my stretching 
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APPENDIX 11 
 
Study 1 – Q-Q Plots for TS 
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APPENDIX 12 
 
Study 1 – Q-Q Plots for Cyclists 
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APPENDIX 13 
 
Study 1 – Q-Q Plots for S 
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APPENDIX 14 

Study 1 – S to C comparison 
 
T-Test 
 

Group Statistics 

 ActivityLevel N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

sBP Sedentary 10 130.0000 5.33333 1.68655 

Cyclist 8 137.3750 13.14684 4.64811 

dBP Sedentary 10 80.0000 8.29993 2.62467 

Cyclist 8 79.0000 4.84031 1.71131 

RestingHR Sedentary 10 68.1340 5.75575 1.82013 

Cyclist 8 50.7500 8.97218 3.17214 

Relative_VO2max Sedentary 10 42.6000 3.77712 1.19443 

Cyclist 8 72.1250 10.09155 3.56790 

Absolute_VO2max Sedentary 10 3.7500 .57529 .18192 

Cyclist 8 5.1388 .63450 .22433 

relativeVO2max_FFM Sedentary 10 60.5140 7.60853 2.40603 

Cyclist 8 83.1912 9.11669 3.22324 

HRatVO2max Sedentary 10 183.3000 16.24842 5.13820 

Cyclist 8 182.8750 7.88194 2.78669 
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BodyMass Sedentary 10 88.2000 11.57516 3.66039 

Cyclist 8 71.6375 7.35565 2.60061 

Percent_FFM Sedentary 10 70.9600 4.73268 1.49660 

Cyclist 8 87.7500 2.72921 .96492 

Abs_LM Sedentary 10 62.1980 6.93497 2.19303 

Cyclist 8 61.7750 4.28611 1.51537 

IVSd Sedentary 10 1.0900 .12445 .03936 

Cyclist 10 1.3490 .21574 .06822 

LVDd Sedentary 10 5.0230 .42008 .13284 

Cyclist 10 5.0700 .33440 .10575 

 

 
Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

sBP Equal variances assumed 9.905 .006 -1.624 16 .124 -7.37500 4.54025 -16.99990 2.24990 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -1.492 8.845 .171 -7.37500 4.94463 -18.59042 3.84042 
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dBP Equal variances assumed 1.076 .315 .301 16 .767 1.00000 3.32039 -6.03892 8.03892 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  .319 14.832 .754 1.00000 3.13328 -5.68502 7.68502 

RestingHR Equal variances assumed 1.911 .186 4.994 16 .000 17.38400 3.48096 10.00470 24.76330 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  4.753 11.406 .001 17.38400 3.65724 9.36933 25.39867 

Relative_VO

2max 

Equal variances assumed 15.043 .001 -8.584 16 .000 -29.52500 3.43954 -36.81650 -22.23350 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -7.847 8.573 .000 -29.52500 3.76252 -38.10145 -20.94855 

Absolute_VO

2max 

Equal variances assumed .281 .603 -4.864 16 .000 -1.38875 .28551 -1.99400 -.78350 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -4.808 14.393 .000 -1.38875 .28882 -2.00663 -.77087 

relativeVO2

max_FFM 

Equal variances assumed .646 .433 -5.759 16 .000 -22.67725 3.93805 -31.02553 -14.32897 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -5.638 13.673 .000 -22.67725 4.02222 -31.32347 -14.03103 

HRatVO2ma

x 

Equal variances assumed 7.468 .015 .068 16 .947 .42500 6.28724 -12.90334 13.75334 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  .073 13.564 .943 .42500 5.84523 -12.14966 12.99966 

BodyMass Equal variances assumed 1.697 .211 3.509 16 .003 16.56250 4.72053 6.55542 26.56958 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  3.689 15.350 .002 16.56250 4.49017 7.01092 26.11408 
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Percent_FF

M 

Equal variances assumed 1.936 .183 -8.889 16 .000 -16.79000 1.88891 -20.79432 -12.78568 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -9.429 14.759 .000 -16.79000 1.78070 -20.59089 -12.98911 

Abs_LM Equal variances assumed 2.150 .162 .151 16 .882 .42300 2.80985 -5.53361 6.37961 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  .159 15.193 .876 .42300 2.66566 -5.25243 6.09843 

IVSd Equal variances assumed 4.029 .060 -3.288 18 .004 -.25900 .07876 -.42447 -.09353 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -3.288 14.393 .005 -.25900 .07876 -.42749 -.09051 

LVDd Equal variances assumed .494 .491 -.277 18 .785 -.04700 .16979 -.40372 .30972 

Equal variances not 

assumed 
  -.277 17.138 .785 -.04700 .16979 -.40501 .31101 
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APPENDIX 15 
Study 1 – TS Regressions 
Regression 
 

Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 SV, LA, EDV, LVM . Enter 

2 . LVM Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .910 .829 a .799 .31850 
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2 .910 .828 b .806 .31288 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SV, LA, EDV, LVM 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SV, LA, EDV 

 

 

 
ANOVAc 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 11.312 4 2.828 27.877 .000

Residual 

a 

2.333 23 .101   

Total 13.645 27    
2 Regression 11.295 3 3.765 38.461 .000

Residual 

b 

2.349 24 .098   

Total 13.645 27    

a. Predictors: (Constant), SV, LA, EDV, LVM 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SV, LA, EDV 

c. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -1.361 .573  -2.374 .026 

LVM .001 .002 .046 .400 .693 

LA .634 .138 .442 4.593 .000 

EDV .007 .002 .293 3.227 .004 

SV .030 .005 .604 5.755 .000 

2 (Constant) -1.387 .559  -2.481 .021 

LA .657 .123 .458 5.330 .000 

EDV .007 .002 .300 3.423 .002 

SV .031 .004 .627 7.257 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Excluded Variablesb 

Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

Tolerance 
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2 LVM .046 .400 a .693 .083 .557 

a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), SV, LA, EDV 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 
 
Regression 
 

Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 IVSd, EAratio, 

LVM_BM, Awave 

. Enter 

2 . Awave Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

3 . IVSd Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 IVSd, EAratio, 

LVM_BM, Awave 

. Enter 

2 . Awave Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

3 . IVSd Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 
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Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .533 .285 a .221 5.52554 

2 .533 .284 b .237 5.46858 

3 .526 .277 c .246 5.43629 

a. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, EAratio, LVM_BM, Awave 

b. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, EAratio, LVM_BM 

c. Predictors: (Constant), EAratio, LVM_BM 

 

 
ANOVAd 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 546.527 4 136.632 4.475 .004

Residual 

a 

1373.924 45 30.532   

Total 1920.451 49    
2 Regression 544.806 3 181.602 6.073 .001

Residual 

b 

1375.645 46 29.905   
Total 1920.451 49    

3 Regression 531.447 2 265.724 8.991 .000c 
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Residual 1389.003 47 29.553   

Total 1920.451 49    

a. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, EAratio, LVM_BM, Awave 

b. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, EAratio, LVM_BM 

c. Predictors: (Constant), EAratio, LVM_BM 

d. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 23.713 10.939  2.168 .036 

LVM_BM 4.326 1.944 .330 2.225 .031 

Awave 2.827 11.907 .038 .237 .813 

EAratio 5.103 2.294 .353 2.225 .031 

IVSd 3.621 5.213 .104 .695 .491 

2 (Constant) 25.767 6.629  3.887 .000 

LVM_BM 4.327 1.924 .330 2.249 .029 

EAratio 4.780 1.828 .331 2.615 .012 
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IVSd 3.385 5.065 .097 .668 .507 

3 (Constant) 27.857 5.810  4.794 .000 

LVM_BM 4.990 1.639 .380 3.044 .004 

EAratio 4.636 1.805 .321 2.569 .013 

a. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 

 
Excluded Variablesc 

Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

Tolerance 

2 Awave .038 .237 a .813 .035 .627 

3 Awave .017 .108 b .915 .016 .651 

IVSd .097 .668 b .507 .098 .733 

a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), IVSd, EAratio, LVM_BM 

b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), EAratio, LVM_BM 

c. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 
 
Regression 
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Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

relativeVO2max_FFM 66.3676 8.22836 59 

LVM_FFM 3.8239 .71216 62 

SV 71.1528 14.25697 32 

PWd 1.0497 .16105 68 

IVSd 1.0975 .18018 68 

 
Correlations 

 relativeVO2max_

FFM LVM_FFM SV PWd IVSd 

Pearson 

Correlation 

relativeVO2max

_FFM 

1.000 .479 .683 .370 .359 

LVM_FFM .479 1.000 .561 .560 .688 

SV .683 .561 1.000 .108 .277 

PWd .370 .560 .108 1.000 .534 

IVSd .359 .688 .277 .534 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) relativeVO2max

_FFM 

. .000 .000 .003 .004 
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LVM_FFM .000 . .001 .000 .000 

SV .000 .001 . .282 .065 

PWd .003 .000 .282 . .000 

IVSd .004 .000 .065 .000 . 

N relativeVO2max

_FFM 

59 54 25 55 55 

LVM_FFM 54 62 26 62 61 

SV 25 26 32 31 31 

PWd 55 62 31 68 67 

IVSd 55 61 31 67 68 

 

 
Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 IVSd, SV, PWd, 

LVM_FFM 

. Enter 
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2 . IVSd Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

3 . LVM_FFM Backward 

(criterion: 

Probability of F-

to-remove >= 

.100). 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .754 .568 a .482 5.92099 

2 .750 .563 b .500 5.81718 

3 .745 .556 c .515 5.72834 
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Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .754 .568 a .482 5.92099 

2 .750 .563 b .500 5.81718 

3 .745 .556 c .515 5.72834 

a. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, SV, PWd, LVM_FFM 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SV, PWd, LVM_FFM 

c. Predictors: (Constant), SV, PWd 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

d 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 923.779 4 230.945 6.587 .001

Residual 

a 

701.162 20 35.058   

Total 1624.942 24    
2 Regression 914.310 3 304.770 9.006 .000

Residual 

b 

710.632 21 33.840   
Total 1624.942 24    

3 Regression 903.036 2 451.518 13.760 .000

Residual 

c 

721.906 22 32.814   
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Total 1624.942 24    

a. Predictors: (Constant), IVSd, SV, PWd, LVM_FFM 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SV, PWd, LVM_FFM 

c. Predictors: (Constant), SV, PWd 

d. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 21.322 10.135  2.104 .048   

LVM_FFM -2.276 3.017 -.197 -.754 .459 .316 3.160 

SV .419 .108 .726 3.876 .001 .614 1.628 

PWd 17.562 9.709 .344 1.809 .086 .597 1.674 

IVSd 4.995 9.611 .109 .520 .609 .487 2.053 

2 (Constant) 23.073 9.390  2.457 .023   
LVM_FFM -1.464 2.536 -.127 -.577 .570 .432 2.313 

SV .413 .106 .715 3.910 .001 .623 1.606 

PWd 18.600 9.335 .364 1.992 .059 .624 1.603 
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3 (Constant) 23.548 9.211  2.557 .018   

SV .376 .082 .651 4.554 .000 .988 1.012 

PWd 15.327 7.303 .300 2.099 .048 .988 1.012 

a. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

Collinearity Diagnosticsa 

Model Dimension Eigenvalue Condition Index 

Variance Proportions 

(Constant) LVM_FFM SV PWd IVSd 

1 1 4.938 1.000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

2 .030 12.903 .01 .00 .52 .10 .03 

3 .017 17.040 .42 .21 .01 .01 .08 

4 .010 22.210 .09 .04 .02 .56 .57 

5 .006 29.786 .48 .75 .45 .33 .32 

2 1 3.950 1.000 .00 .00 .00 .00  
2 .028 11.929 .03 .00 .50 .17  
3 .016 15.833 .47 .42 .03 .02  
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4 .007 24.583 .50 .58 .47 .81  
3 1 2.962 1.000 .00  .00 .00  

2 .028 10.340 .02  .82 .26  

3 .010 17.319 .97  .17 .73  

a. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

Excluded Variablesc 

Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation 

Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

Minimum 

Tolerance 

2 IVSd .109 .520 a .609 .115 .487 2.053 .316 

3 IVSd .027 .153 b .880 .033 .666 1.503 .666 

LVM_F

FM 

-.127b -.577 .570 -.125 .432 2.313 .432 

a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), SV, PWd, LVM_FFM 

b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), SV, PWd 

c. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 
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APPENDIX 16 
Study 1 – Regressions for C 
 
Regression 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Absolute_VO2max 5.1388 .63450 8 

LVDd 5.0700 .33440 10 

 
Correlations 

 Absolute_VO2max LVDd 

Pearson Correlation Absolute_VO2max 1.000 .888 

LVDd .888 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Absolute_VO2max . .002 

LVDd .002 . 

N Absolute_VO2max 8 8 

LVDd 8 10 

 
Variables Entered/Removedb 
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Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 LVDd . a Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .888 .789 a .754 .31493 

a. Predictors: (Constant), LVDd 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 2.223 1 2.223 22.414 .003

Residual 

a 

.595 6 .099   

Total 2.818 7    
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ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 2.223 1 2.223 22.414 .003

Residual 

a 

.595 6 .099   

Total 2.818 7    

a. Predictors: (Constant), LVDd 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -3.405 1.808  -1.883 .109 

LVDd 1.685 .356 .888 4.734 .003 

a. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 
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Regression 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Relative_VO2max 72.1250 10.09155 8 

EF 61.8413 3.45468 8 

 
Correlations 

 Relative_VO2max EF 

Pearson Correlation Relative_VO2max 1.000 -.837 

EF -.837 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Relative_VO2max . .009 

EF .009 . 

N Relative_VO2max 8 7 

EF 7 8 

 
Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 EF . a Enter 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 EF . a Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .837 .701 a .641 6.04402 

a. Predictors: (Constant), EF 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 428.385 1 428.385 11.727 .019

Residual 

a 

182.651 5 36.530   
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Total 611.036 6    

a. Predictors: (Constant), EF 

b. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 223.381 44.228  5.051 .004 

EF -2.446 .714 -.837 -3.424 .019 

a. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 
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Regression 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

relativeVO2max_FFM 83.1912 9.11669 8 

EF 61.8413 3.45468 8 

 

 
Correlations 

 relativeVO2max_F

FM EF 

Pearson Correlation relativeVO2max_FFM 1.000 -.875 

EF -.875 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) relativeVO2max_FFM . .005 

EF .005 . 

N relativeVO2max_FFM 8 7 

EF 7 8 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 EF . a Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .875 .765 a .718 4.84267 

a. Predictors: (Constant), EF 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 381.427 1 381.427 16.265 .010

Residual 

a 

117.257 5 23.451   
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Total 498.684 6    

a. Predictors: (Constant), EF 

b. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 225.916 35.437  6.375 .001 

EF -2.308 .572 -.875 -4.033 .010 

a. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 
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APPENDIX 17 
Study 1 – Regressions for S 
 
Regression 
 

Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 ESV . a Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .749 .561 a .506 .40414 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ESV 
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ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 1.672 1 1.672 10.237 .013

Residual 

a 

1.307 8 .163   

Total 2.979 9    

a. Predictors: (Constant), ESV 

b. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 2.432 .431  5.639 .000 

ESV .028 .009 .749 3.200 .013 

a. Dependent Variable: Absolute_VO2max 

 

 
 
Regression 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 BasalPeakStrain . Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .996 .991 a .987 .42808 

a. Predictors: (Constant), BasalPeakStrain 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 42.433 1 42.433 231.556 .004a 
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Residual .367 2 .183   

Total 42.800 3    

a. Predictors: (Constant), BasalPeakStrain 

b. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 29.671 .876  33.862 .001 

BasalPeakStrain -.780 .051 -.996 -15.217 .004 

a. Dependent Variable: Relative_VO2max 

 
 
Regression 
 

Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 
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1 BasalPeakStrain . Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .992 .985 a .977 1.15793 

a. Predictors: (Constant), BasalPeakStrain 

 

 
ANOVA

Model 

b 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 170.988 1 170.988 127.526 .008

Residual 

a 

2.682 2 1.341   

Total 173.669 3    

a. Predictors: (Constant), BasalPeakStrain 

b. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 34.560 2.370  14.581 .005 

BasalPeakStrain -1.565 .139 -.992 -11.293 .008 

a. Dependent Variable: relativeVO2max_FFM 
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APPENDIX 18 
 
Study 2 and 3 – Q-Q Plots for Resistance Group Across at Baseline, Week 3, Week 
6 and Week 9. 
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APPENDIX 19 
 
Study 2 – Baseline to Week 6 Comparisons 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_HR - W6_HR 3.61857 9.21367 3.48244 -4.90265 12.13980 1.039 6 .339 

Pair 2 B_dBP - W6_dBP 6.71429 7.60952 2.87613 -.32334 13.75192 2.334 6 .058 

Pair 3 B_sBP - W6_sBP 8.71429 7.34199 2.77501 1.92408 15.50449 3.140 6 .020 

Pair 4 B_Relative_VO2max - 

W3_Relative_VO2max 

-1.33333 5.87367 1.95789 -5.84824 3.18157 -.681 8 .515 

Pair 5 B_Absolute_VO2max - 

W3_Absolute_VO2max 

-.13000 .41830 .13943 -.45153 .19153 -.932 8 .378 

Pair 6 B_BodyMass - 

W6_BodyMass 

-.66250 2.24050 .79213 -2.53560 1.21060 -.836 7 .431 

Pair 7 B_Percent_FFM - 

W6_Percent_FFM 

.47500 1.68925 .59724 -.93725 1.88725 .795 7 .453 

Pair 8 B_Abs_LM - W6_Abs_LM -.07500 1.22911 .43456 -1.10256 .95256 -.173 7 .868 

Pair 9 B_IVSd - W6_IVSd .01375 .03623 .01281 -.01654 .04404 1.073 7 .319 

Pair 10 B_LVDd - W6_LVDd .01750 .23107 .08170 -.17568 .21068 .214 7 .836 
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Pair 11 B_PWd - W6_PWd .00750 .09239 .03266 -.06974 .08474 .230 7 .825 

Pair 12 B_IVSs - W6_IVSs .10875 .14347 .05072 -.01119 .22869 2.144 7 .069 

Pair 13 B_LVDs - W6_LVDs -.28000 .34994 .12372 -.57256 .01256 -2.263 7 .058 

Pair 14 B_PWs - W6_PWs .10000 .14648 .05179 -.02246 .22246 1.931 7 .095 

Pair 15 B_LVM - W6_LVM 4.94625 14.53477 5.13882 -7.20513 17.09763 .963 7 .368 

Pair 16 B_RelativeWallThick - 

W6_RelativeWallThick 

.00000 .05071 .01793 -.04239 .04239 .000 7 1.000 

Pair 17 B_Ewave - W6_Ewave .11625 .05999 .02121 .06610 .16640 5.481 7 .001 

Pair 18 B_Awave - W6_Awave .01125 .07434 .02628 -.05090 .07340 .428 7 .681 

Pair 19 B_EAratio - W6_EAratio .16750 .51466 .18196 -.26277 .59777 .921 7 .388 

Pair 20 B_DecelTime - 

W6_DecelTime 

-5.94375 25.25735 8.92982 -27.05942 15.17192 -.666 7 .527 

Pair 21 B_IVRT - W6_IVRT -6.16333 11.29387 6.52052 -34.21885 21.89219 -.945 2 .444 

Pair 22 B_Dias_Vol - W6_Dias_Vol 12.85429 26.80415 10.13102 -11.93542 37.64399 1.269 6 .252 

Pair 23 B_Sys_Vol - W6_Sys_Vol .05429 14.82978 5.60513 -13.66097 13.76954 .010 6 .993 

Pair 24 B_EF - W6_EF 2.91333 4.99963 2.04109 -2.33345 8.16012 1.427 5 .213 

Pair 25 B_TDI_S - W6_TDI_S .00714 .01113 .00421 -.00315 .01743 1.698 6 .140 

Pair 26 B_TDI_E - W6_TDI_E -.00286 .01890 .00714 -.02034 .01462 -.400 6 .703 

Pair 27 B_TDI_A - W6_TDI_A .01000 .02160 .00816 -.00998 .02998 1.225 6 .267 

Pair 28 B_LA - W6_LA -.05000 .17739 .06705 -.21406 .11406 -.746 6 .484 

Pair 30 B_Eprime_Aprime - 

W6_Eprime_Aprime 

-.31286 .84821 .32059 -1.09732 .47160 -.976 6 .367 

Pair 31 B_E_Eprine - W6_E_Eprime .88571 .75011 .28351 .19198 1.57945 3.124 6 .020 
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Pair 32 B_sWallStress - 

W6_sWallStress 

-7.28000 24.42350 9.23121 -29.86797 15.30797 -.789 6 .460 

Pair 33 B_BasSept - W3_BasSept -1.42857 3.58864 1.35638 -4.74751 1.89036 -1.053 6 .333 

Pair 34 B_MidSept - W6_MidSept -.79167 3.11646 1.10183 -3.39709 1.81376 -.718 7 .496 

Pair 35 B_ApiSept - W6_ApiSept -3.40476 8.20335 3.10058 -10.99160 4.18207 -1.098 6 .314 

Pair 36 B_ApiLat - W6_ApiLat -1.33333 5.81187 2.37268 -7.43251 4.76585 -.562 5 .598 

Pair 37 B_MidLat - W6_MidLat -.07143 4.00908 1.51529 -3.77921 3.63636 -.047 6 .964 

Pair 38 B_BasLat - W6_BasLat 9.04167 4.97657 2.48828 1.12284 16.96049 3.634 3 .036 
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APPENDIX 20 
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APPENDIX 21 
Study 3 – Q-Q Plots for Combination Group 
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APPENDIX 22 
 
Study 3 – Baseline to Week 9 Comparisons for the Aerobic Group 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_IVSd - W9_IVSd .03714 .21945 .08294 -.16581 .24010 .448 6 .670 

Pair 2 B_LVDd - W9_LVDd -.08571 .49352 .18653 -.54214 .37072 -.460 6 .662 

Pair 3 B_PWd - W9_PWd -.02857 .18925 .07153 -.20360 .14645 -.399 6 .703 

Pair 4 B_IVSs - W9_IVSs .04000 .14119 .05336 -.09057 .17057 .750 6 .482 

Pair 5 B_LVDs - W9_LVDs -.22000 .38592 .14586 -.57692 .13692 -1.508 6 .182 

Pair 6 B_PWs - W9_PWs .01000 .22517 .08510 -.19824 .21824 .118 6 .910 

Pair 7 B_LVM - W9_LVM -5.04714 30.75523 11.62438 -33.49099 23.39670 -.434 6 .679 

Pair 8 B_RelativeWallThick - 

W9_RelativeWallThick 

-.00571 .11133 .04208 -.10868 .09725 -.136 6 .896 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_Ewave - W9_Ewave -.00625 .15165 .05362 -.13303 .12053 -.117 7 .910 

Pair 2 B_Awave - W9_Awave .08875 .10260 .03627 .00297 .17453 2.447 7 .044 

Pair 3 B_EAratio - W9_EAratio -.72125 .55715 .19698 -1.18704 -.25546 -3.662 7 .008 

Pair 4 B_DecelTime - 

W9_DecelTime 

.30875 49.05504 17.34358 -40.70229 41.31979 .018 7 .986 

Pair 5 B_IVRT - W9_IVRT 7.97250 17.46594 6.17514 -6.62940 22.57440 1.291 7 .238 

Pair 6 B_Dias_Vol - W9_Dias_Vol 13.41625 25.85623 9.14156 -8.20010 35.03260 1.468 7 .186 

Pair 7 B_Sys_Vol - W9_Sys_Vol 4.15000 9.21422 3.25772 -3.55328 11.85328 1.274 7 .243 

Pair 8 B_EF - W9_EF -.83500 5.11250 1.80754 -5.10916 3.43916 -.462 7 .658 

Pair 9 B_BiplaneSV - 

W9_BiplaneSV 

3.02875 12.59745 4.45387 -7.50298 13.56048 .680 7 .518 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_TDI_S - W9_TDI_S .00429 .01718 .00649 -.01161 .02018 .660 6 .534 

Pair 2 B_TDI_E - W9_TDI_E .00167 .01602 .00654 -.01515 .01848 .255 5 .809 

Pair 3 B_TDI_A - W9_TDI_A .00286 .01113 .00421 -.00743 .01315 .679 6 .522 

Pair 4 B_LA - W9_LA -.04200 .31467 .14073 -.43272 .34872 -.298 4 .780 

Pair 5 B_SV - W9_SV -2.83000 6.84343 3.42171 -13.71942 8.05942 -.827 3 .469 

Pair 6 B_Aprime_Eprime - 

W9_Aprime_Eprime 

-.11714 .59955 .22661 -.67163 .43735 -.517 6 .624 

Pair 7 B_E_Eprime - 

W9_E_Eprime 

-.08286 .80106 .30277 -.82371 .65800 -.274 6 .794 

Pair 8 B_sWallStress - 

W9_sWallStress 

-3.24286 27.61717 10.43831 -28.78448 22.29877 -.311 6 .767 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_BasalStrain - 

Wk9_BasalStrain 

2.30000 5.01927 2.24469 -3.93224 8.53224 1.025 4 .363 

Pair 2 B_MidStrain - 

Wk9_MidStrain 

2.00000 3.13980 1.28182 -1.29502 5.29502 1.560 5 .179 

Pair 3 B_ApiStrain - 

Wk9_ApiStrain 

1.95000 6.01549 2.69021 -5.51922 9.41922 .725 4 .509 

Pair 4 B_strain - Wk9_strain 2.31667 1.17172 .52401 .86179 3.77154 4.421 4 .012 
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APPENDIX 23  
Study 3 – Baseline to Week 9 comparisons for Resistance Group 
 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_HR - W9_HR 4.42857 3.14304 1.18796 1.52175 7.33540 3.728 6 .010 

Pair 2 B_dBP - W9_dBP .71429 13.81683 5.22227 -12.06415 13.49272 .137 6 .896 

Pair 3 B_sBP - W9_sBP 4.71429 7.54352 2.85118 -2.26231 11.69088 1.653 6 .149 

Pair 4 B_Relative_VO2max - 

W9_Relative_VO2max 

-1.85714 6.03955 2.28274 -7.44280 3.72851 -.814 6 .447 

Pair 5 B_Absolute_VO2max - 

W9_Absolute_VO2max 

-.18431 .49348 .18652 -.64071 .27208 -.988 6 .361 

Pair 6 B_BodyMass - 

W9_BodyMass 

.15714 3.52650 1.33289 -3.10432 3.41861 .118 6 .910 

Pair 7 B_Percent_FFM - 

W9_Percent_FFM 

-.18571 1.98110 .74879 -2.01793 1.64650 -.248 6 .812 

Pair 8 B_Abs_LM - W9_Abs_LM 4.34286 10.68033 4.03679 -5.53480 14.22052 1.076 6 .323 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_IVSd - W9_IVSd -.04429 .09761 .03689 -.13456 .04599 -1.200 6 .275 

Pair 2 B_LVDd - W9_LVDd .22571 .17539 .06629 .06350 .38792 3.405 6 .014 

Pair 3 B_PWd - W9_PWd -.06429 .11717 .04429 -.17265 .04408 -1.452 6 .197 

Pair 4 B_IVSs - W9_IVSs .15000 .19459 .07355 -.02997 .32997 2.039 6 .088 

Pair 5 B_LVDs - W9_LVDs -.35429 .39820 .15050 -.72256 .01399 -2.354 6 .057 

Pair 6 B_PWs - W9_PWs .03429 .34268 .12952 -.28264 .35121 .265 6 .800 

Pair 7 B_LVM - W9_LVM 2.10286 24.94589 9.42866 -20.96824 25.17396 .223 6 .831 

Pair 8 B_RelativeWallThick - 

W9_RelativeWallThick 

-.04571 .05442 .02057 -.09605 .00462 -2.222 6 .068 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_Ewave - W9_Ewave .07667 .10309 .04208 -.03152 .18485 1.822 5 .128 

Pair 2 B_Awave - W9_Awave .05333 .08664 .03537 -.03759 .14426 1.508 5 .192 

Pair 3 B_EAratio - W9_EAratio -.28500 .51528 .21036 -.82575 .25575 -1.355 5 .233 

Pair 4 B_DecelTime - 

W9_DecelTime 

22.85000 26.64685 10.87853 -5.11415 50.81415 2.100 5 .090 

Pair 5 B_IVRT - W9_IVRT -9.39000 28.90751 16.68976 -81.20025 62.42025 -.563 2 .630 

Pair 6 B_Dias_Vol - W9_Dias_Vol 7.10167 18.67272 7.62310 -12.49415 26.69748 .932 5 .394 

Pair 7 B_Sys_Vol - W9_Sys_Vol 4.23833 9.93560 4.05619 -6.18843 14.66510 1.045 5 .344 

Pair 8 B_EF - W9_EF -.13667 3.68699 1.50521 -4.00592 3.73259 -.091 5 .931 

Pair 9 B_BiplaneSV - 

W9_BiplaneSV 

3.53500 9.81628 4.00748 -6.76656 13.83656 .882 5 .418 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_TDI_S - W9_TDI_S .02000 .01871 .00837 -.00323 .04323 2.390 4 .075 

Pair 2 B_TDI_E - W9_TDI_E -.00200 .03033 .01356 -.03966 .03566 -.147 4 .890 

Pair 3 B_TDI_A - W9_TDI_A .02600 .02881 .01288 -.00977 .06177 2.018 4 .114 

Pair 4 B_LA - W9_LA .07714 .16830 .06361 -.07851 .23279 1.213 6 .271 

Pair 6 B_Aprime_Eprime - 

W9_Aprime_Eprime 

-.85000 .59279 .26510 -1.58605 -.11395 -3.206 4 .033 

Pair 7 B_E_Eprime - 

W9_E_Eprime 

.41400 .94164 .42111 -.75520 1.58320 .983 4 .381 

Pair 8 B_sWallStress - 

W9_sWallStress 

-7.68286 24.44722 9.24018 -30.29276 14.92705 -.831 6 .438 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_BasalStrain - 

Wk9_BasalStrain 

-.47222 3.32401 1.35702 -3.96056 3.01612 -.348 5 .742 

Pair 2 B_MidStrain - 

Wk9_MidStrain 

.98810 1.41456 .53466 -.32016 2.29635 1.848 6 .114 

Pair 3 B_ApiStrain - 

Wk9_ApiStrain 

-.20000 2.68845 1.20231 -3.53815 3.13815 -.166 4 .876 

Pair 4 B_strain - Wk9_strain .78472 1.83339 .91669 -2.13260 3.70205 .856 3 .455 
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APPENDIX 24 
Study 3 – Baseline to Week 9 Comparisons for Combination Group 
 
 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_HR - W9_HR 4.36083 8.40013 2.42491 -.97636 9.69802 1.798 11 .100 

Pair 2 B_dBP - W9_dBP 5.45455 11.96130 3.60647 -2.58117 13.49026 1.512 10 .161 

Pair 3 B_sBP - W9_sBP 3.25000 9.73396 2.80995 -2.93466 9.43466 1.157 11 .272 

Pair 4 B_Relative_VO2max - 

W9_Relative_VO2max 

-3.88889 3.62093 1.20698 -6.67218 -1.10560 -3.222 8 .012 

Pair 5 B_Absolute_VO2max - 

W9_Absolute_VO2max 

-.31983 .27395 .09132 -.53041 -.10926 -3.503 8 .008 

Pair 6 B_BodyMass - 

W9_BodyMass 

-1.82231 5.06550 1.40492 -4.88336 1.23874 -1.297 12 .219 

Pair 7 B_Percent_FFM - 

W9_Percent_FFM 

-1.20769 3.46998 .96240 -3.30458 .88920 -1.255 12 .233 

Pair 8 B_Abs_LM - W9_Abs_LM -2.50923 4.78286 1.32653 -5.39949 .38102 -1.892 12 .083 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_IVSd - W9_IVSd .04231 .17403 .04827 -.06286 .14747 .877 12 .398 

Pair 2 B_LVDd - W9_LVDd .12385 .41076 .11392 -.12438 .37207 1.087 12 .298 

Pair 3 B_PWd - W9_PWd -.08231 .10772 .02987 -.14740 -.01722 -2.755 12 .017 

Pair 4 B_IVSs - W9_IVSs .03462 .22474 .06233 -.10120 .17043 .555 12 .589 

Pair 5 B_LVDs - W9_LVDs .12615 .52984 .14695 -.19402 .44633 .858 12 .407 

Pair 6 B_PWs - W9_PWs -.12385 .27091 .07514 -.28756 .03986 -1.648 12 .125 

Pair 7 B_LVM - W9_LVM 3.62333 27.84491 8.03813 -14.06848 21.31515 .451 11 .661 

Pair 8 B_RelativeWallThick - 

W9_RelativeWallThick 

-.05167 .04877 .01408 -.08266 -.02068 -3.670 11 .004 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_Ewave - W9_Ewave .01462 .14199 .03938 -.07119 .10042 .371 12 .717 

Pair 2 B_Awave - W9_Awave .07615 .09097 .02523 .02118 .13113 3.018 12 .011 

Pair 3 B_EAratio - W9_EAratio -.45769 .63797 .17694 -.84321 -.07217 -2.587 12 .024 

Pair 4 B_DecelTime - 

W9_DecelTime 

12.10154 41.80767 11.59536 -13.16259 37.36566 1.044 12 .317 

Pair 5 B_IVRT - W9_IVRT -8.58750 11.29050 3.99179 -18.02659 .85159 -2.151 7 .068 

Pair 6 B_Dias_Vol - W9_Dias_Vol -1.21636 22.70682 6.84636 -16.47101 14.03829 -.178 10 .863 

Pair 7 B_Sys_Vol - W9_Sys_Vol 5.29909 10.37617 3.12853 -1.67172 12.26990 1.694 10 .121 

Pair 8 B_EF - W9_EF -2.35364 4.11177 1.23975 -5.11596 .40869 -1.898 10 .087 

Pair 9 B_BiplaneSV - 

W9_BiplaneSV 

-1.96909 11.73044 3.53686 -9.84971 5.91152 -.557 10 .590 
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Paired Sam 
Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_BasalStrain - 

Wk9_BasalStrain 

1.43333 3.23737 1.44780 -2.58639 5.45306 .990 4 .378 

Pair 2 B_MidStrain - 

Wk9_MidStrain 

.35714 1.86879 .70634 -1.37120 2.08549 .506 6 .631 

Pair 3 B_ApiStrain - 

Wk9_ApiStrain 

-.25000 7.55848 3.08573 -8.18213 7.68213 -.081 5 .939 

Pair 4 B_strain - Wk9_strain 1.10417 3.33460 1.66730 -4.20192 6.41025 .662 3 .555 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Paired Samples Test 
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Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 B_TDI_S - W9_TDI_S .00000 .01044 .00302 -.00664 .00664 .000 11 1.000 

Pair 2 B_TDI_E - W9_TDI_E -.00833 .01899 .00548 -.02040 .00373 -1.520 11 .157 

Pair 3 B_TDI_A - W9_TDI_A .01833 .04345 .01254 -.00927 .04594 1.462 11 .172 

Pair 4 B_LA - W9_LA .03556 .54014 .18005 -.37963 .45075 .197 8 .848 

Pair 5 B_SV - W9_SV -1.85714 14.37765 5.43424 -15.15426 11.43997 -.342 6 .744 

Pair 6 B_Aprime_Eprime - 

W9_Aprime_Eprime 

-.47833 .85302 .24625 -1.02032 .06365 -1.942 11 .078 

Pair 7 B_E_Eprime - 

W9_E_Eprime 

.46250 .92204 .26617 -.12334 1.04834 1.738 11 .110 

Pair 8 B_sWallStress - 

W9_sWallStress 

17.21091 31.08000 9.37097 -3.66892 38.09074 1.837 10 .096 
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